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“Without him, one would need to get a visa to
visit Gir forest to see lions, or visit Hyderabad to
see famous Charminar,” Mr. Modi said, recalling

Towering statue of Patel dedicated to
the nation
Prime Minister Narendra Modi

the strategic efforts made by the first Home

m
o

Minister of India in bringing Junagadh in Gujarat

inaugurated a

and Hyderabad in south India — both of which

182-metre statue of SardarVallabhbhai Patel

were then controlled by Muslim rulers — into the

overlooking the Narmada river in Gujarat as a

Union of India.

tribute to the country’s ‘Iron Man’.

Built at a cost of Rs. 2,989 crore, the ‘Statue

r
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Dedicating the ‘Statue of Unity’ to the nation on

of

Sardar Patel’s birth anniversary, in a ceremony

wearing a traditional dhoti and shawl, towering

that saw Air Force aircraft shower petals as they

over the Narmada River and overlooking the

flew overhead, Mr. Modi said: “It is a historic and

SardarSarovar dam.
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inspiring occasion for all Indians. I am fortunate

Unity’

depicts

SardarVallabhbhai

Patel

The statue, described as the world’s tallest given

to dedicate this statue of SardarSaheb to the that it exceeds the height of China’s Spring

p
s

nation.”

Temple Buddha by 177 feet, was built by Indian
construction major Larsen & Toubro (L&T) in 33

leader’s contribution in unifying the country after

months. The statue was designed by Padma

independence as he brought more than 500

Bhushan-winning sculptor Ram V Sutar.

princely states on a common platform to join the

Flays critics

Union of India.

Mr. Modi also lashed out at those who had

“Without Sardar, we would not have imagined a

questioned the government for spending almost
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The Prime Minister recalled the Congress

a

railway line from Kashmir to Kanyakumari,” Mr. Rs. 3,000 crore to build the world’s tallest statue.
Modi said.

“I find it amusing that when some people of

‘Needed a visa to Gir’

our own country dare to see this initiative from
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a political view and criticise us as if we have
committed a huge crime,” he said, rhetorically
asking: “Is remembering the country’s great
personalities a crime?”
Among those critical of the project and its
cost were local tribals, whose attempts to hold
protests were foiled by the heavy deployment
of police along the route to the statue. The local
police even detained more than 50 activists and

f
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“There is nothing for tribals, who are original

inhabitants of forest lands in this area,” said local

a
ir

MLA ChhotubhaiVasava, who has floated the

BhartiyaBhilistanSena. “Instead of spending Rs.

p
s

3,000 crore on building a statue, the government
should have started some new scheme for

a

tribals,” he said.
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

Environmental activist RohitPrajapati, who was
also detained ahead of the inaugural event, said
that the statue — built on a small island in the
river — would cause damage to the Narmada’s
ecology.

India declares nuclear triad

Calling it a major achievement for the entire
nation, Mr. Modi said the success of INS Arihant
enhances India’s security needs.

m
o

“True to its name, INS Arihant will protect the 130
crore Indians from external threats and contribute

.c

to the atmosphere of peace in the region,” he
said in a tweet.

m
u

Wishing the team members behind the project

r
o

tribal leaders, fear protests by them.
‘Tribals ignored’

operational

and their families on the occasion of Deepavali,
the Festival of Lights, Mr. Modi expressed the
hope that “just as light dispels darkness and all
fear, INS Arihant will be harbinger of fearlessness
for the country.”
Given India’s stated position of ‘No-First-Use’
(NFU) in launching nuclear weapons, the SSBN
is the most dependable platform for a secondstrike. Because they are powered by nuclear
reactors, these submarines can stay underwater
indefinitely without the adversary detecting it.
The other two platforms — land-based and airlaunched are far easier to detect.
“This places India in the league of the few
countries that can design, construct and operate
SSBN,” Defence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
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tweeted on the development.

submitting applications is November 20.

As reported by The Hindu earlier, Arihant was

Struggling bidders

quietly commissioned into service in August

In the latest phase, the Centre is reoffering 34

2016 but its induction was never officially

airports that weren’t successfully connected,

acknowledged. It has a displacement of 6000

primarily because two airlines — Air Odisha and

tonnes and is powered by an 83 MW pressurised

Air Deccan — were unable to operate routes

light-water reactor with enriched uranium.

they had bid for due to lack of funds. Some

The second submarine in the series, Arighat is

destinations have been put on the block again

now undergoing sea trials after which it will be

as helicopter operations failed to take off.

inducted.

The previous two rounds saw a total of 428 routes

n
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Seaplanes may soon be operating commercial
passenger flights in India with the Centre inviting

bids for connecting selected destinations under

i
p

the regional connectivity scheme (RCS).

s
a

Included among the 10 destinations that the
government

proposes

to

connect

through

seaplanes are the recently unveiled Statue of
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

Unity at SardarSarovar Dam, Sabarmati Riverfront
in Ahmedabad, Tehri Dam in Uttarakhand and
NagarjunaSagar in Telangana.
Opening the third round of the RCS, the Ministry
of Civil Aviation has invited proposals for air routes
that include tourist destinations. The deadline for

.c
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Centre eyes seaplanes in UDAN 3

m
o

awarded to 17 airlines and helicopter operators.
Air Odisha was granted rights to connect 54
routes and Air Deccan 30, but both have been
able to only start 10 routes each, which too see
erratic services.
“Few airports which are deprived of regular
connectivity due to default of few airlines have
been added [in the third round],” said a senior
official of the Ministry of Civil Aviation, speaking
on condition of anonymity.
The Centre has also offered 23 tourist destinations
including Bodh Gaya, Agra, Kanha, Varanasi,
Hampi, Mysore and Kullu.

Proposed Ganga bill bans ports,
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jetties
The government has banned the construction of
jetties, ports or “permanent hydraulic structures”
in the Ganga, unless permitted by the National
Ganga Rejuvenation Authority, according to a
proposed ‘Ganga Act’, viewed by The Hindu.
The legislation, formally called the National
River Ganga (Rejuvenation, Conservation and
Management) Bill, 2018, proposes to create a

health of the 2,500-kilometre long Ganga which,

In winter session

tf
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The Bill is now being circulated for comments

among several Ministries, and proposed to be

i
p

tabled in Parliament during the winter session,

s
a

according to sources.

The Bill lays down a host of restrictions to ensure
the “uninterrupted, ecological flow” of the river.
Currently, a host of dams in the upper stretches of

Vol. 51 Nov.2018

to ensure minimum flows all through the year.
The legislation looms even as the government

the river lead to the river’s flow being obstructed,
say several activists and researchers, and
persistent campaigns — notably led by the late
G.D. Agrawal — led to the government finally
recognising the need for proposed and existing

m
o

is developing a National Waterways Project-1
(River Ganga) from Haldia to Varanasi (1,390

.c

km), with the technical and financial assistance
of the World Bank, at an estimated cost of Rs.

m
u

5,369 crore. Food and beverage giant PepsiCo
has dispatched 16 containers from Haldia

r
o

management structure that will supervise the

the draft Bill defines, as ‘India’s national river.’

hydropower projects to change their design plans

containing packaged food and assorted goods,
and — in a ceremony to be attended by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi — they are expected to
dock in Varanasi on November 12, according to
a statement from the Union Shipping Ministry.
This is the first container movement aboard an
inland vessel in independent India, according to
that Ministry.
The

waterways

project

involves

creating

permanent and movable terminals that require
dredging and frequent de-silting to ensure
that minimum river depths — for the smooth
movement of the vessels — are maintained.
However, the proposed legislation specifies that
“unauthorised” activities that cause “…obstruction
or discontinuity of water in the River Ganga…due
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to engineered diversion of water or stoppage of

(DMDSC) will be the national coordinating centre

water…could be liable to a prison term of 3 years

for the study group.

or fines uptoRs. 50 crore, or both.”

Genetic mutation

m
o

Activists say that while the government’s efforts Monogenic diabetes is a group of disorders where
have been largely on cleaning the Ganga —

mutation of a single gene causes diabetes; the

namely, by installing sewage plants in riverine

three commonest forms being - Maturity Onset

cities such as Allahabad and Varanasi and

Diabetes of the Young (MODY), Neonatal Diabetes

Kanpur — but neglecting to take steps to ensure

Mellitus (NDM) and Congenital Hypoglycaemia,

the river’s natural flow is maintained through the

according to V. Mohan, chairman, DMDSC.

stretch. “The government’s draft does not keep

“ICMR already has a young diabetics registry.
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u
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the interest of the Ganga as prime focus. The As an off-shoot, a National Monogenic Diabetes
intent seems to be to maintain a flow, whereas

Study Group has been formed with MDRF as the

we have been insisting on achieving natural

nodal centre. As of now, 33 doctors from across

flow,” said MallikaBhanot of the Uttarakhand-

the country are ready to collaborate for this

based NGO Ganga Ahwaan. The NGO was

initiative,” he told reporters .

i
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associated with G.D. Agrawal, and his call for a Under this initiative, MDRF would provide

s
a

ban on hydropower projects on the Ganga.
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National body set up to study rare
form of diabetes

guidelines to the collaborators for identifying
monogenic diabetes. “They need to look out for
certain parameters such as children below six

A National Monogenic Diabetes Study Group

months of age and those diagnosed as Type 1

has been formed to identify cases of monogenic

diabetes but have atypical features such as milder

diabetes across the country. Supported by the

forms of diabetes, and strong family history of

Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), the

diabetes going through several generations,” he

Madras Diabetes Research Foundation (MDRF)

explained.

and Dr. Mohan’s Diabetes Specialities Centre

The collaborators will identify cases of monogenic
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diabetes and send their details.

The number of missiles and torpedo firings

“They will send blood samples to us. Following

being undertaken are in fact unprecedented

the test results, we will give them the treatment

and perhaps the largest the Indian Navy has

protocols,” Dr. Mohan said.

undertaken with any foreign Navy till date, the

India, Singapore begin sea drills
The 25th edition of the India-Singapore bilateral
naval exercise, SIMBEX, has begun at the triservices command in Port Blair.
The exercise, which kicked off off the Andaman

f
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Launched in 1994

“Started as basic Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW)

a
ir

exercises in 1994, today these exercises have

graduated to complex maritime combat drills,

p
s

including missile and torpedo firings, and shorebased intensive professional exchanges,” the

a

Logistical support

.c

The two countries have vastly expanded their
military cooperation in recent years under India’s

m
u

Act East policy. Late last year, the two countries

r
o

Sea and the Bay of Bengal, will conclude on
November 21.

m
o

Navy added.

signed a naval agreement which has a provision
for mutual logistical support and gives India
access to the Changi naval base.
India and Singapore are working on a trilateral
exercise with an Association of South East Asian
Nations (ASEAN) country, likely Thailand, and
eventually plan to scale it up to a multilateral
format.

Navy said in a statement.
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

French govt. didn’t guarantee Rafale
Seven ships from the Indian Navy and five ships deal, Centre tells SC
from the Singapore Navy along with an Archer
class submarine and a Deep Submergence
Rescue Vehicle will take part in the exercise.
Maritime patrol aircraft of both countries, P8I of
Indian Navy and Fokker F50 from Singapore, will
also take part.

The Centre admitted in the Supreme Court that
there was no sovereign guarantee from the
French government on the deal for 36 Rafale
jets in case the manufacturer, Dassault Aviation,
defaults.
Sovereign guarantee is a promise by a government
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to discharge the liability of a third person in case

The court questioned the government’s stand on

of his default. Attorney-General K.K. Venugopal

having no “role” in Dassault’s choice of an Indian

said there was a “Letter of Comfort” from France, Offset Partner (IOP). An amendment in the Offset

m
o

which was as good as a sovereign guarantee.

Policy, which allowed “no offset obligations” for

The petitioners countered that such a letter had

the first three years of a contract, also came

no legal validity.

under the spotlight.

Law Ministry’s objection

The amendment was made with retrospective

The Law Ministry had raised the lack of a sovereign

effect shortly after the Joint Statement on the 36

guarantee as a key “problem” associated with

jets was issued during Prime Minister Narendra

the deal during inter-ministerial consultations

Modi’s visit to Paris on April 10, 2015. According

m
u
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before the Inter Government Agreement (IGA)

to the current offset contract, Dassault needs

was signed on September 23, 2016.

to inform the Centre about its IOP only by

n
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“The money involved in the procurement is

October 2019. “The formal proposal indicating

high. Who will be responsible if Dassault does

details of IOPs and products for offset discharge

not deliver? The Law Ministry had left it to the

should have been part of the main procurement

government to decide,” advocate Prashant

proposal… What if the IOP is not good enough?

Bhushan submitted before a Bench, led by Chief

Does it serve the country’s interests? What was

Justice RanjanGogoi.

the need to amend offset policy/guidelines with

i
p
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The Bench, comprising Justices S.K. Kaul and
K.M. Joseph, heard the petitions for a probe into
the decision-making process for the procurement
of the jets. Air Vice Marshal J. Chalapati explained

retrospective effect,” Justice Joseph asked.

SC to direct States on draft witness
protection scheme

The Supreme Court said that it would direct all the

in court how the fourth and fifth generation fighter

States to implement the draft witness protection

aircraft have “niche technology.” The court

scheme framed by the Centre in consultation with

reserved the case for judgment.

the National Legal Services Authority (NALSA).
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Attorney-General K.K. Venugopal told a Bench

witnesses based on the threat perception, and

of Justices A.K. Sikri and S.AbdulNazeer that the States should start enforcing it.
the draft scheme, which has now been finalised,
would be made into a law “in due course”, but till
then the court should direct the States to start
implementing it.
“We will pass an order. We will give directions to
all the States to start implementing it (scheme),”
the Bench told Mr. Venugopal.

f
t
n

hearing a public interest litigation (PIL) seeking

a
ir

protection for witnesses in rape cases involving

During the hearing, advocate Gaurav Agrawal,
assisting the court as an amicus curiae in the

a

matter, told the Bench that the government has
finalised the draft witness protection scheme
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

respond to a petition challenging two amendments

.c

to the Prevention of Corruption Act.

The amendments were the introduction of S. 17

m
u

A (1) by which prior permission for investigation

r
o

cropped up earlier when the top court was

p
s
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The Supreme Court ordered the government to

of corruption offences was required from the

The issue of witness protection scheme had

self-styled preacher AsaramBapu.

Notice to Centre on anti-graft Act

after discussing it with all the States.
“Based on the inputs received from majority of
the States, a draft witness protection scheme
is finalised in consultation with the NALSA,” Mr.
Agrawal told the court.
He said that the scheme has three categories of

government and the removal of S. 13 (1) (d) (ii)
(criminal misconduct) from the Act. The latter
provision had earlier made it an offence for
a public servant to abuse his position to give
pecuniary or other advantage to a third party.
A Bench led by Chief Justice (CJI) RanjanGogoi
asked the government to file a response in six
weeks.
“We think you are entitled to a hearing,” Chief
Justice Gogoi addressed advocate Prashant
Bhushan, who appeared for the petitioner NGO,
Centre for Public Interest Litigation (CPIL).
‘Gives time for lobbying’
Mr. Bhushan said the removed provision
of ‘criminal misconduct’ was used in most
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prosecutions of public servants under the Act

which administers the scheme.

in cases where there might not be a charge The petitioners claim that a 2014 amendment
of directly accepting bribes. In this context, he

and a 2017 circular exclude thousands from

referred to the prosecution of officials in the coal

receiving their rightful benefits under EPS 95.

scam where officials gave leases to companies

The petitions represent the members of the

who they knew were not eligible. As for the new

National Confederation of Retirees, which is

provision of Section 17(A), CPIL said that seeking

about 42,555 former employees from the private

sanction before commencement of investigation

and public sector who are members of EPS

in a corruption case “not only takes away the

95, and the National Confederation of Officers

element of secrecy and surprise but introduces a

Association, which represents 19,118 people

tf

.c

m
u

r
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m
o

period of delay during which vital evidences can

working in Central public sector organisations.

be manipulated or destroyed”.

Most of the latter groups are members of EPS

n
a
r

“It gives time to the accused to lobby by employing

95.

various means for denial of permission. The

Social security

seeking of permission in itself becomes a

“It is a settled law that pension is not a bounty

cause for corruption as it introduces yet another

payment to which an employee is entitled to as

discretion, at the crucial stage of commencement

a matter of right as retiral benefit for services

of investigation,” the petition said.

rendered by him. It is a social security provided

i
p

s
a
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SC to hear plea on PF pension plan
The Supreme Court has posted for hearing
on January 25 a petition filed by retirees and
members of the Employees’ Pension Scheme
(EPS), 1995 against the government and the
Employees Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO),

for him to lead a dignified life,” the petitioners
argued.
The EPFO’s August 28, 2014 amendment
had raised the wage ceiling amount for the
scheme to Rs. 15,000 and amended the option
for contribution on higher salary for existing
employees,

introducing

a

cut-off

date

of
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Kartarpur logistics worrying

September 1, 2014.

For scores of Sikh pilgrims from India who were

Pensionable salary cut
It

also

reduced

the

pensionable

salary

considerably by averaging 60 months salary
instead of 12 months to determine the last drawn
salary amount.
According to the petition, the effect of this
amendment is to exclude all new employees who
joined after September 2014 from joining the

f
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employees from benefiting from the option of
contributing to the pension scheme on maximum

salary; and to deny the benefit of opting for the

a
ir

scheme to retired employees if they missed the

p
s

The amendment and cut-off date were not given
sufficient publicity to allow employees to opt for

a

pension on higher salary if they wished, says the
petition, adding that, “It is in these circumstances
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

Pakistan as the foundation stone was laid for the

that the majority of the employees remained
ignorant of the options available to them for the
betterment of their life after retirement.”
In an October 2016 order, the SC had struck
down the cut-off date clause in the amendment.

m
o

Kartarpur corridor, the development is nothing
short of a miracle.

.c

“It can only be an act of god or angels that we
will soon be able to do this distance in just a four-

m
u

km ride,” says 72-year-old Avtar Singh Monga

r
o

pension scheme altogether; to exclude serving

cut-off date.

at this shrine on the banks of the Ravi river in

from Rae Bareilly, who says he is overjoyed that
his first visit to Pakistan since his family moved
to India during Partition, has coincided with the
ceremony that saw three Ministers from India
join Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan.
‘Unique experiment’
According to Lahore-based historian and author
Fakir S. Aijazuddin, the Kartarpur corridor will be
a unique experiment in cross-border ties in an
otherwise difficult relationship.
“This will be a place where people from both
India and Pakistan can come together to honour
the Guru [Nanak] who straddled all religions:
Hinduism, Islam and Sikhism which he founded
Sikhism. There is a universality that can be
symbolised by Kartarpur where Guru Nanak’s
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message can radiate from,” he told The Hindu.
Despite the euphoria over the foundation-laying ceremonies in Dera Baba Nanak and Kartarpur this
week, officials say they are apprehensive that the short distance of six kilometres between them

m
o

cannot be spanned until there are direct talks between Indian and Pakistani delegations.

Senior officials in New Delhi and Islamabad confirmed that no such talks have been held as yet,

.c

although both governments have been working separately for some months on plans to commemorate
the 550th birth anniversary of Sikh founder Guru Nanak, which falls on November 23, 2019.

m
u

“We [India and Pakistan] have yet to decide on which point on the border the pilgrims will cross over,
nor are we sure of what the model for identification and security protocols will be,” said one senior

r
o

Indian official, aware of the planning thus far and who asked not to be identified.
Plan in place
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The Pakistan government unveiled an elaborate plan for the corridor, with timelines for its completion.
While the survey for the corridor is now complete, the design and land acquisition will be completed

a
ir

in December. Work on the roads and facilities along the way will be completed by November 1 next
year, according to the presentation by a U.S. firm.

p
s

The construction includes a boarding terminal from where shuttle buses will run to the Kartarpurshrine,
and an 800-metre-long bridge over the Ravi. There will also be temporary accommodation and tents

a
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for pilgrims, who will require special permits, but no visas.
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“During the past year, India made Starting a
Business easier by fully integrating multiple
application forms into a general incorporation
form,” the World Bank said in a release. “India

m
o

India 77th in Ease of Doing Business
Index

also replaced the value added tax with the

These would further ease doing business, such

registration process is faster in both Delhi and

as enabling export and import using only a mobile

Mumbai, the two cities measured by the Doing

phone, Mr. Prabhu said.

Business report. In addition, Mumbai abolished

Goods and Services Tax (GST) for which the

m
u

.c
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“The government will get out of business and

the practice of site inspections for registering

allow people to conduct their business,” the

companies under the Shops and Establishments

Commerce Minister added.

Act. As a result, the time to start a business has

f
t
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Finance Minister ArunJaitley pointed out that

a
ir

been halved to 16 days, from 30 days.”

since the World Bank sets May 1 as the deadline

India moved from rank 184 in 2014 to 52 in 2018

for measurement, there are several initiatives

in the construction permits category, 137 to 24

p
s

in getting electricity, 126 to 80 in trading across

next year’s rankings including the effects of the

borders, 156 to 121 in paying taxes, 137 to 108

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code and the full

in resolving Insolvency, 186 to 163 in enforcing

effect of the Goods and Services Tax.

contracts, 158 to 137 in starting a business, and

He said that despite the sharp improvement India

36 to 22 in getting credit.
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taken by the government that will only reflect in

a

has made in several categories in the Index,
there were others such as registering a property,
starting a business, taxation, insolvency, and

RBI firm despite govt. seeking
consultation under Section 7

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has refused

enforcing a contract where a lot of work still

to provide any leeway to stressed borrowers or

needs to be done.

give in to the demand of higher dividend by the
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government, which issued three letters to the

“RBI has responded to all the communications

central bank in the last one month for consultation

that were sent by the government. RBI has

under Section 7 of the RBI Act.

decided to maintain its stance,” said a central

Section 7 of the RBI Act empowers the central banking source close to the development.

m
o

government to issue directions to the RBI in Amid all these, the board meeting of the RBI on
public interest. This section has, however, never

October 23 turned out to be a stormy one, going on

been invoked by the government so far.

for eight hours without arriving at any conclusion

Section 7 has two parts — consultation and then

on the three contentious issues of regulatory

issuing a direction to the RBI for taking some

forbearance, PCA and higher capital. All eyes

m
u

r
o

action in public interest.

.c

are now on the next board meeting scheduled

According to central banking sources, one letter

on November 19, in which the unresolved issues

pertained to exemption for power companies

could be discussed.

n
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tf

from new stressed asset norms, while another

Within a few days of the board meeting, RBI

one was to dilute capital threshold norms of the

deputy governor Viral Acharya, in a speech,

prompt corrective action framework. Yet another

highlighted differences between the RBI and

one communication was pertaining to more

the government and claimed that the latter was

s
a
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capital to the government from the reserves of

impinging on RBI’s autonomy, which would have

the central bank.

unsavoury consequences on the economy.
As the spat between the central bank and the

Sources said while the communication from the

government came out in public, the finance

government was for consultation under Section

ministry issued a statement emphasising on

7, no directions were issued.

RBI’s autonomy, but added that it would continue

It was speculated that if the government issued

consultations. “The autonomy for the central

directions under this Section, RBI Governor Urjit

bank, within the framework of the RBI Act, is an

Patel would quit.

essential and accepted governance requirement.
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‘No directions issued’
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Government of India has nurtured and respected

The waivers “look likely but not yet formally

this,” the finance ministry said in a statement.

decided”, a government official told The Hindu
, indicating that the final word rests with U.S.

India hopes for U.S. waiver on Iran

With about 72 hours to go for the United States President Donald Trump who must sign them

m
o

deadline on sanctions on oil trade with Iran as before November 4.
well as dealing with ports and shipping, Indian

“These are matters that our two governments

officials were cautiously optimistic they will receive

are discussing and we are together working on

a waiver from Washington. The spokesperson

it. I am not in a position to make statements on

of the Ministry of External Affairs said India has

this issue at this time,” U.S. Ambassador to India

ensure uninterrupted energy supply.

f
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“The U.S. is well aware of our requirement for oil

domestically, which is critical for sustaining our

a
ir

economic growth. We have taken note of the U.S.
position that the intention of imposing sanctions

p
s

on Iran is not to hurt India. We will continue to
engage with the U.S. and other stakeholders so

a

that our energy security is not compromised,”
said MEA spokesperson Raveesh Kumar.
The U.S. had called for all countries to “zero out”
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been in talks with the U.S. as well as with Iran to

their oil purchases from Iran, which India has not
done. However, U.S. officials are compiling a list
of those countries that have significantly reduced
their oil imports from Tehran, who would qualify
for waivers, and India expects to be on that list.

.c

Kenneth Juster told reporters recently.

MSMEs can get loans in 59 minutes
“There are five key aspects for facilitating the
MSME sector,” he said. “These include access to
credit, access to market, technology upgradation,
ease of doing business, and a sense of security
for employees. As a Diwali gift for the sector, the
12 announcements will address each of these
five categories.”
According to Mr. Modi, all companies with a
turnover of more than Rs. 500 crore must now
compulsorily be brought on the Trade Receivables
e-Discounting System (TReDS).
“Joining this portal will enable entrepreneurs
to access credit from banks, based on their
upcoming receivables,” he said. “This will resolve
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their problems of cash cycle.”

important

More than 1.5 lakh suppliers, he said, had now

Companies, a move that will enhance their

registered on the government e-marketplace

liquidity position.

(GeM), out of which 40,000 are MSMEs, and that

“It has now been decided to allow banks to

transactions worth more than Rs. 14,000 crore

provide PCE to bonds issued by the systemically

had been made so far through the GeM. He

important

further announced that all central public sector

financial companies (NBFC-ND-SIs) registered

undertakings must now compulsorily be a part

with the Reserve Bank of India and Housing

of GeM.

Finance Companies (HFCs) registered with

f
t
n

and

Housing

Finance

m
o

.c

non-deposit

m
u

r
o

On technological upgradation, the Prime Minister

NBFCs

taking

non-banking

National Housing Bank,” the RBI said in a

said 20 tool hubs would be formed across the notification.
country, and 100 spokes in the form of tool rooms

It further said the proceeds from the bonds backed

would be established.

by PCE from banks should only be utilised for

a
ir

The other measures announced were establishing

refinancing the existing debt of the NBFC-ND-

clusters of pharma MSMEs, the easing of return

SIs/HFCs.

filing, the allotment of inspectors for routine

Banks should introduce appropriate mechanisms

p
s

inspections of factory units, the merging of air to ensure that the end-use condition is met. “The

a

exposure of a bank by way of PCEs to bonds

of the process to address minor violations under

issued by each such NBFC-ND-SI/HFC shall
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and water pollution permits, and the simplification

the Companies Act.

RBI allows banks to provide partial
guarantee to NBFC bonds

The Reserve Bank permitted banks to provide
partial credit enhancement (PCE), or a partial
guarantee, to bonds issued by systematically

be restricted to one percent of capital funds of
the bank within the extant single/group borrower
exposure limits,” the notification said.

Challenge to the Reserve Bank of
India’s reserve(s)

There are many issues on which the Reserve
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Bank of India (RBI) and the Centre disagree but

How RBI sees it

the most significant one is over the treatment

Let’s now look at this from the central bank’s

of the sizeable reserves in the central bank’s

angle. As of June 30, 2018, the RBI had Rs.

balance sheet.

10.46 lakh crore in reserves, bulk of it under two

If the reserves are mouth-watering for the Centre,

heads — currency and gold revaluation reserve

they’re a source of security for the RBI and not

(Rs. 6.91 lakh crore) and contingency reserve

up for bargaining.

(Rs. 2.32 lakh crore).

The Centre’s views

The currency and gold revaluation reserve

Let’s look at this from the Centre’s angle first. The

(CGRA) accounts for 19.11% of total assets and

outlay for recapitalisation of banks is continuing to

the contingency reserve for another 6.41%. Back

f
t
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.c

m
u

r
o
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grow. After coughing up over Rs. 2.11 lakh crore

in 2004, a committee under Usha Thorat, then

over the last year, the government finds itself in

Deputy Governor, examined the question of what

the unenviable position of having to cough up

should be the ideal size of RBIs reserves.

even more as the skeletons keep tumbling out of

It suggested that the CGRA should be 12.26%

bank lockers.

of total assets while the contingency reserve

p
s

a
ir

should be 5.5%, totalling 17.76% in all. But the

of all the cancelled notes in the demonetisation

RBI Board did not accept the recommendation

exercise. Remember, it was banking on a large

and preferred to continue with the level set by

part of the notes not returning which would have

an earlier committee in 1997. That committee,
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Second, the Centre is still smarting from the return

a

accrued to its account.

under V. Subrahmanyam, had set a contingency

Third, throw in the fact that it’s an election year

reserves level of 12% of total assets. The

when it would like to push up spending to create

reserves are built through transfers from the

a feel-good factor with voters, and the picture is

annual surpluses in the profit and loss account

complete. Now you know why the government is

of RBI. The balance surplus after transfper to

salivating over the booty in RBIs vaults.

reserves is given to the Centre as dividend.
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In 2013-14, then governor, RaghuramRajan,

The contingency reserve is meant to cover

decided to transfer the entire surplus in the RBI’s

depreciation in the value of the RBI’s holdings

profit and loss account to the Centre without

of government bonds-- domestic and foreign-- if

m
o

appropriation to reserves. He was acting on the yields rise and their prices fall. The reserve is
recommendation of another committee under

also meant to cover expenses from extraordinary

Y.H. Malegam which said the existing reserves

events such as demonetisation (you could

were in excess of the needed buffer and hence

argue that like the tsunami, an exercise like

no transfers from the profits were necessary.

demonetisation hits the country once in several

m
u

.c

So, what were the reserves then? The CGRA generations), money market operations and

r
o

was 21.81% of total assets and the contingency
reserve

was

8.44%.

The

f
t
n

corresponding

currency printing expenses in a year of insufficient
income. Most important of all, the contingency

numbers now (2017-18) are 19.11% and 6.41% reserve supports the mother of all guarantees
respectively. By imputation, it can therefore be

a
ir

— the central bank’s role as the lender of the last

concluded that the buffer is now inadequate going resort. The reserve is also a cover for the deposit
by the Malegam Committee’s recommendation.

insurance fund given that the Deposit Insurance

Aim of keeping reserves

and the Credit Guarantee Corporation (DICGC)

p
s

is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the RBI.

fourfold. The CGRA is meant to cover a situation

The RBI’s position, therefore, is that it would be

where the rupee appreciates against one or more

imprudent to consider sharing any part of the
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But what’s the object of these reserves? They are

a

of the currencies in the basket — and the basket

reserve with the Centre. The Centre’s view is

has several currencies ranging from the dollar to

that the technocrats in RBI are too conservative

the euro and the yen — or if there is a decline in

and the money belongs to it.

the rupee value of gold.

The reserves have been built from higher

The level of CGRA now covers about a quarter of

seigniorage income (the difference between the

the total currency reserves of the RBI.

value of new notes printed by the RBI and the
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costs of printing and distribution) and interest

Admittedly, the present scenario is a far cry

paid by the Centre to the central bank on the

from that. But is it too much to expect for mature

latter’s holdings of government securities.

individuals to respect each other as professionals

A committee is in order

and act in the best interests of the nation shedding

So, what’s the solution to this? Simple. When in

their egos?

doubt, set up a committee.
Such a committee should have representatives
from government, the central bank, academicians

m
o

.c

Defaulters list: CIC issues notice to
RBI chief

m
u

The Central Information Commission (CIC) has

and the market. The committee should go into all

issued a show-cause notice to RBI Governor

aspects of the RBI’s balance sheet, suggest a

Urjit Patel for “dishonouring” a Supreme Court

r
o

f
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safe buffer in reserves and set out a fair method judgment on disclosure of the wilful defaulters’
list.

In his book Advice & Dissent — My life in public

The CIC has also asked the Prime Minister’s

service , former Governor Y.V. Reddy narrates

Office, the Finance Ministry and the RBI to

the story of the Subramanyam Committee and

make public the letter of the former Governor

its recommendation. When he took the issue to

RaghuramRajan, on bad loans.

then Finance Secretary Montek Singh Ahluwalia,

Irked over the denial of information on disclosure

the latter just asked him one question: “If you

of names of wilful defaulters, who have taken

were in the Finance Ministry in my position,

bank loans of Rs. 50 crore and above, by the
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of sharing the reserves, if at all they should be.

p
s
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a

would you agree to this proposal?” When Dr.

RBI, the CIC has asked Dr. Patel to explain why

Reddy nodded, Mr. Ahluwalia immediately gave

a maximum penalty should not be imposed on

him the go-ahead.

him for “dishonouring” the court verdict, which

Dr. Reddy quotes this to show the mutual trust

had upheld a decision taken by then Information

and level of respect that the two had for each

Commissioner Shailesh Gandhi, calling for

other.

disclosure of names of wilful defaulters.
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Dr. Patel, speaking at the Central Vigilance

Monetary authorities in the euro area, the UK,

Commission on September 20, had said the

Canada and South Korea will also gradually

guidelines on vigilance, issued by the CVC,

tighten policy conditions to ensure macroeconomic

were aimed at achieving greater transparency,

stability, the rating company said.

promoting a culture of honesty and probity in

Advanced economies had either begun or were

public life and improving the overall vigilance

nearing normalization of monetary policy, though

administration in the organisations within its

this could slow down if downside risks to growth

purview, the CIC noted.

materialized, it added. “We expect the (US)

“The CIC feels that there is no match between

Federal Reserve to continue its gradual pace

m
o

.c

m
u

r
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what RBI Governor and Deputy Governor say

of monetary tightening during 2019, which, over

and their website regarding their RTI policy, and

time, will push up the US’s interest burden and

a secrecy of vigilance reports and inspection

weaken its debt affordability.”

n
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r

tf

reports is being maintained with impunity,”

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in its October

Information Commissioner Sridhar Acharyulu

monetary

said.

regarding policy rate tightening. The central

i
p

Monetary tightening in India, other
EMs to continue: Moody’s

s
a

policy

highlighted

similar

issues

bank said that both global and domestic financial
conditions had tightened, which might dampen
investment activity. Tailwinds from the recent

Indonesia, Brazil, Turkey and Argentina will

depreciation of the rupee could be muted by the

continue monetary tightening in 2019, rating

slowing down of global trade and the escalating

company Moody’s Investors Service has said.

tariff war, RBI added.
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India and other emerging markets such as

“Rising global interest rates, tightening global
liquidity conditions and elevated oil prices leave

After two successive rate hikes, the RBI monetary

few emerging markets with any further capacity policy committee (MPC) kept key policy rates
to ease,” Moody’s said .

unchanged in October, citing a benign inflation
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trajectory and downward revision to inflation

in Lebanon.

projections, though the stance changed from

“The fracturing consensus in Europ

neutral to “calibrated tightening”. RBI has raised
the repo rate by 50 basis points so far in 2018
and said rate cuts were off the table.

India loses row over safeguard duty
on hot-rolled steel at WTO

m
o

India lost a major trade dispute at the World Trade
Organization (WTO) , after a dispute settlement

.c

panel largely upheld Japan’s complaint that New
Delhi’s imposition of safeguard duty on imports

m
u

of hot-rolled steel flat products during September

r
o

2015 and March 2018 violated core global trade

n
a
r

tf

rules.

A three-member panel ruled that the safeguard
duties imposed by India at different periods

Bloomberg data shows that the Indian rupee

during 2015 and 2018 are inconsistent with

has depreciated 12.55% against the dollar since

core provisions of the WTO’s Safeguards

the beginning of this year. Other currencies

Agreement.

i
p

s
a

Though WTO members are entitled to impose

weakened 9.45% and 12.64%, respectively, in

safeguard duties to curb unforeseen surges in

the same period. The Angolan kwanza and the

imports that cause material injury to their domestic

Argentine peso were the worst affected at 45.6%

industries, they must demonstrate with hard

and 47.7%, respectively, data shows.

evidence that it is a sudden and sustained spike

Moody’s also cautioned about the uncertainties

in imports causing injury to its domestic industry.

surrounding economic and fiscal reforms because

Moreover, members must strictly adhere to rules

of the forthcoming elections in India, the election

during investigations and subsequent imposition

of Jair Bolsonaro in Brazil and a policy paralysis

of safeguard duties.
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such as the Chilean peso and the Russian ruble
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Over the years, there have been repeated

violated the most-favoured-nation agreement

criticisms by WTO members against the manner

and the rules on quantitative restrictions. Several

in which the office of the director general of the

countries, such as the US, Australia, China, the

safeguards in India pursued investigations based

EU, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, South Korea, and

on complaints made by the domestic industry.

Russia, joined as third parties in the dispute.

Japan

settlement

In its ruling, the panel said India’s safeguard

proceedings against India last year challenging

duties are inconsistent with several core rules of

the “definitive” safeguard duties imposed on

the global trade as they failed to “demonstrate that

imports of hot-rolled steel flat products by the

the unforeseen developments and the effect of

launched

the

dispute

.c

m
u

r
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m
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revenue department of the Indian finance ministry

GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade)

during September 2015 and March 2018.

obligations resulted in an increase in imports”

f
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It argued that the definitive safeguard duties

of the steel products. India also violated several

of 20% ad valorem minus anti-dumping duty

other provisions of the Safeguards Agreement,

a
ir

imposed by the Indian revenue department from according to the panel.
14 September 2015 to 13 September 2016, 18%

p
s

The panel, however, rejected few claims of

ad valorem from 14 September 2016 to 13 March

Japan’s complaint. India can appeal the panel

2017, 15% from 14 March 2017 to 13 September

ruling before the appellate body. Otherwise, the

2017, and 10% ad valorem from 14 September

ruling will be adopted by the dispute settlement

and 13 March 2018, are inconsistent with

body within 20 to 60 days of circulation.

a
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several core provisions of the WTO’s Safeguards
Agreement.

Japan said India’s definitive safeguard measures

Is RBI really being strict with banks
under PCA?

One of the criticisms the Reserve Bank of India

violated several provisions of the World Trade

has faced lately is that it’s being too stringent

Organization’s Agreement on Safeguards. Tokyo

in applying the prompt corrective action (PCA)

had maintained that the Indian measures also

framework for banks. This has hurt the flow of
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credit to the economy, critics say.

them reported losses in FY18 and it seems the

But a Mint analysis shows that far from being

situation won’t be different this year, based on the

too stringent, the central bank has shown first half results of FY19. Of course, the trigger
forbearance with some of the banks that are

for this risk threshold is yet to happen, if at all.

m
o

not already under PCA. At least four more
banks need to be censured for not meeting the

.c

central bank’s specified risk thresholds, if RBI
follows a strict rule-based approach. These are

m
u

Andhra Bank, Canara Bank, Punjab National

r
o

Bank (PNB) and Union Bank of India, each of
which has breached the maximum permissible

f
t
n

levels of 6% for net non-performing advances as
a percentage of total advances. PNB has also

a
ir

breached the risk threshold for leverage ratio, But as far as the threshold on asset quality goes,
with the exposure rising to over 25 times its tier 1

p
s

RBI is clearly being patient. Net non-performing
asset (NPA) ratios were far worse a few quarters

if any one of the risk thresholds for capital, asset

ago. In fact, using the measures as of March

quality, profitability or leverage is breached.

2018, another bank—Punjab and Sind Bank—

Thanks to the government’s recapitalization

had crossed the risk threshold prescribed by

earlier this year, these banks met the minimum

the central bank. Critics argue that the net NPA

capital requirements needed to avoid PCA.

ratio should not be seen in isolation, especially

But most government-owned banks that are

if banks have sufficient capital. But by the same

outside the PCA framework may soon trip on the

yardstick, looking at only capital adequacy ratios

requirement that their return on assets shouldn’t

is myopic. After all, while recognition of NPAs

be negative for two straight years. Almost all of

has improved in the Indian banking system,
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capital. RBI rules state that PCA can be imposed

a
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provisioning norms are still conservative. As

bank ownership. Similarly, government nominees

such, reported capital can be overstated, since

may bat for more leniency on PCA norms, but

it doesn’t account for losses that have occurred

that would involve a conflict of interest, given that

with some client accounts. In jurisdictions where

the government owns a majority of the banks in

m
o

only capital ratios are considered in the PCA the country.

framework, NPA provisioning norms are more It’s for a good reason that RBI has relied on

.c

stringent.

sector experts in framing rules and looked to the

Perhaps RBI’s forbearance has to do with an

board for broad directions. If the government is

expectation that the government will recapitalize

unhappy with the form of functioning, it should

m
u

r
o

these banks, so that provisioning for their NPAs

perhaps revisit the accountability mechanisms it

do not drag their capital down to alarming

has for RBI.

f
t
n

levels.

A grim Diwali for farmers as new MSP
PCA has been imposed on 11 state-run banks,
policy fails to cheer them

a
ir

which did not meet RBI’s specified thresholds

The June of 2017 marked an inflection point in

on capital adequacy, asset quality or profitability.

Indian agriculture. Following consecutive years

p
s

The idea behind the strictures on these banks is

of drought in 2014 and 2015, farmers reaped

that they preserve capital and regain their health,

a bountiful harvest in the 2016-17 crop year,

which means that lending takes a hit.

a historic record till then, buoyed by ample

A related charge is that the RBI hasn’t been open

rains. Food production reached a high of 275

a
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to reason about the need for greater liquidity, million tonnes growing 9.5% year-on-year, and
and there are calls for a greater say for the RBI

agriculture gross domestic product (GDP) growth

board. Again, this ignores the fact that several

rate surged to 6.3%.

members of the RBI board have clear conflicts

Yet, farmers across states erupted in protests as

of interest. Business professionals and owners,

wholesale prices of pulses, oilseeds and coarse

clearly, can’t have a large say in matters such as

grains plunged sharply.
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In Madhya Pradesh’s Mandsaur district, for

and wheat purchased by the government for the

instance, protests led to arson. At least five

subsidized public distribution system.

farmers died in police firing on 6 June. Ever

The new MSP policy, on the positive side, tries to

since, the protests have only grown in size with

address farm distress ahead of state elections—

troops of farmers marching to Mumbai and Delhi,

agrarian states including Madhya Pradesh and

demanding higher prices and loan waivers.

Maharashtra go to polls in less than a month, and

m
o

.c

the general elections are likely by May 2019—

m
u

despite the fiscal burden it may entail.
In line with its budget promise, the centre

r
o

announced a steep hike in MSP of kharif
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crops—at least 50% more than the cultivation
costs—in July. In September, it followed up
with an ambitious scheme named Pradhan
MantriAnnadataAaySanrakshanAbhiyan, or PMAASHA, to ensure those growing pulses and

organizations to fix minimum support prices

oilseeds benefit from higher MSPs announced

(MSPs) at 50% over cost of production, and

by the government.

address the anger brewing in India’s hinterland,

The new scheme is a mix of sub-schemes, which

the centre in the budget presented in February

will involve direct procurement from farmers
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To address the long-standing demand of farmer

s
a

announced two major policy decisions. Firstly, it

(price support scheme or PSS), paying them

promised that henceforth MSPs will be fixed to

for losses incurred when wholesale market

ensure at least 50% returns on production cost

prices are lower than the announced MSPs

to farmers and secondly, it pledged to ensure

(price deficiency payment scheme or PDPS),

effective price support-based procurement of

and procurement by private traders at MSP as a

pulses and oilseeds, going beyond the usual rice

pilot. Towards this, the centre allocated ₹15,000
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crore, and raised the bank guarantee of state

respective MSPs show that PM-AASHA is

procurement agencies to ₹45,550 to help them

becoming farmers’ nirasha (hopelessness),”

make payments to farmers.

said Ashok Gulati, agriculture chair professor

Farmer

organizations

have

criticized

the

m
o

at Indian Council for Research in International

new policy on two fronts. First, they say, the

Economic Relations, Delhi.

government went back on its promise by using a

According to Gulati, the MSP route to raising

cost matrix for calculating MSPs which does not

farmer incomes has severe limitations when

include rental value of land owned by farmers,

MSPs are announced at levels that are higher

thereby depressing support prices. Secondly,

than market equilibrium prices or international

higher MSPs have failed to show results on

reference prices. “The best way is to move

r
o

tf

ground.

m
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towards an income policy in a systematic manner

For instance, on 2 November the weighted

that will replace all input subsidies, loan waivers,

average price of urad (black gram) in Madhya

high MSPs, etc. It will be less distorting, more

Pradesh’s Mandsaur mandi was ₹4,250 per

efficient (least leakages), and more equitable.

quintal, 24% lower than the promised MSP of

The earlier policymakers and their advisors learn

₹5,600 per quintal. On the same day, farmers in

this lesson, better will it be for the farmers as well
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Rajasthan’s Ajmer sold moong (green gram) at as the country.”
Merely raising MSP or even stepping up

₹6,975 per quintal. In comparison to the promised

procurement does not guarantee better market
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₹4,700 per quintal, 33% lower than the MSP of

50% returns over costs, moong growers actually

prices. Last year (2017-18), central agencies

made just ₹50 a quintal (govt estimated cost of

procured over ₹30,000 crore worth of pulses

production is ₹4,650 per quintal), or a return of

and oilseeds, but wholesale prices of most crops

1% over costs.

hovered substantially lower than support prices.

“The very fact that the market prices of most

What’s more, government agencies are now

kharif crops are well below (10% to 40%) their

offloading their procured stocks at lower than
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MSP to make space for fresh purchases, which

the session came to an end.

is further depressing market prices for farmers.

The broader Nifty gained 68.40 points or 0.65%

“The state government promised to begin

to close at 10,598.40.

procurement by 20 October, but it is yet to open

The overall market breadth was strong as well,

centres...it will be another grim Diwali for small

with over 1,900 stocks gaining ground on the

farmers who grew pulses and are selling their

BSE against 429 declines.

harvest at a loss,” said KedarSirohi, a farmer

“Markets are recovering from an extreme

leader and Madhya Pradesh state president

weakness in October, taking cue from a rally in

of the Congress party’s farmers’ wing. “If the

other emerging markets,” said Arindam Chanda,

government

begins

procurement

by

.c

m
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mid-

m
o

CEO, IIFL Securities.

November it will benefit traders and large farmers

“As we enter November, the outlook is somewhat

who held on to stocks.”

optimistic, backed by some good corporate

f
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Samvat 2075 starts on optimistic note

a
ir

The equity markets started Samvat 2075 on
a strong note with most market participants
expecting

p
s

stocks

to

gain

further

ground

amidst strong corporate earnings and better

a

macroeconomic factors.
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The 30-share Sensex gained 245.77 points or
0.70% to close at 35,237.68 in the special onehour trading session to welcome the new year as
per the Hindu calendar.
Earlier, it touched a high of 35,302.25 as all the
30 constituents were trading up, though Axis
Bank and Bharti Airtel lost marginal ground as

earning numbers and gradual improvement
in sentiments. We would expect about 10%
increase in Nifty from current levels,” added Mr.
Chanda.
Among index heavyweights, M&M, Infosys, Tata
Motors, Bajaj Auto, Hero Motocorp and Vedanta
all gained more than 1% each .
Incidentally, Infosys was among the top gainers
in the Nifty pack in Samvat 2074, gaining nearly
44%. Only Tech Mahindra and TCS fared better,
gaining 51.53% and 49.60% respectively.
The benchmark Sensex and Nifty, however,
gained less than 4% during Samvat 2074 that
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saw the Sensex touching a new high of 38,989.65

framework for banks. This has hurt the flow of

in August and then losing ground amid extreme

credit to the economy, critics say.

volatility as the rupee touched a new low and

But a Mint analysis shows that far from being

foreign investors registered their highest-ever

too stringent, the central bank has shown

single-month selling in October at nearly $4

forbearance with some of the banks that are

billion.

not already under PCA. At least four more

Hemang Jani of Sharekhan believes that volatility

banks need to be censured for not meeting the

may continue in Samvat 2075 as the country

central bank’s specified risk thresholds, if RBI

goes for general elections in May, but things look

follows a strict rule-based approach. These are

positive amid an improvement in macros.

Andhra Bank, Canara Bank, Punjab National

Stable govt. holds key
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According to Mr. Chanda, the market returns could
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o

Bank (PNB) and Union Bank of India, each of
which has breached the maximum permissible

be all the more attractive if a stable government levels of 6% for net non-performing advances as

a
ir

is formed at the Centre while corporate earnings

a percentage of total advances. PNB has also

continue to improve and oil prices soften further

breached the risk threshold for leverage ratio,

though in the short term, the market could remain

with the exposure rising to over 25 times its tier 1

volatile as domestic liquidity and global macros

capital. RBI rules state that PCA can be imposed

pose new challenges.

if any one of the risk thresholds for capital, asset

a

p
s
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The equity markets will remain closed on account
of Diwali Balipratipada.

Is RBI really being strict with banks
under PCA?

quality, profitability or leverage is breached.
Thanks to the government’s recapitalization
earlier this year, these banks met the minimum
capital requirements needed to avoid PCA.

One of the criticisms the Reserve Bank of India

But most government-owned banks that are

has faced lately is that it’s being too stringent

outside the PCA framework may soon trip on the

in applying the prompt corrective action (PCA)

requirement that their return on assets shouldn’t
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be negative for two straight years. Almost all of
them reported losses in FY18 and it seems the
situation won’t be different this year, based on the

m
o

first half results of FY19. Of course, the trigger
for this risk threshold is yet to happen, if at all.

.c

But as far as the threshold on asset quality goes,
RBI is clearly being patient. Net non-performing

m
u

asset (NPA) ratios were far worse a few quarters
ago. In fact, using the measures as of March

r
o

2018, another bank—Punjab and Sind Bank—

tf

had crossed the risk threshold prescribed by

Perhaps RBI’s forbearance has to do with an
expectation that the government will recapitalize

the central bank. Critics argue that the net NPA these banks, so that provisioning for their NPAs

n
a
r

ratio should not be seen in isolation, especially

do not drag their capital down to alarming

if banks have sufficient capital. But by the same levels.

i
p

PCA has been imposed on 11 state-run banks,

is myopic. After all, while recognition of NPAs

which did not meet RBI’s specified thresholds

has improved in the Indian banking system,

on capital adequacy, asset quality or profitability.

provisioning norms are still conservative. As

The idea behind the strictures on these banks is

such, reported capital can be overstated, since

that they preserve capital and regain their health,
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yardstick, looking at only capital adequacy ratios

s
a

it doesn’t account for losses that have occurred

which means that lending takes a hit.

with some client accounts. In jurisdictions where

A related charge is that the RBI hasn’t been open

only capital ratios are considered in the PCA to reason about the need for greater liquidity,
framework, NPA provisioning norms are more and there are calls for a greater say for the RBI
stringent.

board. Again, this ignores the fact that several
members of the RBI board have clear conflicts
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of interest. Business professionals and owners,

unfortunately, in the case of demonetisation,

clearly, can’t have a large say in matters such as

the scars and wounds of demonetisation are

bank ownership. Similarly, government nominees

only getting more visible with time. Beyond the

may bat for more leniency on PCA norms, but steep drop in headline GDP growth numbers

m
o

that would involve a conflict of interest, given that after demonetisation, the deeper ramifications of
the government owns a majority of the banks in

‘notebandi’ are still unravelling,” the former Prime

the country.

Minister asserted.

.c

It’s for a good reason that RBI has relied on ‘SMEs yet to recover’
sector experts in framing rules and looked to the

m
u

Observing that small and medium businesses,

r
o

board for broad directions. If the government is

which were the cornerstone of the economy, were

unhappy with the form of functioning, it should

yet to recover from the demonetisation shock,

perhaps revisit the accountability mechanisms it

Dr. Singh said: “This has had a direct impact

tf
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has for RBI.

‘Scars of note ban more visible now’

i
p

Former Prime Minister Manmohan Singh said
the “scars and wounds” from the government’s

s
a

move in November 2016 to abruptly withdraw
high-value currency notes were getting more
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

visible with time.

In a statement, Dr. Singh said the country was
yet to understand and experience the full impact
of the demonetisation that affected every single
person regardless of age, gender, religion, creed
or occupation.
“It is often said that time is a great healer. But

on employment as the economy continues to
struggle to create enough new jobs for our youth.”
The former Prime Minister said the liquidity crisis
brought about by demonetisation was taking a
toll on infrastructure lenders and the non-banking
financial services sector.
“With a depreciating currency and rising global
oil prices, macro-economic headwinds are also
starting to blow now,” he said. “Today, is a day
to remember how economic misadventures can
roil the nation for a long time and understand that
economic policy-making should be handled with
thought and care.”
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Nationwide protests

gave

The Congress also announced plans for

disinvestment of the government’s entire stake in

nationwide demonstrations in front of Reserve

the Dredging Corporation of India Limited (DCIL)

Bank of India (RBI) offices to mark the second

to a consortium of four ports viz. Vishakhapatnam

anniversary of the note ban.

Port Trust, Paradeep Port Trust, Jawahar Lal

Congress’s publicity committee headed by Anand

Nehru Port Trust and Kandla Port Trust.

Sharma also released two short documentaries

The government holds 73.44% shares in DCIL

that would form a part of the party’s 2019

valued at a little over Rs. 700 crore as per current

campaign against the government led by Prime

market prices of the share.

approval

for

strategic

m
o
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Minister Narendra Modi.

‘in-principle’

“The approval will further facilitate the linkage of

‘People’s money’

tf

Mr. Sharma said that Mr. Modi had tarnished

n
a
r

dredging activities with the ports, keeping in view
the role of the DCIL in expansion of dredging

India’s image globally by calling the demonetised

activity in the country as well as potential scope for

currency as black money.

diversification of ports into third party dredging,”

“This is the peoples’ money, hard-earned money

the government said in a statement.

of the Indian citizens. But it [the government]

It added that the co-sharing of facilities between

i
p
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the company as well as ports will lead to savings

Indian economy runs on black-money,” Mr.

for ports. “This would further provide opportunities

Sharma told reporters at a briefing. “No Prime

for larger investment in DCIL as integration with

Minister anywhere in the world in the history of

ports shall help in effective vertical linkage in the

democracy has insulted his country or people in

value chain,” it said.

this manner,” he said.

The government had set a disinvestment target of
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tarnished the image of India globally that the

Centre to sell its entire stake in
Dredging Corporation

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs

Rs. 80,000 crore for the current financial year.
The strategic disinvestment of DCIL shall be
undertaken after conducting due diligence
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exercise by both the entities with the help of
advisors appointed for the transaction.

India to export sugar to China

Filling up Padur SPR
The Union Cabinet also approved the filling of
Padur Strategic Petroleum Reserves (SPR) at
Padur, Karnataka, by foreign oil companies.
“The SPR facility at Padur is an underground rock
cavern with a total capacity of 2.5 million metric
tonnes (MMT) having four compartments of 0.625

tf

model is being undertaken to reduce budgetary

support of Government of India,” an official

n
a
r

statement said. The government expects to save

Rs. 10,000 crore by this move, Electronics and IT
Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad said, adding that
“energy security is important for every country…

s
a

so we maintain strategic petroleum reserve.”
India

has

constructed

and

commissioned

underground rock caverns for storage of total
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

In a boost to sugar mills sitting on surplus stocks,

5.33 MMT of crude oil at three locations —
Vishakhapatnam (1.33 MMT), Mangaluru (1.5
MMT) and Padur (2.5 MMT). The Cabinet also
approved the continuation of 30% quota for
State-owned ITI Ltd. in the procurement by three
telecom companies — BSNL, MTNL and BBNL

m
o

India will start raw sugar exports to China in
early 2019, and is in talks to finalise exports to

.c

Indonesia and Malaysia as well.

In a statement, the Commerce Ministry said the

m
u

first contract to export 50,000 tonnes of sugar

r
o

MMT each. The filling of the SPR under PPP

i
p

— for three years.

had been entered into by the Indian Sugar Mills
Association (ISMA) and Chinese public sector
company COFCO.
A senior official told The Hindu that the decision
to export sugar to China had been taken “at the
highest level.” When Prime Minister Narendra
Modi met Chinese President Xi Jinping in April,
they had committed to a volume of sugar exports
of about two million tonnes, said the official.
“Raw sugar is the second product after nonbasmati rice that China will import from India,”
said the Ministry. “It is a move to reduce the $60
billion trade deficit that China has with India.
India’s exports to China in 2017-18 amounted
to $33 billion while imports from China stood at
$76.2 billion.”
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The Ministry official said government delegations

the issue size.

were also travelling to Malaysia and Indonesia

“... the maximum application by non-institutional

next week, for talks to finalise sugar exports to

investors shall not exceed total number of

those countries as well.

specified securities offered in the issue less total

India is the world’s largest sugar producer with a

number of specified securities offered in the

production of 32 million tonnes in 2018. However,

issue to qualified institutional buyers,” state the

domestic consumption is only around 25 million

new guidelines.

tonnes.

Simply put, in an IPO of Rs. 100 crore, while

SEBI halves HNI bid quantum in IPO
to curb leverage

m
u
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every HNI applicant was earlier allowed to put

r
o
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in a bid worth Rs. 100 crore, now it has been
capped at Rs. 50 crore. In an IPO, while 50% of

and disclosure regulations will soon see public

the issue is reserved for institutional investors,

issues reporting realistic subscription numbers

35% and 15% allocation is reserved for retail

especially in the segment reserved for high net

investors and HNIs, respectively.

worth individuals (HNIs) that is known for huge

This assumes significance as many IPOs in the

over subscription based on leveraged finance.

recent past reported oversubscription to the tune

The Securities and Exchange Board of India

of 300 times to almost 1,000 times in the HNI

(SEBI), which has been trying to curb this practice

segment even as other segments did not see a

for long, has effectively reduced the maximum

similar quantum of oversubscription.
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A small but important amendment to the listing

p
s
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bid size of HNIs by half in the revised SEBI

Early this year, the IPOs of Apollo Micro Systems

(Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements)

and Amber Enterprises India saw their respective

Regulations 2018.

HNI segment getting subscribed almost 964

While the earlier regulations allowed each HNI to

times and 518 times, respectively. Incidentally,

put in a bid equal to the issue size, the revised

the institutional portion of Apollo Micro Systems

guidelines effectively cap such bids to 50% of

IPO was subscribed 102 times.
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“The practice of HNIs making huge applications

reduce distortion of demand and manipulation of

using leveraged finance will be curbed to a large

grey market.

extent,” said UdayPatil, director, investment
banking, Keynote Corporate Services.

“The new regulations would also ensure that
the demand for an IPO, especially in the HNI
segment is more realistic,” he added.
Interestingly, HNI financing is a huge industry

(NBFCs) lending funds to such investors to bid

f
t
n

for shares in an IPO. Typically, such funds are

lent for a period of 7-10 days at a rate of 8% to
10% per annum depending on various factors.

More importantly, this leverage allowed HNIs to
put in large bids on a very small margin thereby
distorting the real demand for the issue and also

a

putting at risk the investors if the shares do not
list at a significant premium to the issue price.
“It’s been a long time before the regulator realised
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and unto God the things that are God’s,” said

that being allowed to bid for shares which can
never be allotted is fundamentally wrong. This is
a victory for small investors,” said ArunKejriwal
of Kejriwal Research & Investment Services
adding that the new regulation would significantly

.c

Jesus. The Judean population of the time were
evidently satisfied with the answer. But the RBI

m
u

and the government seem to have a problem
figuring out what belongs in their respective

r
o

with most non-banking financial companies

p
s
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“Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s

Realistic demand

a
ir

RBI’s reserves belong to the Centre

domains.

At stake principally, is the disposition of sums
parked by the RBI to the tune of roughly Rs.
9,22,000 crore of its surplus under two heads:
Foreign Currency and Gold Revaluation Account
and the Contingency Fund Account. The former
comes to Rs. 6,90,000 crore and the latter, another
Rs. 2,32,000 crore. The government wants to
lay claim to all of it or at least the amount that
is accounted for under the head, ‘Contingency
Fund’.
The RBI thinks otherwise and hints darkly of the
‘wrath of the financial markets’ if the government
has its way. The policy experts too, have jumped
into the fray with prognostications of rampant
inflation and other dire consequences for the
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economy if the government has its way. So who

people have said so.’

is right?

To be fair, the position was reiterated in later years

The RBI hasn’t helped its cause by resorting

by another RBI-appointed expert committee

to accounting sleight of hand while presenting

headed by the noted finance professional and

the financial statements. It masked these

a former member of the RBI Central Board of

appropriations under the head ‘Current Liabilities

Governors, Y.H. Malegam. Even this committee

and Provisions’ instead of showing it under a

was tasked to come up with an answer to the

more appropriate grouping of ‘Reserves and

accounting question of how to present the

Surpluses’ within the capital funds belonging to

future balance sheets of RBI! Put differently, an

the RBI. But that aside, the larger question is this:

important question of deciding the disposition of
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Do they represent surpluses that the government

future surpluses of the RBI was dismissed as an

can legitimately lay claim to?

arcane aspect of debits and credits of financial

Let us look at the Contingency Fund. What exactly transactions of RBI.

a
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is it meant for? The RBI says it is meant for as

Now, on the question of Foreign Currency

yet unknown contingencies for which it needs a

and Gold Revaluation surpluses, it is common

p
s

war chest. Then there is another dimension. RBI knowledge we were practically pauper around
says it needs a ‘Contingency Fund’ of 12% of its

1991.

total value of its assets. Now, why 12% and why

The foreign exchange reserves, on which we

a
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not 8 or 16%? The RBI response is that expert have a valuation surplus of Rs. 6,90,000 crore
committees, which had gone into the question

as on date, was the direct result of accumulation

in the past, have said so. Now, who are these

of gold and foreign currency by the RBI in the

experts? They’re RBI’s own people such as its

last 25 years or so.

officer, V. Subrahmanyam and Usha Thorat, who

Forex intervention

retired as Deputy Governor. In other words, the

This in turn was the result of intervention by RBI

RBI is saying, it should be 12% because our ‘own

in the forex market. Common citizens and private
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corporations alike, had suffered a loss on their described as remote.
imports as the RBI intervention had the effect of

So, should the government account be now

jacking up the rupee cost of their imports. The

credited with an additional sum of Rs. 9,22,000

litre of petrol that you bought at the petrol bunk

crore for it to be spent on whatever it takes a

cost a little bit extra because RBI’s intervention

fancy to? Now, that is a public finance question.

in the forex market led to the rupee suffering a

The answer from the perspective of accounting

higher depreciation in its value relative to the

theory, however, is an unmistakeable ‘Yes.’

dollar.
This is nothing but a form of indirect taxation

m
o

m
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Behind India’s leap in ease of doing
business

r
o

(call it additional customs duty) on the import India’s leap in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing

f
t
n

transactions of the public over the years. So the

Business rankings this year has slipped under

government wanting to lay a claim on amounts to

the radar, in the cacophony over demonetisation

taxes paid by the public cannot be faulted.

and the RBI-Centre spat.

a
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The country has, in fact, been one of the biggest

against the dollar in the future and the government

‘improvers’ in the 2019 study, with its rank shooting

has blown away all the valuation surplus? The

up from 100 to 77, among 190 countries. This is

government can simply impose an additional

quite a big jump, given that its rank crept up from

customs duty to ensure that the rupee cost of

142 to 100 in the four years from 2015 to 2018.

import is still sustained at the same level as

The World Bank now deems India an easier
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What happens when the rupee strengthens

a
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before when more rupees were required to buy

place to do business in than BRICs peers such

a dollar. Mind you, the odds on the rupee trading as Brazil (109) and South Africa (82) and West
at 1993 levels or even at rates that prevailed in

Asian economies such as Qatar (83) and Saudi

2000 are so low that it would truly be a ‘black

Arabia (92).

swan’ event if it were to happen. So, the RBI has

But it has a long way to go before it can catch

armed itself for a contingency that can only be up with China (46, the Hong Kong Special
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Administrative Region is at 4), the U.S. (8) or timeline shrank from 106 to 66 hours, delivering
Singapore (a lofty 2). New Zealand is the top dog

big savings.

here.

Upgrades in port infrastructure, a move to online

But what drove India’s meteoric rise? In which

documentation and facilities for exporters to seal

aspects of doing business did India see big

their containers on their own, helped.

improvements and where did it lag?

India also managed incremental reforms in a

What improved?

few other indicators. On starting up a business,

India’s climb in the 2019 rankings seems to

its rank improved from 156 to 137, as the time

have come mainly from sharply higher scores

taken to start a new company was crunched

on two ‘doing business’ indicators — securing

from 30 days to 17 days, thanks to quicker GST

f
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construction permits and trading across the registration and the abolition of site inspections
borders. It also made smaller improvements in

in Mumbai.

starting a business and getting credit.

What didn’t?

a
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The World Bank found that India’s top cities

While India managed dramatic changes in some

managed to drastically shrink the number of days

indicators, there were others where its scores

p
s

they took to give out construction permits, from barely budged.
Its score remains dismal on registering property,

costs from 23% of the building value to just 5%.

where it ranks 166. While it takes 69 days to

Single-window clearance for securing building

register a piece of property and costs about 8%
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144 days last year to 95 days, while slashing their

a

permits in Delhi and a new online system in

of its value in India, the norm for OECD countries

Mumbai brought about this quantum change.

is just 20 days at half that cost. New Zealand

From 146 on cross-border trade, its rank climbed

gets this done in a single day.

to 80. In 2017-18, importers spent 264 hours at

The other vexatious aspect that most business

the border complying with formalities, but only

folk will readily identify with, is paying taxes.

spent 97 hours this year. For exporters, the

Despite the advent of GST, India has remained a
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back-bencher on this at a rank of 121. A typical

lawyers, business consultants, accountants,

Mumbai-based firm makes 13 tax payments a freight forwarders, government officials —
year, spends 278 hours on this and coughs up

who can capture the experience of multiple

52% of its profits.

businesses. Over 13,800 experts participated

But businessmen in Hong Kong make just three

in the 2019 study, from June 2, 2017 to May 1,

payments a year, those in Singapore spend just

2018. Each country is assigned a rank out of

49 hours paying taxes. The average tax rate

190 based on the total score it earns on 10 key

across global economies is less than half of the

aspects of doing business.

Indian rate! India also fares poorly, at rank 163,

The indicators considered now are: starting a
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on enforcing contracts. While enforcing a claim

business, getting construction permits, securing

through the courts in Mumbai takes 1,445 days

electricity, registering property, getting credit,

and costs 31% of claim value, OECD nations

protecting minority investors, paying taxes, cross-
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manage this feat in 582 days at a cost of 21%.

border trade, enforcing contracts and resolving

What is measured?

insolvency.

But how exactly does World Bank manage to

In short, the World Bank’s intent is to measure

reduce a fuzzy thing such as ‘ease of doing

a country’s progress on a few ‘doing business’
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business’ to a single number?

indicators in great depth, without trying to be

The EODB study tries to capture the experience

comprehensive about the indicators, or striving for

of small and mid-sized companies in a country

a statistically large sample. The above facts make
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with their regulators, by measuring the time, the shortcomings of the study obvious. In India,
costs and red tape they deal with.

it may not reflect the experience of partnership

To collect data, it empanels experts from the

or proprietorship firms that dominate the small

largest business cities in each country, with

business space, or those located in tier 2 or tier

Mumbai and Delhi surveyed in India. It has many

3 towns. With the ten indicators measured by the

rounds of interactions with them — typically

study well-known, it is also easy for governments
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to specially target these areas for reforms.

only due to the note-bandi or demonetisation.

But the EODB rankings do serve as the most He used the word vikas — development — more
trusted ready-reckoner for foreign investors

than a dozen times in the half-hour speech in

looking to set up shop in a country. For that reason,

Bilaspur in north Chhattisgarh. He targeted the

this is an achievement for India to celebrate.

Congress for failing to develop the State over the

Modi defends demonetisation
Prime Minister Narendra Modi strongly defended
demonetisation, arguing that the exercise had

period.
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Targeting Congress leaders Sonia Gandhi and

Rahul Gandhi, Mr. Modi said when the “mother

a
ir

and son are out on bail in a money laundering
case, they are giving me certificate for honesty.”

p
s

“They are asking for the accounts of demonetisation
when it is because of demonetisation that the

a

fraud these people [Sonia and Rahul] committed
could be detected,” he said.
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

m
u

many fronts — from road construction, electricity
distribution, electrification of railways to building
schools or raising IIMs and IITs — where do I
get so much money from. I say this money was
there earlier also … This is not Modi’s money,
but yours; earlier it was kept under the bed or in
large jute bags… demonetisation brought them
all out and that is why we see so much work
being done,” the Prime Minister said.
He targeted the Nehru-Gandhi family for the poor
distribution of money for projects. He said during
Congress’s rule money used to “disappear.” “One

Speedy progress

The Prime Minister was in Chhattisgarh

“People often ask me how I deliver so much on so

r
o

made “so much development possible” in a short

m
o

.c

past few decades.

to

campaign for the second phase of polling
on November 20, when 72 of the State’s 90
constituencies will go to vote. He said speedy
progress of his development projects was possible

of Congress’s Prime Ministers, third generation
Prime Minister, said that if Rs. 1 is released from
Delhi, only 15 paise reaches the people. Now,
what is that ‘hand’ that used to make 85 paise
disappear? I would say, this demonetisation has
brought those 85 paise out.”
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Another large housing finance company, PNB

RBI unlikely to open window for
NBFCs

Housing Finance repaid Rs. 4,225 crore of CP in

Amid growing demand for liquidity support for non-

October 2018.

banking finance companies, the Reserve Bank

“RBI is the lender of last resort. When all other

of India (RBI) is unlikely to provide any special

avenues fail, then only such an option could be

support to the sector, though it will continue to

explored,” the source said, indicating NBFCs are

provide funds to the banking system as liquidity

yet to explore all other options that may have

deficit in the system is a concern.

turned expensive for them.
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According to sources, the RBI is of the view that NBFCs can avail refinance facility from SIDBI

r
o

bigger NBFCs that have high ratings from rating

or National Housing Bank and can also sell

agencies are not facing any liquidity issues.

loans to banks. NHB has recently increased

It is the mid-sized and smaller NBFCs, mostly

its refinancing limit by Rs. 6,000 crore-- to Rs.
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housing finance firms, which will face some

30,000 crore-- to eligible institutions, including

issues. According to market estimates, about

housing finance companies, for the July 2018-

Rs. 1.5 lakh crore of commercial paper faces

June 2019 period. Similarly, SBI trebled its loan

redemption this month, bulks of which are issued

purchase target for NBFCs to Rs. 45,000 crore
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by NBFCs.

for the current financial year.
PNB Housing Finance said NHB has santionedRs.

have gone up,” said a source. Some NBFCs that

3,500 crore refinance facilities to them.

are not higher-rated now have to pay higher rates

“The NHB refinance are of a maturity of up to

to raise funds.

15 years hence shall help further enhance our

That better-rated NBFCs aren’t handicapped for

ALM… We wish to again reiterate that as on

funds was evident when Dewan Housing Finance

date, the company is very well placed, both
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“There is liquidity in the system. But interest rates

— for example — repaid commercial paper worth on liquidity and ALM position and continue to
Rs. 1,775 crore on November 5.

be cautiously optimistic,” said Sanjaya Gupta,
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managing director, PNB Housing Finance.

Kargil War.

The liquidity issue for NBFCs, along with other

The note, submitted earlier to the court and made

issues like capital requirement for banks and

public as per a court order of October 31, claimed

more dividends from RBI to the government, has

that DPP 2013 was “completely followed.”

been a bone of contention between the central

The document showed that the CCS approved

bank and the Finance Ministry. The Centre has

the signing of the Inter-Governmental Agreement

cited the never-used provision under section 7

(IGA) for procurement of the 36 jets only on

of the RBI Act to initiate consultations with RBI.

August 24, 2016 — well over a year after the

Under this section, the government can issue

Indo-French statement of April 10, 2015, which

.c
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u
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directions to RBI. All eyes are now on the RBI’s

the note said conveyed“intent” to acquire the jets

board meeting scheduled for November 19.

in a fly-away condition.

tf

Rafale deal not done in a hurry:
Centre

n
a
r

The approval of the Defence Acquisition Council
(DAC), the highest body for defence procurement,

The Cabinet Committee on Security (CCS)

was taken on May 13, 2015. Again, a month after

approved the procurement of the 36 Rafale

the Indo-French statement.

jets well over a year after the Indo-French Joint

The government said the DAC approval was

i
p

s
a

taken “as stipulated in the DPP.”

possible” was issued, said a government note in

‘Critical necessity’

the Supreme Court on the Rafale deal.

The note said the joint statement was issued

The Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP)

after the Government of India conveyed to the

2013 mandates that acquisitions worth over Rs.

French government about the “critical operational

1,000 crore should be first cleared by the CCS.

necessity” for Multi-role Combat Aircraft for the

Since 2002, over 1,100 contracts valued at Rs.

Air Force. This necessity, it said, was triggered

7.45 lakh crore were successfully concluded

by the “extremely critical” combat potential of the

using the DPP structure, introduced after the

Air Force caused by a three-year stalemate.
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Statement to acquire the aircraft “as quickly as
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The situation was due to “unresolved issues” over

NITI Aayog already brings out a Agricultural

man-hours and contractual obligations between

Marketing and Farm Friendly Reforms Index,

HAL and Dassault Aviation over the production

rating States on their implementation of such

of 108 Rafale jets, of a total 126, to be inducted

reforms. In the initial edition of that Index in 2016,

in the Air Force as part of an earlier proposal.

Maharashtra stood first in the rankings, followed

New index to check ease of doing
agri-business

m
o

.c

by Gujarat.

The proposed index has a wider ambit, but the

States may soon start receiving extra funding for

m
u

focus is still on reforms, with marketing reforms

r
o

the Agriculture Ministry’s flagship schemes on the

(25%) and governance and land reforms

basis of their performance in encouraging agri-

(20%) carrying almost half of the weight of the

business, especially with regard to marketing,

parameters in its scoring system.

tf
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land and governance reforms.

IL&FS crisis fallout: Sebi tightens
disclosure norms for credit rating
Agri-Business Index early next year, which will agencies
The Centre expects to roll out a new Ease of Doing

i
p

rank the States on the basis of such reforms, as

s
a

India’s markets regulator has tightened disclosure
norms for credit rating agencies after they failed

productivity, reduction of input costs, and risk

to warn investors in time about the deteriorating

mitigation measures. “In future, the Ministry

credit profile of Infrastructure Leasing and

may consider rewarding the higher performing

Financial Services Ltd (IL&FS). The rating

States [both in absolute and incremental terms]

agencies will now need to disclose the liquidity
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well as their investment in agriculture, increased

by linking the performance with allocation from position of the company being rated, Securities
flexi funds made available in various flagship

and Exchange Board of India (Sebi) said in a

schemes of this Ministry,” says a recent concept

circular.

note for the Index.

A company’s liquidity position would include
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parameters such as liquid investments or cash

website in a consolidated manner is a welcome

balances, access to unutilized credit lines,

step. This will enable stakeholders including

liquidity coverage ratio, and adequacy of cash

investors and regulators to compare data

flows for servicing maturing debt obligation, the

across each CRA in an efficient and transparent

Sebi circular said.

manner and make comparative assessments,”

Credit rating agencies would also need to disclose

said SomasekharVemuri, senior director at Crisil

if the company is expecting additional funds to

Ratings.

pare its debt along with the name of the entity

This is the fourth time Sebi has changed norms

that will provide the money. Credit rating firms will

for credit rating agencies. In November 2016,

also have to analyse the deterioration of liquidity

Sebi issued a circular revamping norm for rating

.c
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r
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and also check for asset-liability mismatch.

m
o

agencies after it found Crisil and Credit Analysis

Tuesday’s circular follows an abrupt downgrade

and Research Ltd (CARE) did not follow due

in the ratings of bonds sold by IL&FS and

process and had failed in monitoring ratings of

related entities after they defaulted on payment

JP Morgan’s credit opportunity fund and Amtek

obligations in September. Credit rating agencies

Auto Ltd. The rating agencies subsequently

(CRAs) had downgraded the bonds from high

settled the case through a consent mechanism.

investment grade (AA+ in some cases) to default

In December 2017, after a meeting of its board,

or junk.

Sebi again revamped norms by tweaking

a

p
s

a
ir
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What can be done about the credit
rating problem

ownership norms, and processes to follow while
withdrawing a rating.

“Sharp rating changes create an element of

On 21 June, after a meeting of its board, Sebi

surprise and suddenness. CRAs should strive

announced changes to the ownership and

to keep them to a minimum. In this context, governance structure of rating agencies. “While
disclosure of sharp rating actions made available

these disclosures are well and good, it does not

at one place on the depositories and exchanges

address the important issue that is who will ‘rate
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the rating agency’. The accountability is lacking.

that they were already struggling with the volatility

If a rating agency’s conduct is violating Sebi

in secondary markets due to high crude prices

norms, then they should not be allowed to settle

and rupee depreciation.

the offence via consent mechanism,” said J.N. Why is there a lull in the IPO market?

m
o

Gupta, a former executive director at Sebi. He is

Volatility in the Indian market has thrown a

also the founder of Stakeholder Empowerment

spanner in the works of companies looking to

Services.

raise funds via the initial public offerings (IPO)

To ensure investors have some way to analyse

route.

r
o

asked them to publish details about the historical

average rating transition rates across various

f
t
n

rating categories. This will equip investors to
make more informed decisions and be more

a
ir
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the performance of a rating agency, Sebi also

discerning when comparing different ratings,
according to Vemuri of Crisil.

p
s

“Publishing transition statistics will help investors
The recent correction in the markets has also

rating stability; an integral part of evaluating

deterred promoters and private equity firms who

the performance on any CRA. This along with

were looking at offloading their stakes and raising

the default statistics will enable comparison of

funds. Benchmark equity index BSE’s 30-share

performance across CRAs,” said Vemuri.

Sensex has corrected 9.86% from its all-time
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get a perspective on quality of ratings especially

a

What’s behind the drought in IPOs?
The liquidity crisis facing NBFCs following
the IL&FS defaults has added to the woes of
companies planning to float public offers, given

high of 38,989.65 on 29 August, and is currently
trading at 35,144.49. Even as crude oil prices
have corrected substantially, there has not been
much respite for the markets. A strong dollar has
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also ensured weakness in the Indian currency.

5.83% lower than the issue price of ₹821 on the

When did it all start?

listing day (8 October). The stock has shed 19%

The lull in the IPO market started with the mayhem

so far. State-run Garden Reach Shipbuilders

in the non-banking finance company (NBFC)

and Engineers Ltd had also extended its IPO

space, triggered by defaults and downgrades

to 1 October from 26 September, but its shares

at Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services

slipped 10.93% on debut, and are down 23.73%

Ltd (IL&FS) in September. The market also

since listing. The turmoil in the stock markets has

panicked in the latter half of September after

made retail and high net-worth investors (HNI)

reports said DSP Mutual Fund sold about ₹300

wary of IPOs.
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crore of Dewan Housing Finance Ltd’s (DHFL)

What is the state of IPO markets?

commercial papers at 11% in the secondary

Companies continue to file draft red herring

market. This sparked concerns over the home

prospectuses (DRHP) with the markets regulator

tf

n
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r

financier’s ability to raise funds at lower rates,

even as the IPO market remains dull. Over 80

and a possible contagion effect, despite the fund

companies have filed DRHPs this year, with

house clarifying that it had no credit issue with

around 19 of them filing in the last two months,

DHFL.

when the secondary markets were particularly

Which

s
a

i
p

companies

hardest?

have

been

hit

the

volatile. Firms are betting on the results of the
upcoming state assembly polls (which will
be announced on 11 December) and stable

affected by the slowdown in the IPO market, given

macroeconomic factors to launch IPOs early

the sharp correction witnessed in valuations this

next year.
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Mid- and small-cap companies have been most

year.
Which listings were the first casualties?
Housing finance company Aavas Financiers Ltd
was the first casualty; with its shares closing

Fitch retains rating for India at ‘BBB-’
Fitch Ratings retained India’s sovereign rating
at ‘BBB-’, the lowest investment grade rating,
although maintaining its stable outlook.
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The company added that the economy would

convergence with more developed economies

shrug off any lingering effects of demonetisation

can be expected.” The agency added that a

and GST during 2018-19 and 2019-20.

recent analysis conducted by it found that India

“India’s rating balances a strong medium-

had the highest medium-term growth potential

term growth outlook and favourable external

among the largest emerging markets.

balances with weak fiscal finances and some

‘Solid policy record’

lagging structural factors, including governance

“The RBI is building a solid monetary policy

standards and a still-difficult, but improving

record, as consumer price inflation has been well

business environment,” Fitch said.

within the target range of 4% +/- 2% since the
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The agency said that a favourable economic

inception of the Monetary Policy Committee in

growth outlook supported India’s credit profile,

October 2016,” it added. “Fitch expects inflation

even though real GDP growth fell to 6.6% in

to average close to 4.9% in FY19, still almost

tf
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financial year 2017-18.

double the ‘BBB’ range median of 2.5% for 2018.”

“Fitch forecasts growth to rebound to 7.3% in FY19

The agency said it expected the RBI to start

and 7.5% in FY20, as a temporary drag will fade

raising its policy repo rate next year, from the 6%

from the withdrawal of large-denomination bank

currently, as growth gains further traction.

i
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It added that monetary tightening could be brought

a GST in July 2017,” the agency said.

forward in case recent government policies such

“The GST is an important reform, however, and

as the MSP hike for agricultural goods push up

is likely to support growth in the medium term

inflation expectations.
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notes in November 2016 and the introduction of

once teething issues dissipate,” it added. “India’s
five-year average real GDP growth of 7.1%
is the highest in the APAC region and among

U.S., Europe firms looking at India as
alternative to China

Indian industry may well stand to gain from the

‘BBB’ range peers. Growth has the potential to

fallout of the U.S.-China trade war, if the country

remain high for a substantial period of time, as

plays its cards right, says Wheels India MD
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SrivatsRam. He dwells on the opportunities at

relationship fronts. Infrastructure development,

hand and how challenges still remain. Excerpts:

too, has been really good in the country in the

How will the U.S.-China trade war impact

last couple of years.

Indian manufacturing?

How will this affect employment?

China is significantly larger as a manufacturing

India certainly is in a good position to take

base and has a bigger part of the global supply

advantage of this though scale is a challenge for

chain. However, China is now seen as not as

us to match China.

cost competitive as it was in the past. Companies

Quality is less of an issue for India. It is an

in the U.S. and Europe are looking at long-term

opportunity for India to leverage over the next

options to build supply chain capabilities in India

three years if we are able to scale up. We have

f
t
n
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as an alternative to China. There is generally a

to look at industries in India where the scale is

move to de-risk.

somewhat comparable with that in China. There

The fact that U.S. and European firms are looking

are enough segments which are supply chain-

at options away from China is an opportunity for

based to create some kind of manufacturing

a
ir

India. The other option they are looking at is to hub.

p
s

The government should look at job creation

what they did in China in the past. These are

by expanding industries (even if multi-national

the two ways that foreign trade could potentially

firms create jobs) within India. Trade-related

benefit India.

competition from other countries should be
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create a manufacturing hub in India, recreating

a

For the first time, geo-politics, as much as

looked at from the point of view of creating

economics, is playing a role in global trade. An

enough employment in India. That’s when we

adjustment in trade relationship is happening. As

will grow faster.

long as India plays its cards right, businesses in

You have said industrial inflation is a challenge.

the country will benefit. Our Prime Minister has

Fuel is a big inflationary factor for India because

played his cards well, both on trade and foreign

it creates a discontinuity in pricing due to rupee
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depreciation. Fuel prices affect the rupee in

been on pushing agri-products into the Chinese

relation to the dollar. That affects landed costs of

market. Sensing that China would look first at

all other commodities entering the country and

its food security by diversifying imports in view

thereby creates a spiral of inflation. The good

of the trade war, New Delhi has stepped up its

news is, the world economy is probably doing

agro-diplomacy with Beijing.

well after many years.

Over the past two months, Indian food and

Globally, fuel consumption across the board is

beverage producers have been conducting

higher (that is a positive). For all commodities,

seminars and road shows in the Chinese

r
o

Soya source

challenge.
How do you address the challenge?

f
t
n
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m
u

demand is higher. But industrial inflation is a capital.

m
o

Though Indian soya bean exports are apparently a

Firms need to be flexible between different fuel

priority, especially after the China imposed a 25%

types. On currency, we, as a company, believe

levy on U.S. imports, success in the huge Chinese

that as long as we are a net exporter, we should

soya bean market is yet to materialise, though

be okay.

some progress may have registered during talks.

p
s
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ir

India steps up agro-diplomacy with
China

a

Visiting Commerce Secretary AnupWadhawan
in a conversation with his Chinese counterpart
Wang Shouwen earlier in November “expressed

to bite — with only a slim chance that the world’s

satisfaction over progress on soya bean meal
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As the trade war with the United States continues

two biggest economies can go past a possible

and pomegranate and related issues,” an Indian

truce — China appears to be opening up to non-

Embassy press statement said.

U.S. imports.

However, other agri-products may have stolen a

Smelling an unexpected opportunity to export march over soya beans in finding a niche in the
more to the Middle Kingdom, India is quietly

Chinese market. On November 6, Jay Shree Tea

squeezing in the door. The focus so far has and Industries Ltd. signed a $1-million black tea
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export contract with State-owned COFCO. Assam

principle, opened its doors to 24 India-based rice

tea, in particular, has good prospects in China as

mills.

it blends well with milk-based tea drinks. “China

Efforts to tap the Chinese agri-market, in view of

m
o

has been traditionally a green tea market. But the China-U.S. trade war, were flagged in April.
of late, its young people are developing a taste In his opening remarks at the fifth China-India

.c

for milk infused bubble tea, potentially opening

Strategic Economic Dialogue, NITI Aayog Vice-

a larger market for Indian black teas,” said Arun

Chairman Rajiv Kumar said India was ready

Kumar Ray, Deputy Chairman of the Tea Board,

to step in and supply soya beans to China. “I

on a visit to Beijing.

was noticing that there were some tariffs that

m
u
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India’s efforts to export sugar to China, which
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were issued on farmers from Iowa and Ohio,
etc. Maybe India can substitute for something

paid dividends. Earlier this month, a Commerce

like soya beans and sugar if we could have

Ministry statement said the Indian Sugar Mills

access to those exports with all the due quality

Association had signed its first sugar export

considerations that you might have,” Mr. Kumar

contract of 50,000 tonnes with COFCO. During

had said.

his visit, Mr. Wadhawan briefed the China Sugar

Trade imbalance

Association about India’s proven capacity to

Despite signs of incremental progress, India’s

meet China’s sugar needs over the long haul.

$63-billion trade imbalance with China is

China has also opened up imports of non-Basmati

alarming. In his meetings in Shanghai, Mr.
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began in earnest in June, also appear to have

a
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rice from India in June on the sidelines of the

Wadhawan

stressed

that

pharmaceuticals,

Qingdao summit of the Shanghai Cooperation

information technology services and tourism, in

Organisation (SCO). Officials say China is a

which India has a significant global footprint, had

lucrative $1.5-$2 billion market for Indian rice. A a “minuscule presence” in China.
delegation of Indian rice traders was in Beijing

Earlier this year, India had raised the red flag

in October on a follow-up visit after China, in

about its adverse trade balance during China’s
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trade policy review at the WTO, specifically

come out of PCA.

citing hindrances that Indian exporters of rice,

The RBI and the Centre may also reach an

meat, pharmaceuticals and IT products were

agreement to form two committees, to address

encountering to access the Chinese market.

the issue of economic capital of the RBI and

“There are some positive developments... but we

other governance issues.

want that to be reflected in concrete trade figures

“The issue of economic capital is a technical

before we can conclude that there has been a

one and conclusion on such an issue cannot be

turnaround in our commercial ties with China,”

reached in a two-hour board meeting,” said a

an Indian diplomat told The Hindu.

source.

Govt. directions to RBI under Sec. 7
unlikely

f
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n
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On the governance issue, it is increasingly
felt that the RBI management must be made

some steps to boost loans to the MSME sector

accountable to the board. The board so far has

that had been badly hit by the demonetisation

refrained from taking up specific policy-related

exercise, and which the government is keen to

issues and its main focus has been to provide

support in an election year. However, it is to be

a broader vision to the central bank. It has

seen how much RBI can do, since the central

been argued that the central bank has slipped

bank may have some reservations about the

on many issues — such as not anticipating the

sector’s loan absorption capacity at this point in

IL&FS crisis and poor supervision in the case of

time.

fraud perpetrated at the Punjab National Bank
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To meet the government halfway, the RBI may take
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The RBI may also climb down from its position

— and that its management should have been

of stringent norms for the PCA framework for made accountable to the board.
banks. As many as 11 public sector banks out of
21 are under PCA, which the government thinks
is hampering loan growth. RBI may ease some
of the conditions, which may help some lenders

Rupee fall boosts apparel exports
The textile and apparel sector seems to have
seen a revival, going by export performance in
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October this year. Apparel exports grew 54% in
rupee terms in October compared with the same
month last year; in dollar terms it was 36% for

Talks on with 150 nations to reform
WTO: Prabhu

Commerce Minister Suresh Prabhu said he was

m
o

the same period.

in talks with at least 150 countries to work out

Total textile and apparel exports grew 38% in

the way forward for reforming the World Trade

rupee terms and 22% in dollar terms for the

Organisation (WTO). He said that the multilateral

.c

same period. An industry source, who did not trading system was under stress and a number

m
u

want to be named, said one big reason for this

of fresh trade-restrictive measures, which would

was that last year exports had dropped due to the

affect global trade and economic growth, had

impact of GST introduction. Rupee depreciation

surged.

r
o
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also seems to have encouraged exports now.

“It is necessary that we look at making the WTO

According to Sanjay K. Jain, chairman of improve further,” Mr. Prabhu said at a conference
Confederation of Indian Textile Industry, the IIP on a strategic alliance for the WTO and trade

a
ir

remedy laws. “The WTO has to change, and

year growth during September this year from a

change for the better. We are preparing an

year earlier. Manufacture of textiles grew 5.4%

agenda that does not exclude any country in the

this September year-on-year and manufacturing

process of making the WTO better.”

of wearing apparel saw a 20.9% growth for the

He said that he had personally met with 150

same period. “The growing, positive trend shows

trade ministers to move a reformed WTO agenda
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data for textiles and clothing saw a year-on-

a
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visible signs of recovery after a difficult period.”

forward. “I am getting a positive response from

he said.

all concerned, including the Director General of

Chandrima Chatterjee, adviser to the Apparel

WTO, in our endeavour to take all countries on-

Export Promotion Council, said market sentiment

board.”

was good and that demand had picked up in the

“Expansion of global trade hinges on rules and

U.S. and the European Union.

processes determined by the WTO and unless
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global trade expands, national economies will

prices, and a weaker INR.”

not benefit,” he said. “It is important that all “The sequential decline in the year-on-year GVA
substantive issues that have been agreed to at

growth in Q2 FY2019, relative to Q1 FY2019,

the Doha and other trade rounds, as well as new is expected to be led by industry (to 7.1% from

m
o

issues that have cropped up, are addressed with

10.3%) and agriculture (to 3.5% from 5.3%),

a sense of urgency.”

even as the momentum for the services sector

.c

is likely to improve (to 7.8% from 7.3%),” Aditi

Q2 GDP growth to slow to 7.2% on
higher fuel prices, weaker rupee:
ICRA

Nayar, principal economist at ICRA said in the

m
u

report.
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The second quarter GDP growth is likely to be

Ms. Nayar added that although the Index of

substantially lower than that seen in the first

Industrial Production and the available second

quarter of this financial year due to higher fuel

quarter
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financial

results

of

the

corporate

prices and a weaker rupee, according to ICRA.

sector indicate an increase in activity in the

The agency said it expected GDP and Gross

manufacturing sector and increased revenue

Value Added (GVA) growth to be 7.2% and 7.1%, growth, the aggregate EBITDA [Earnings before

i
p

respectively, in the second quarter of this financial

s
a

interest, tax, depreciation and amortization]

year, down from the 8.2% and 8% respectively in

margins declined on a quarter-on-quarter (QoQ)

the first quarter.

basis. “An uneven and sub-par monsoon,
flooding in some areas amid a late withdrawal

the gross value added (GVA) at basic prices in

of the monsoon rains, and instances of crop

year-on-year (YoY) terms to ease substantially

damage and pest attacks are likely to result in
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“ICRA expects the growth of the Indian GDP and

to 7.2% and 7.1%, respectively, in Q2 FY2019, muted agricultural growth in Q2 FY2019,” the
from 8.2% and 8.0%, respectively, in Q1 FY2019,

report added. “Higher commodity prices may

led by agriculture and industry, with the latter

support a shallow recovery in the GVA growth

reflecting the impact of higher input and fuel

in mining and quarrying from the marginal 0.1%
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in Q1 FY2019 to around 2.5% in Q2 FY2019,

central bank, scheduled for December 14. The

despite a slowdown in volume growth.”

other issue of improving governance standards

Services sector

of the RBI was on the agenda for Monday’s board

Services sector growth is expected to rebound

meeting but could not be discussed. The third

to about 7.8% in the second quarter from 7.3%

matter, relating to liquidity facility to non-banking

in the first quarter, led by a sharp pickup in the

finance companies, will also be discussed in the

expansion in the government’s non-interest

next board meeting.

revenue expenditure, a rise in growth of bank

“The aim is to move to a system of rule-based

deposits, air and ports cargo traffic, as well as a

decision making from the present discretion-

.c
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moderation in the pace of FII outflows.
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based one,” said a person familiar with the

“In contrast, indicators such as service sector

development.

exports, and the combined growth of commercial

“At present, there are no such committees of the
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paper, corporate bonds and bank credit to large

central board. The board will discuss the issue in

industries and services, recorded a decline in

the next meeting,” the person said adding there

growth in Q2 FY2019 relative to Q1 FY2019,” the

could be a committee which will be formed to

report said.

study the matter. The move is also seen to make

s
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Board committees to assist RBI
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is set to get a
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

makeover in line with its global counterparts, with
several board committees to be formed on various
aspects like technology, risk management,
banking regulation, supervision, among others,
to assist the central bank in its operations.
Proposed by the government, the issue will
be discussed in the next board meeting of the

the RBI management accountable to the board
and making the board more hands-on. Till now,
the board has not been involved in any policyrelated matters but is engaged in providing a
broader vision to the regulator.
After discussing several contentious issues
during the nine-hour long board meeting,
decisions were taken on four aspects: forming a
committee on RBI’s economic capital framework,
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debt recast scheme for micro, small and medium-

government, which has been the only source of

sized enterprises, extending the deadline for last

capital for these banks, gets relaxed because of

tranche of capital conservation buffer by one year

the revised framework. Our calculation suggests

and review of banks under prompt corrective

that the government has probably received

action by the Board for Financial Supervision

a relief of $1.7 billion because of the delay in

(BFS).

transition as they would have had to infuse this

According to sources, the BFS that comprises

capital by FY2019,” it said.

the governor, four deputy governors and a few

On debt recast for MSMEs, the scheme will be

board members, will study the performance and

applicable only to standard assets that are under

earnings of banks of the first six months of the

stress and for loans for up to Rs. 25 crore. RBI
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current fiscal that are under the prompt corrective

will now prepare the fine print for the scheme and

action framework of RBI. Accordingly, a decision

will take about 15 days to announce it formally.

will be taken to bring out some lenders from PCA
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depending on their performance. At present, 11

Sebi begins probe into DSP Mutual
Fund’s sale of DHFL bonds

out of 21 public sector banks are under the PCA The Securities and Exchange Board of India

p
s

framework.

(Sebi) has initiated an enquiry into DSP Mutual
Fund selling bonds of Dewan Housing Finance

public sector banks that are under PCA will get

Ltd (DHFL) in September, two people aware of

some relief on the capital adequacy ratio as the

the matter said. News of the sale had triggered
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According to a Kotak Securities report, several

a

deadline for implementing the last tranche of a 60% intra-day crash in DHFL share price. “The
0.625% under the Capital Conservation Buffer

market regulator wrote to the fund house earlier

(CCB), has been extended by one year, that is,

this month probing whether there was a violation

up to March 31, 2020.

of model code of conduct by the fund house,

$1.7 billion relief

when it sold the highly rated paper at a loss,”

“The capital infusion programme from the

said the first of the two people cited above, both
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of whom spoke under condition of anonymity.

at a steep discount in third week of September

“In the letter, the market regulator has sought

of 18% (₹100 bond sold at ₹82),” according to a

details of the transaction, the rationale of the sale

finance ministry note to corporate affairs ministry

and whether there was any other information that

in September. A copy of the note has been

prompted the sale,” said the second of the two

reviewed by Mint.

people.

The abrupt sale set panic in the market, which

In an emailed response, the DSP Mutual Fund

was already volatile due to the defaults by

confirmed that it received a Sebi query. “We

Infrastructure Leasing and Financial Services

have received and replied to a query from Sebi

Ltd (IL&FS) and some of its entities.
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regarding specifics of the DHFL transaction.

Shares of DHFL fell by 60% on 21 September

However, we believe that this is routine and we

and finally closed 43% lower, dragging other non-

have answered similar queries from Sebi in the

banking finance companies (NBFCs) as well.
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past,” a spokesperson wrote.

DSP Mutual Fund’s decision to sell DHFL paper

An email sent to a Sebi spokesperson was not

was supposed to be due to redemption pressures

answered.

after the IL&FS defaults. The mutual fund industry

i
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When DSP sold the bonds, they were rated
AAA.

s
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cumulatively held ₹2,800 crore worth of the paper
belonging to IL&FS and its related entities.
However, DSP has refuted that the sale was

ministry, the first person added.

a distress sale due to redemption pressures.

According to a report in the Hindu Business Line

In a note, the fund house said that “there was

on 21 November, the prime minister’s office is

speculation that the DHFL bond sale and spike

also examining the matter.

in yields on Sep 21st was due to redemptions
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The case is also being viewed by the finance

“The asset manager sold DHFL bonds at a net in DSP Credit Risk Fund. This is completely
yield of 11% compared with a coupon rate of

untrue.”

9.1% at the time of issue. The bond was sold

“Post the downgrade of IL&FS group companies,
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the fund has witnessed redemption of only 4%

would be severely impacted as millions of

of the fund’s AUM of Rs. 6882 cr. This signifies

beneficiaries under the government’s Pradhan

there is no material redemption pressure on the

Mantri Jan DhanYojana (PMJDY) scheme, who

fund,” said the fund house in the note.

withdraw subsidies in the form of cash through

DSP also refuted that the yields the prevailing

ATMs, may find their neighbourhood ATM shut,”

yields for DHFL bond were already at elevated

the CATMI added.

levels of 10.5-11.0% (bid-ask) and not 9% as

In April, the RBI had mandated a minimum net

speculated, the fund house added.

worth of ₹100 crore for service providers and

New rules may force half of ATMs to
shut: CATMI

m
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their sub-contractors handling cash management
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logistics on behalf of banks. It also directed cash
vans transporting money to have CCTVs, GPS

commercially unviable because of onerous

connectivity, tubeless tyres, hooters and wireless

regulatory requirements, forcing a shutdown,

communication systems. Approximately 100,000

and potentially leading to cash shortage and

off-site ATMs, and over 15,000 non-bank ATMs

long queues, similar to the days following

could shut down. According to Reserve Bank of

demonetisation in 2016. Recent regulatory

India (RBI) data, India had 221,492 ATMs as of

guidelines for ATM hardware and software

September-end.

upgrades, cash management standards and

“The situation has further deteriorated now due

cash loading methods will render almost

to the additional compliance requirements that
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Nearly half of the ATMs in India will be rendered

a
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113,000 automated teller machines unviable, the

call for a huge cost outlay. The service providers

Confederation of ATM Industry (CATMI) said in a do not have the financial means to meet such
statement.

massive costs and may be forced to shut down

“A large number of ATMs in non-urban locations

these ATMs, unless banks step in to bear the

may be shut down due to unviability of operations.

load of the additional cost of compliance.”

If this happens, the financial inclusion programme

According to CATMI, an estimated outlay of
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about ₹3,500 crore is needed to comply with the

then governor of RBI, called up the finance

new cash logistics and cassette swap method.

minister to say that he would not participate in

“These requirements were never anticipated

the meeting. Mr. Subbarao himself penned the

by the industry participants at the time of

incident down in his memoir — Who Moved My

m
o

signing contracts with the banks. Many of these Interest Rate - Leading the Reserve Bank of
agreements were inked four to five years ago,”

India through Five Turbulent Years.

it said.

The point is, even in such a turbulent economic

The ATM industry in India has reached a

circumstance, Mr. Chidambaram did not take

“tipping point”, and unless ATM deployers

specific policy-related issues to the RBI board. But
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are compensated by banks for making these

things have changed now. In the last two board

investments, there is likely to be a scenario where

meetings of the central bank, specific issues

contracts are surrendered, leading to large-scale

such as bank capital, debt restructuring scheme,

tf
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closure of ATMs, the statement said.

Why the RBI board needs to be recast

i
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At the height of the global financial crisis in 2008
when liquidity crunch hit the Indian credit market,

s
a

the then finance minister P. Chidambaram
constituted a liquidity management committee
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

headed

by

the

then

finance

secretary

ArunRamanathan. The decision raised eyebrows
as liquidity management is a key function of the
RBI. (One of the meetings of that committee was
held in the head office of a public sector bank in
Bandra-Kurla Complex in Mumbai.)
An ‘annoyed and upset’ DuvvuriSubbarao, the

liquidity for non-banking finance companies and
reviewing prompt corrective action framework,
apart from economic capital framework, were
discussed.
A statement issued by RBI after the November
19 board meeting, among other things, said,
“The Board, while deciding to retain the CRAR
at 9%, agreed to extend the transition period for
implementing the last tranche of 0.625% under
the Capital Conservation Buffer (CCB), by one
year i.e. up to March 31, 2020.”
MSME debt recast
On the issue of debt recast scheme for micro,
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medium and small enterprises, the board

technocrats who have no business interest

‘advised’ that the RBI should consider a scheme

in financial markets and could aid the RBI

for restructuring of stressed standard assets of management with valuable inputs.
MSMEs. On capital, it was clear that the decision
was taken by the board. Clearly, the government
wants the board to be more hands-on. However,

m
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Making farmers do wonders with this
grass

Vetiver , ‘the wonder grass’ of Tamil Nadu, which

.c

the board has members from the corporate world

has a wide range of applications in the pharma

who have a stake in the financial markets, which

and cosmetic industries, besides anti-soil erosion

poses serious conflict of interest.

properties, is spreading roots in the State.
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For example, the present board has N.

The grass, which grows up to five feet and

Chandrasekaran, who is the chairman of Tata

whose fragrant root reaches up to 10 feet, has

Sons, the holding company and promoter of

huge global demand in the aromatic industry.
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more than 100 Tata operating companies,

The grass is popular for its quality to combat soil

including Tata Capital — a non-banking finance

erosion and absorb carbon dioxide, thus erasing

company. There’re also Dilip Shanghvi, MD, Sun

carbon footprints. In the last few years, niche

Pharma and Manish Sabharwal, Chairman of

products have been created with vetiver by value

i
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Teamlease.

addition.
Vetiver is ideal for the long coastline, as it is

problems of NBFCs in the next board meeting

suited for sandy soil, says C.K. Ashok Kumar of

on December 14, apart from governance issues,

the India Vetiver Network, which is involved in

and corporate borrowers will be an obvious

popularising cultivation in association with Tamil
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The RBI board will discuss the issue of liquidity

beneficiary if steps are taken to address the Nadu Agricultural University.
issue.

“It is easy to harvest this crop, which fetches very

To avoid conflict of interest, the RBI board

high returns. The vast coastline can be utilised to

should be reconstituted with academicians and

raise vetiver in a big way,” says Mr. Ashok, who
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has been encouraging youngsters, especially

ethanol extraction, as cattle feed and for making

those in fishing hamlets, to turn agripreneurs.

handicrafts. Another quality ofvetiver is that it is

The grass can be used to purify polluted water

an anti-depressant.

bodies, especially temple tanks, and to arrest soil
erosion in ghat sections, especially in Kerala and
Kodaikanal. The grass is now a favourite among
inland farmers as well. The yield is low, compared
to coastal areas, but the quality of grass is high,
says C. Pandian, who grows vetiver on a 10-

tf

district. Against a yield of two to 2.5 tonnes per

acre in coastal areas, inland farmers get 1.5

n
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lakh tonnes. Essential oil recovery is 0.8% in

coastal grass and 1.49% in inland grass. One kg

i
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of essential oil fetches between Rs. 30,000 and
Rs. 58,000.

s
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One kg of vetiver yields 300 grams of oil and it
is possible to realise over Rs. 1.5 lakh per acre,
excluding all expenses, over a period of 10
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

A year after implementation of the Goods and

months, says Mr. Pandian.
Its moisture retention property makes vetiver
a natural choice for soil conservation and
replenishment of ground water. It is ideal for
dry land cultivation using organic farming
practices, says Mr. Pandian. It is also used in

.c

Services Tax (GST), the system is getting
streamlined for the intended purpose of achieving

m
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the objective of ‘One nation one tax’. In the excise
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o

acre farm in Kuruvadipatti village of Sivaganga

m
o

GST gives textiles a leg up

regime, multiple tax systems had increased
administrative costs for manufacturers and
distributors. With GST in place, the compliance
burden has eased.
GST brought in developments and changed the
way businesses conducted themselves.
It is commendable on the part of the GST Council
to arrive at decisions on a consistent basis,
despite differences of opinion among various
sectors and political parties.
The textile sector is one of the oldest and
largest in the country and a major contributor to
the development of the economy. The industry
employs both skilled and unskilled manpower
and contributes over 10% of the total annual
exports of the country, which is likely to increase
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under the GST regime.

The process of claiming ITC is simplified in GST,

Tax burden declines

which allows the textile sector to be competitive

Many from the textile industry have stated that the

in the export market.

overall tax burden has come down for the sector

Expectations are high on three counts. First,

to 18% from 20% and that the new system has

yarn now attracts 5% GST and the machinery to

also increased transparency in the sector, which

manufacture yarn attracts 18%. This is uneven.

provides employment to 45 million people.

Yarn manufacturers will be left with a huge input

A majority of the Indian industry functions in the

credit which they won’t be able to utilise.

unorganised sector or the composition scheme,

There is no provision under GST to get such

creating a gap in the flow of input tax credit (ITC).

accumulated credit as refund for capital goods.
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If a registered taxpayer procures the input from

This will contribute to dead investment for the

taxpayers under the composition scheme or the

textile industry over several years.

unorganised sector, ITC will not be allowed for

Second, a foreign manufacturing company is now

him.

permitted to set up a unit without any investment

a
ir

from the domestic market, bring in 100% of their

system has smoothly shifted the balance towards

share, and repatriate profit to their countries.

the organised sector. By subsuming different

This has made the domestic textile machinery

taxes such as entry tax, luxury tax and octroi, the

manufacturing companies to compete in an

costs for manufacturers will be reduced in the

unfavourable environment. To safeguard the
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With the implementation of GST, the input credit

a
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s

textile industry.

domestic industry’s interest, government should

For textile mills, the import cost of the latest

create a level-playing field which will pave the

technology to manufacture textile goods is

way for ‘Make in India’ to prosper.

expensive because the excise duty paid for the

It also keeps domestic industries healthy and

same was not allowed in ITC. Under GST, ITC is

facilitates a healthy employment environment.

available for all the tax paid on capital goods.

Also, more incentives must be given to the
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textile sector to help explore the export market at

Korea, and New Zealand. “Before the Singapore

competitive prices.

meeting, just 5 of 16 chapters for discussion

Finally, a simplified procedure is needed in the

were settled,” a senior official in the Commerce

e-way bill legislation to ease transportation of

Ministry said.

goods by minimising documentation, physical

“During the meeting, two more chapters were

verification and the like.

resolved, taking the total to seven. However, the
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cores of the talks are about market access for

Only 40% of RCEP items finalised:
official

goods, services and investment, and those talks

With just about 40% of the agenda items having

m
u

are still ongoing.”

r
o

been resolved, there is still a long way to go

A key issue was the terminology used to define

before the Regional Comprehensive Economic

the progress made. Some major economies

Partnership

such as China and Japan felt that the phrasing

(RCEP)

talks

are

tf

concluded,
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according to officials in the Commerce Ministry.

should be that “substantial conclusions” had

They added that it was agreed during the recently-

been achieved. India strongly opposed this.

concluded Singapore Ministerial meeting that the “India discovered that in some countries’ trade
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deadline for an agreement be shifted to 2019.
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Diplomatic points

The officials said that India had scored big

parlance, ‘substantial conclusions’ is a legal
terminology,” the official explained.
“Adopting the term would have implied that

diplomatic points at the Singapore meeting on discussions on market access were over, and
that those countries would have to disclose the

to omit the phrase ‘significant conclusions’ from

discussions to their Parliaments, and to their

the leaders’ statements.

public.” “None of the [7 chapters settled] had to

The RCEP grouping would include the 10 ASEAN

do with market access, discussions on which

countries, along with its six free trade agreement

would have been seriously jeopardised.”

partners — Australia, China, India, Japan, South

After India pointed this out, Philippines, Indonesia,
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November 12-13 by getting the countries gathered
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Malaysia, Vietnam, and Australia also took up raise foreign funds.
the issue.

“The cost of hedging has gone up in the last six

“Japan also realised the importance of what we

months with the strengthening of the dollar. As a

were saying and started supporting us. The rest

result, the ECB route was becoming unattractive

of the talks will now go into 2019, which gives

to firms,” said a banker.

lots of space to manoeuvre,” the official said.
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RBI Governor stresses need for
autonomy of central bank

RBI eases ECB hedging norms for
companies

Reserve Bank of India Governor Urjit Patel batted

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has eased

m
u

for autonomy of the institution in strong terms in

r
o

hedging norms for companies that raise funds

his deposition before the Parliamentary Panel on

through external commercial borrowings (ECB),

Finance.

a move that will lower the cost of hedging.

Mr. Patel made a presentation on the impact of

n
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A notification issued by the central bank said

demonetisation and the status of non-performing

mandatory hedge coverage has been reduced

assets in the banking sector.

from 100% to 70% under Track I of the ECB

According to sources, while he steered clear

framework.

of most controversial questions, including the
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Roll-over

recent friction between the government and the
RBI, Mr Patel assured the Committee headed by

to this circular would be required to mandatorily

Congress MP M. VeerappaMoily that he would

roll over their existing hedge only to the extent of

submit written answers to all the questions posed

70% of outstanding ECB exposure.

by members at the meeting.

According to the RBI, Track I refers to medium-

Another source said given the large number of

term foreign currency-denominated ECBs with

questions, the Governor was asked to file written

a minimum average maturity of 3-5 years. The

replies in 10-15 days.

move will help reduce costs for companies that

Three key points
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The RBI also clarified that the ECBs raised prior
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Mr. Patel made three key points during the

the government.

meeting. First, he said depositors’ interests were

Mr. Patel also made a presentation about the

of primary importance for which autonomy was

state of economy, which he said was doing well.

non-negotiable. Second, he said monetary policy

The Committee will take stock of the developments

should be the exclusive domain of the RBI.

at the crisis-hit IL&FS Group for three days from

“He told us that it is only the experts and

December 3, an official said.

technocrats who should have a say in the country’s
monetary policy. There would be a direct conflict

m
o
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New data show economy never hit
high-growth phase

m
u

of interest if any other committee is given say India’s GDP growth never crossed over into

r
o

in the matter,” an opposition MP told The Hindu

a ‘high-growth’ phase of above 9% in the last

. Mr Patel also asserted that maintaining the

decade or more, new back series data from

central banks’ reserves was extremely essential

2004-05 released by the government show. The
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to maintaining the country’s AAA rating.

data also show that India’s recovery from the

The issue of central bank autonomy came into focus

global financial crisis took longer than previously

following RBI Deputy Governor Viral Acharya’s

thought.

speech last month in which he cautioned against

The
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government,

the Centre impinging on autonomy and trying to methodology

and

in
the

2015,

changed

base-year

for

the
the

computation of its economic performance,

corrective action (PCA) norms and the quantum

moving towards a Gross Value Added (GVA)

of surplus to be transferred to the Centre.

method from the earlier GDP calculations and
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direct policy on key issues such as the prompt

BJP

MPs

Nishikant

and

bringing forward the base-year to 2011-12 from

why

2004-05. This, however, meant that the newer

India should follow the Basel III norms for the

estimates could not be compared with the older

banking sector to which Mr Patel said it was

data. The back-series release

“obligatory” as per G20 commitments made by

growth estimates for previous years using the

ShivkumarChanabasappaUdasi

Dubey
asked

provides the
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new methodology.

Mining sector

The new data release shows that GDP growth

“The other element is that the behaviour of the

during the UPA years averaged 6.7% during both

mining sector, which not only affected the mining

UPA-I and UPA-II. The old series had pegged

sector but also trade segment, are elements in

these at about 8.1% and 7.46%, respectively.

it,” Mr. Anant said. “Remember the de-coupling

In comparison, the current government has

happened… there was a collapse in mining

witnessed an average GDP growth rate of 7.35%

which happens more or less immediately post

during the first four years of its term.

the financial crisis. We don’t see this in any of

m
o
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“The major takeaway from the data is that the our data till 3-4 years later. The new series data

r
o

economy doesn’t seem to have recovered from

captures that. The manufacturing sector shows

the global financial crisis as quickly as previously

growth falls off fairly quickly after a one-year

thought,” former Statistics Secretary and Chief

boost after the crisis.” The new data shows that

n
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Statistician of India TCA Anant told The Hindu.

manufacturing sector growth plummeted to 4.7%

“That is something we should look much closer

in 2008-09 and then grew sharply to 11% in

at.”

2009-10. Thereafter, however, growth slowed to

i
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“There was a general point about the manner in
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which we did the old computations which was

3.1% within two years and remained below 6% till
2014-15. The mining sector, similarly, seemingly

generally very insensitive to current data,” Mr. recovered from the contraction seen in 2008-09
Anant added. “There were a number of ways in

for a couple of years, but then again plummeted
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which the old series computations simply did not to a contraction of 17.5% in 2011-12 and didn’t
measure current changes quickly enough, which

cross even 1% growth till 2014-15.

the new series in fact does.”

The new back series data diverges significantly

Further, he explained, sectors such as mining

from a draft report released by the National

and manufacturing show that the impact of the

Statistical Commission earlier this year, which

financial crisis lingered.

showed that growth during the UPA years,
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crossed 9% on at least three occasions, and

been done.”

even hit 10.23% in 2007-08.

“The statistical methods on the face of it are fine,”

“The Statistical Commission numbers had

he added. “The point is, it’s almost impossible

problems with them,” former Chief Statistician of

to replicate what they have done. They will tell

India Pronab Sen said. “The current method is

you which method was used for which sector, but

robust to the extent that instead of doing this as

there are several different methods you can use,

a purely arithmetic exercise, they tried to relate

so the question is what were the results given by

the estimates to observed indicators. They have

the other methods and why did they apply this

used the Annual Survey of Industries (ASI) data

particular method to this specific sector.”
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for manufacturing, the sales tax data for trade ‘Voodoo economics’
and so on.”

tf

However, Mr. Sen also pointed towards how the
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Calling

it

“voodoo

economics”

of

Prime

Minister Narendra Modi and Finance Minister

manner in which the data has been released has

ArunJaitley duo, Congress’ chief spokesperson

dented the credibility of both the methodology

RandeepSurjewala alleged that the back series

used and of the Central Statistics Office.

day had been manipulated.

“My concern comes out from the fact that

“The entire GDP Back Series Data released today
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this back series was essentially released by reflects the desperate attempt of a defeatist Modi
Government to undermine India’s growth story

said. “This has never happened. When a political

over last 15 years. Modi government and its

institution releases national statistical data, it

puppet NitiAayog want the people to believe that
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NitiAayog, which is a political institution,” Mr. Sen

puts a huge question mark on the credibility of 2+2= 8! Such is the gimmickry, jugglery, trickery
the data and the political independence of the

and chicanery being sold as ‘back series data’,”

statistical agencies. The credibility of CSO has

he said.

been badly dented, not because of the data but

“NitiAayog’s revised GDP numbers are a joke.

because of the manner in which the release has

They are a bad joke. Actually they are worse
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than a bad joke. The numbers are the result

out during a period of six months from the

of a hatchet job. Now that NitiAayog has done

date of issuance of this circular,” RBI said in a

the hatchet job, it is time to wind up the utterly

notification.

worthless body,” former Finance Minister P.

The NBFC sector is facing liquidity shortage after

Chidambaram tweeted.

Infrastructure Leasing & Finance Services, a core

m
o

investment company, started defaulting on loans

RBI moves to ease liquidity for nonbanking finance firms

.c

which resulted in the government dismantling

In a move to make more liquidity available to non-

the existing board of IL&FS and installing a

banking finance firms, the Reserve Bank of India

new one. The cost of funds has gone up for the

m
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has relaxed the securitisation norms by relaxing

non-banking finance firms putting pressure on

the minimum holding period requirement. The

profitability.

move follows a demand from the government

I think this is the best step taken so far; this will

n
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for a special window for NBFCs, to provide them

add meaningfully to retail type of lenders such

liquidity support.

as [ourselves],” said GaganBanga, VC and MD,

RBI has decided to relax the Minimum Holding

IndiaBulls Housing Finance.

Period (MHP) requirement for originating NBFCs,

“What this means [for us] is between now and
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May [2019], we can raise additional Rs. 25,000

maturity of more than five years after holding

crore. In the last two months, we have raised

them for six months on their books, as compared

around Rs. 24,000 crore.

to one year earlier.

“From a liquidity standpoint, we are doing

The relaxation on the minimum holding period

extremely well. That said, we needed growth

will be allowed when the NBFC retains 20%

capital. So this is not a liquidity solution but

of the book value of these loans, the RBI said.

growth capital.”

“The above dispensation shall be applicable to

In a separate move aimed at boosting MSME

securitisation / assignment transactions carried

sector exports, the RBI said the interest subsidy
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as they are now allowed to securitise loans with
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on post and pre-shipment export credit has been increased to 5% from 3%. The increased subsidy is
applicable effective November 2. Exporters get the subsidy under the ‘Interest Equalisation Scheme
on Pre and Post Shipment Rupee Export Credit’

m
o

Discoms earn renewable energy credits worth Rs. 250 cr.

The power distribution companies EPDCL and SPDCL qualified for the Renewable Energy (RE)

.c

credit certificates worth Rs. 250 crore for 2017-18 by buying more quantity of renewable energy than
the mandated Renewable Power Purchase Obligation (RPPO). Together, they have met 16.50% of

m
u

RPPO which is 9% (non-solar and solar combined) of their consumption.

Against the non-solar RPPO of 3074757 Megawatt hours (MHr) which is 6% of their consumption,

r
o

the DISCOMs purchased 5098807 MHr. It is 9.95% of the consumption.

f
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The solar RPPO stood at 1537379 MHr and the DISCOMs bought 3355082 MHr from the generators,
which is an achievement of 6.55% against the mandated 3%.

On the whole, the RPPO met by SPDCL accounted for 19.13% (non-solar 12.96% and solar 6.17%)

a
ir

of the consumption and EPDCL 11.94% (non-solar 4.74% and solar 7.20%).
Dinesh Paruchuri, joint managing director of AP-Transco, whose State Load Dispatch Centre (SLDC)

p
s

evacuates the power from generators to the DISCOMs, told The Hindu that Andhra Pradesh was
one of the few States (including Gujarat) which earned carbon credits through the RPPO mechanism

a

and the certificates were expected to be received soon.
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

These certificates are likely to be traded through the Indian Energy Exchange or the Power Exchange
of India.

RPPO fixation
The RPPO is fixed in accordance with regulation 1 of the A.P. Electricity Regulatory Commission.
Implementation of the green energy corridor project meant to transmit 3150 MW of wind power from
Anantapur, Kurnool and Kadapa districts to buyers gained pace.
It is poised for completion well ahead of the schedule (2020).
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Of the project cost of nearly Rs. 3,500 crore, German lending agency KfW is giving a Rs. 500 crore
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loan and a grant of Rs. 100 is in the pipeline from the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy.
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them in getting empanelled under AB-PMJAY,
also address their queries/questions on the
scheme. An MoU is slated to be signed soon,’’
the statement said.

125 railway hospitals in Ayushman
scheme

m
o

It said similar discussions are slated be taken up

Ayushman Bharat beneficiaries will soon get

with Defence and Employees State Insurance

treatment in all railway hospitals across the

Corporation establishment to utilise their spare

country as 125 hospitals are being empanelled

capacities for giving secondary and tertiary

to make them accessible to patients.

health care to PM-JAY beneficiaries.

m
u

r
o

Dr.InduBhushan, chief executive officer of
Pradhan Mantri Jan ArogyaYojana (PM-JAY)

tf

and the National Health Agency (NHA), said this

n
a
r

.c

Iran oil: India to get U.S. sanctions
waiver

Eight countries will be given exemptions and

will add another 14,000 beds, and 2,600 doctors.

“weeks longer to wind down” their trade with

“Today team NHA met with Dr. Anil Kumar,

Iran, once U.S. sanctions against Iran kick in on

DG, Railway Health Services in Rail Bhawan

November 5.

to discuss the MOU to empanel 125 railway

This was clarified by Secretary of State Michael

i
p

s
a

Pompeo

His office said the NHA organised consultation

members of the press.

meetings with Dr.Gajendra Kumar, Principal

EU not on list

Executive Director/Health and Dr. Anil Kumar,

Mr. Pompeo said the list of eight “jurisdictions”

Director General, Ministry of Railways, on

would be released, two of which have already

October 29 and October 30.

reached zero levels of Iranian oil imports.

“The meeting was held to promote Ayushman

He also clarified that the European Union (EU)

Bharat-Pradhan Mantri Jan ArogyaYojana (AB-

— which consists of 28 countries including the

PMJAY) among railway hospitals, to support

U.K. — will not be one of the jurisdictions granted

Vol. 51 Nov.2018

hospitals,” tweeted Dr.Bhushan.

during a conference call with some
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a temporary exemption.

the use of a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV). The

India — for whom Iran is the third largest source U.S. plans to bring any SPV within its sanctions
of oil after Iraq and Saudi Arabia — is expecting

net as well. “…If there are transactions that go

to be on the list as The Hindu recently reported.

through there that have the intent of evading

SWIFT services

our sanctions, we will aggressively pursue our

In terms of entities granted exemptions, there

remedies,” Mr. Mnuchin said.

would be no exemption for Society for Worldwide

700 entities to be hit

m
o

.c

Interbank Financial Telecommunication (SWIFT), Seven hundred entities — individuals and groups
a global financial messaging service, Treasury

m
u

as well as companies — will be sanctioned, Mr.

r
o

Secretary Steven Mnuchin, who was also on the

Mnuchin said. Most of them will be formerly

call, said. SWIFT — which does not hold money

sanctioned entities, but some 300 will be new.

tf

itself but transmits information on transactions

n
a
r

— has a network that spans 200 countries and
some 11,000 financial institutions, as per the data

‘Japan, India can have constructive
ties with China’

During Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s recent

released by the company. If it is sanctioned, that visit to Japan, India and Japan agreed to a

i
p

will have a significant impact on organisations

s
a

number of joint projects in the neighbourhood and
in Africa, seen as an attempt to offer alternatives

to cut off from sanctioned entities as soon as

to countries that may be heavily indebted to

technologically feasible or could face sanctions,

China. Speaking on the outcomes of the summit,

Mr. Mnuchin said.

Japan’s Deputy Chief of Mission Hideki Asari
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that use it. SWIFT has been told it will have

The EU, which remains party to the Joint says both Tokyo and New Delhi have reasons for
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA or the

a constructive relation with Beijing while being

‘Iran Deal’) has been frustrated by the U.S’s committed to a rules-based international order.
withdrawal, and has been searching for ways

This is the fifth bilateral meeting between Prime

to work around the sanctions, including through

Ministers Narendra Modi and Shinzo Abe. What
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was the most important outcome?

During the visit, the two countries exchanged

It was the fifth bilateral meeting, but their twelfth

notes for a yen loan for infrastructure projects,

meeting as Prime Ministers in the past four years. including most notably the bridge between Assam
I think it provided a very strong springboard for our

and Meghalaya. This will reduce the travel time

special strategic and global partnership across

from eight hours to just 20 minutes.

all fields: political, economic, business, strategic

What does the India-Japan combination

connectivity, people to people exchange or global

provide these countries, that they don’t at

issues. It was important not only for Japan and

present receive from other countries like

India but also for the free open and prosperous

China?

.c

m
u

r
o

Indo-Pacific.

m
o

First of all, India and Japan are committed to

So far, joint projects in the Indo-Pacific and

tf

providing quality infrastructure. Not just cheap but

along the Asia-Africa growth corridor have not also good quality, this means they are resilient to
come to fruition. Did this meeting see concrete

the landscape. When we combine our efforts, we

progress on them?

improve the effectiveness of each project. The

n
a
r

Yes, we did. As you recall, when Prime Minister

project in Bangladesh (Jamuna Railway bridge)

Abe visited Ahmedabad last year, the two Prime

is one such example.

i
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While India and Japan are seen as part of the

connectivity in India and beyond. After that, we

Indo-Pacific forum to counter China, we have

had intensive consultations on projects in Sri

seen recent outreaches to China by both PM

Lanka, Bangladesh, Myanmar and Kenya, which

Modi in Wuhan this year and during PM Abe’s

are now ongoing and will come to fruition very

visit to Beijing last week. Are we seeing a

soon. In India’s northeast too, there are projects

reset?

like National Highway 40, which will improve

I don’t think there is any change in Japan’s vision

not only the connectivity in the region but also

of a free and open Indo-Pacific that is open,

Bangladesh.

inclusive and willing to work with any partner who

Vol. 51 Nov.2018

Ministers agreed to seek synergy on strategic
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subscribes to international norms. Japan and

direct talks with the insurgent group there.

India have promoted this vision without thinking

“We have said we will be taking part in a meeting

of countering anything. Prime Minister Abe had

on Afghanistan which is hosted by Russia; and we

a very good visit to China, and both Japan and

decided that our participation in the talks would

India have a good reason to have a constructive

be at the non-official level,” the MEA’s official

relation with China. At the same time, both are

spokesperson Raveesh Kumar told reporters.

committed to a rules-based order, so I don’t think

“But we didn’t say anywhere that there will be

there is any change.

talks with the Taliban.”

Will Japan join the Belt and Road Initiative?

‘Consistent with policy’

.c

m
u

r
o
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Japan’s position on the BRI hasn’t changed. We

The government said its policy on Afghanistan

do not express any blanket support for BRI. We

was “consistent”, despite its decision to send

believe any infrastructure development must be

two former diplomats, Amar Sinha and TCA

tf

n
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free and open, and any use of infrastructure must

Raghavan, to the talks. It would mark the first

be non-exclusive and based on international

time an Indian delegation would be at the table

standards.

with a Taliban delegation from its political office

i
p

We hope that the BRI takes into account such

s
a

in Doha.
India had refused to recognise the Taliban

prosperity of the region. On this point, India and

government in Afghanistan (1996-2001) and had

Japan are on the same page.

opposed talks with the Taliban at least until a
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international standards and will contribute to the

Not in direct talks with Taliban: MEA
Facing a barrage of questions on its sudden
shift in policy on attending talks with the Taliban,
the Centre clarified that its delegation at the
second 12-nation ‘Moscow format meeting of
consultations on Afghanistan’ would not hold

few years ago, insisting thus far on an “Afghanowned, Afghan-led and controlled” process.
The Congress sought to know why India had sent
representatives to the talks when they weren’t
being led by the Ghani government.
Asked for the rationale behind the turnaround, the
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MEA spokesperson denied that the decision had been taken under pressure from either Moscow or
Kabul. “There was no compulsion here. Whatever we think will take the process forward, consistent
with our policy, we will participate in. And we made it very clear that our participation at the meeting

Vol. 51 Nov.2018

will be at the non-official level,” Mr. Kumar said.
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including China, to forge alliances and compel
developed countries to make good on promises,
made over the years, to provide enough finance
and technology to stem global warming.

m
o

‘Important meetings’

These meetings are important, said Union

India to host key meetings ahead of
Poland climate talks

.c

Environment Secretary C.K. Mishra, for countries

Ahead of the December climate talks in Katowice,

to craft a common front to ensure that the rules,

Poland, India is hosting two key meetings in New

which will govern how the 2015 Paris climate

m
u

r
o

Delhi with a group of countries called the LMDC,

pact that will come into force from 2020, are

the ‘Like Minded Developing Countries’ (India,

implemented fairly.

China, Venezuela and Iran) and BASIC (Brazil,

Last month, Mr. Mishra chaired a session at a

tf
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South Africa, India, China), which are networks

‘Pre-COP’ meeting in Poland. “Ahead of the talks

that have been formed to lend weight to the

next month, we are aiming for transparency and

concerns of the developing countries.

in ensuring that matters related to finance and

i
p

One of these meetings, of the LMDC, was

s
a

underway here.
190 countries

technology are all discussed together, instead
of separating them under various heads, as
seemed to happen previously,” Mr. Mishra told

The Conference of Parties (COP), a league of at The Hindu .
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

least 190 countries signatory to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCC), meets annually to discuss ways to

India protests China-Pakistan bus via
PoK
India

reiterated its opposition to a proposed

address issues related to climate change.

luxury bus service between Pakistan and China

The Hindu had reported on October 15 that India

that would pass through parts of Pakistan-

was having discussions with at least 40 countries,

occupied Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan — territory
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that India claims — terming it “a violation of

Khan will be visiting Beijing — did not alter the

India’s sovereignty”, a day after it had summoned

country’s stance on the Kashmir issue, Pakistan

a Chinese diplomat to South Block to lodge a

dismissed India’s objections as “frivolous”.

strong protest against the initiative.

“As for the bus service, I have not heard of the

m
o

“We have lodged strong protests with China and relevant information and I have not heard of
Pakistan on the proposed bus service that will

complaints,” Lu Kang, China’s foreign ministry

operate through areas of Pakistan Occupied

spokesperson, said at the ministry’s regular

Jammu and Kashmir State under the so-called

briefing, when asked about India’s protest against

‘China-Pakistan

the move.

Economic

Corridor’,”

the

m
u

.c

r
o

spokesperson for the Ministry of External Affairs

Mr. Lu stressed that the CPEC was an “economic

(MEA) told reporters. “Any such bus service

project”, and did not reflect China’s position on

through Pakistan Occupied Jammu & Kashmir

Kashmir. “It is an economic cooperation project

tf
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State will be a violation of India’s sovereignty

between China and Pakistan and not targeted

and territorial integrity.”

at any third party. It has nothing to do with the

India urges cancellation

i
p

A Director in the MEA had delivered a note

s
a

territorial dispute and it will not affect China’s
principled position on the issue of Kashmir,” Mr.

verbale to a Counselor in the Chinese Embassy Lu observed.
Red carpet

due to start on November 3, said an official, who

China is preparing to roll out the red carpet for

spoke on condition of anonymity.

Mr. Khan, who is set to arrive in Beijing, and
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, urging the cancellation of the bus service that is

Both Beijing and Islamabad
responded to New Delhi’s protests.

would be formally welcomed at the Great Hall
of the People. Reacting to India’s statement, the

While China asserted that the bus service from

spokesperson for Pakistan’s Ministry of Foreign

Lahore to Tashkurgan in Xinjiang — timed to

Affairs said: “India’s repeated regurgitation of

begin when Pakistani Prime Minister Imran

claims over Indian Occupied Kashmir can neither
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change the facts of history nor the legality of the

Plan of Action (JCPOA) or “Iran Deal” .

Jammu & Kashmir dispute.”

The European Union, which has stayed in the

India has consistently opposed the 1963 “China-

deal, has been frustrated by the America’s efforts

Pakistan Boundary Agreement” that recognises

to stifle European business’s activities with Iran.

PoK as under “actual Pakistani control” without

The Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial

prejudicing a final dispute resolution with India,

Telecommunication (SWIFT), the international

and India has protested the Karakoram Highway

financial messaging service headquartered in

on which traffic has been plying regularly, as well

Belgium, has said it will comply with U.S. sanctions

as subsequent infrastructure projects built by

as have many other European companies, faced

Asked

.c

m
u

r
o

China in the disputed area.

m
o

with the choice of being penalized by the U.S. or

if India’s strong objection to the bus

tf

service indicates a “toughening of position”,

n
a
r

trading with Iran.

“I promise you that doing business with Iran in

the MEA spokesperson, however, declined to

defiance of our sanctions will ultimately be a

comment.

much more painful business decision than pulling

i
p

Iran oil: India, China get relief

In the last fiscal year, India, which imports over

s
a

80% of its oil, sourced some 10% of its oil imports,
or just over 22 million tons from Iran. The Indian
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

Oil Corporation is the biggest Indian customer
for Iranian oil.

More than 20 countries have decreased their
imports of Iranian crude, the Secretary of State
said, cutting Iran’s oil revenues by more than $2.5
billion since May this year, when Donald Trump
pulled the U.S. out of the Joint Comprehensive

out of Iran,” Mr Pompeo said.
Three sites exempt
“We have decided to grant narrow and temp
waivers to permit the continuation of three
non-proliferation projects, currently underway,
allowing these activities to continue for the time
being,” Mr. Pompeo said. He confirmed that the
Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant would be one of
the three sites. The other two have not been
released at the time of going to press.
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ASEAN member countries of RCEP
offer India concession

opening its market to China and skewing the

Several Asian member countries of the proposed
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP)

have

offered

India

a

significant

concession on the extent to which it needs to
open up its markets, in a bid to encourage it
to join the partnership quickly, according to a
diplomat from Singapore.
The RCEP is a proposed trade agreement

tf

Nations (ASEAN) countries and their six free
trade agreement partners, namely Australia,
China, India, Japan, Korea, and New Zealand.

The grouping would comprise 25% of global

i
p

GDP, 30% of global trade, 26% of FDI flows, and
45% of the population.

s
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“The ASEAN countries are keen to have India
as part of the partnership and have made India
a concessional offer of opening up only about
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

allows for bilateral agreements also to be made
so India can perhaps open up to China gradually

83% of its market, as compared to the original
92% that the RCEP agreement stipulated,”
the Singaporean diplomat said on condition of
anonymity.
Trade with China
“And regarding India’s concerns about further

m
o

and not in one go.”

Opening up its market to China has been India’s

.c

main concern about joining RCEP, a sentiment
echoed by the Commerce Ministry, NITI Aayog,

m
u

and then Chief Economic Advisor Arvind

r
o

between the 10 Association of Southeast Asian

n
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trade deficit between them further, the RCEP

Subramanian.

India has achieved some success regarding
some of its other concerns, such as getting the
other RCEP countries to liberalise their services
markets and allow for a more free movement of
service sector professionals.
“India stands to gain a lot from joining RCEP,” the
Singaporean diplomat added. “At a time when so
much trade is being diverted from China because
of the ongoing trade tensions with the U.S., India
can corner a lot of this if it joins RCEP.”
Ahead of the November 14 RCEP summit; some
of the countries led by Singapore, which holds
the presidency of the ASEAN this year, have
been keen to at least announce an agreement
on “substantial outcomes” by December 31.
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“The target is to conclude as much as possible

Japan’s concern

this year,” said a diplomat from another RCEP During last week’s summit in Tokyo, Japanese
country, adding that there was “some distinction”

Prime Shinzo Abe is understood to have brought

still between those arguing for “substantial

up the issue as well.

conclusion” and those for “substantial progress”,

“Both India and Japan are committed to freer

which leaders at the RCEP summit are expected

trade, and during the visit of Prime Minister Modi

to try and iron out.

to Japan, it was also agreed to work on the early

December deadline

conclusion of RCEP as well,” Japanese Deputy

m
o

.c

m
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However, the official from Singapore added that Chief of Mission Hideki Asari toldThe Hindu.

r
o

it was unlikely that India would make a decision

“Negotiators are working very very hard [to

regarding this before the general elections in

complete the RCEP negotiations by year-end].

2019, even though the RCEP countries have

But for any trade negotiation, the conclusion is

set a December 2018 internal deadline for the

the hardest part,” said Mr. Asari.
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“substantial outcomes”.

India and a few other countries want only a

p
s

statement on “substantial progress” to be made

Sri Lankan political turmoil linked to
India-China investment rivalry

Gleaming cranes stretch out on the waterfront

during the summit, and for negotiations to be

in the Sri Lankan capital Colombo as Chinese

pushed into the second half of next year.

companies

Apart from India, Indonesia and Australia are

commercial district, including hotels, marinas

a

construct

a

$1.5

billion

new
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also due to go to elections in 2019, and while and a motor racing track. They have already built
this adds to the urgency of concluding the RCEP a giant container terminal nearby and a huge port
negotiations, it makes it harder for governments

in the south.

to give any concessions on tariffs and subsidies

Now India, the traditional power in the region, is

closer to polls, given political compulsions,

muscling into port and other projects, pushing

diplomats said.

back hard against China.
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The big fear for India is that Sri Lanka, just off its understanding signed between India, Japan and
southern coast and on one of the world’s busiest

Sri Lanka.

shipping routes, could become a Chinese military

It was the first account of what transpired in

outpost.

the 16 October meeting and the government’s

But the battle is creating political turmoil in Sri

pushback against India.

Lanka. A bust-up between President Maithripala

Wickremesinghe declined to respond when

Sirisena and Prime Minister RanilWickremesinghe

asked if he believed the China-India struggle was

over how far to accommodate Indian interests is

behind his firing. But RajithaSenaratne, a former

a key reason the nation’s unity government has

government minister who attended, confirmed
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just fallen apart, government officials and foreign

the president and the prime minister had argued

diplomats said.

at the meeting.

tf

Wickremesinghe, who was fired on 26 October Two Sri Lankan officials, as well as a Western
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and replaced by veteran pro-China politician

diplomat and a person with knowledge of the

Mahinda

about

matter in Indian government, who were all briefed

arguments at a cabinet meeting chaired by the

on the meeting, corroborated the minister’s

president last month over a proposal to grant

account.

Rajapaksa,

told
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Reuters

The president’s office did not respond to requests

Japan-India joint venture. “There are arguments

for comment. Sirisena told a public meeting

in the cabinet, sometimes heated arguments,”

his political rivals were trying to drive a wedge

he said.

between him and the Indian government by
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development of a Colombo port project to a

Wickremesinghe did not name the president but

painting him as anti-India.

said: “There was a paper put forth to not give it

The Indian foreign ministry said Delhi was

to India, Japan.”

committed to giving developmental assistance to

He added that he insisted that the ultimate

Sri Lanka.

decision should respect a memorandum of

In a statement last week, the Chinese embassy
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in Colombo rejected allegations China was

billion of Chinese debt, couldn’t give any more of

involved in a conspiracy to change Sri Lanka’s

its assets to foreigners, according to Senaratne.

leadership, saying it does not believe in such

“There was a misunderstanding between the

interference. Japan did not respond to a request

president and the prime minister,” said Senaratne,

for comment on the sacking of the government.

who was the health minister in the deposed

m
o
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But Wickremesinghe and an official from the cabinet. The Colombo terminal should be left to
Japan International Cooperation Agency said a

the state-owned Sri Lanka Port Authority, which

$1.4 billion soft loan for a light railway project in

was already developing the facilities; he quoted

Colombo was on hold.

the president as saying.
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India had been pushing Sri Lanka for the award
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Tension had been building between Sirisena

of an estimated $1 billion contract for a second

and Wickremesinghe even before the clash over

foreign-operated container terminal in Colombo.

the port project. The president did not approve

It has pointed to a memorandum of understanding

of some economic reforms, such as opening up

(MoU) Sri Lanka signed in April 2017.

the services sector to foreign investment, being

a
ir

Reuters has reviewed unpublished documents

introduced by the prime minister.

from that MoU and it lays out a blueprint for

Sri Lanka is only one of a number of South Asian

projects India would be involved in, including

countries where the China-India rivalry has roiled

an oil refinery, roads, power stations and the

domestic politics.
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container terminal.

The agreement also includes room for Indian
involvement in the development of industrial

India to join Afghanistan peace talks
today

In a significant departure from India’s stand on

zones.

engaging the Taliban, the government announced

The cabinet meeting was supposed to give

it would participate at a “non-official” level. Two

clearance for the port project but President

former senior diplomats will attend talks on

Sirisena said the country, already mired in $8

the Afghanistan peace process to be held in
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Russia.

Sinha was Ambassador to Kabul (2013-2016),

The talks, known as the “Moscow format” will

Mr. Raghavan has held senior posts in the MEA

include a “high-level” delegation from the Taliban

dealing with Afghanistan and Pakistan, was High

as well as a delegation of Afghanistan’s “High

Commissioner to Islamabad (2013-2015) and is

Peace Council”, along with representatives of 12

currently the Director-General of the government-

countries, and will mark the first time an Indian

run Indian Council of World Affairs — a think tank

delegation has been present at the table with the

based in Delhi.

Taliban representatives based in Doha.

The Russian government welcomed India’s

The

United

States

said

it

would

m
o

m
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send

decision to participate in the talks on November

representatives from its embassy in Moscow to

9. “We highly regard Indian support in the peace

r
o

f
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the talks; Pakistan is also expected to send a

process in Afghanistan and welcome Indian

representative.

readiness and that of other partner countries
in the Moscow format,” a Russian Embassy

reconciliation in Afghanistan that will preserve

statement said .

unity and plurality, and bring security, stability and

Significant shift

prosperity to the country. India’s consistent policy

Asked why India’s stand had undergone a

has been that such efforts should be Afghan-led,

significant shift vis-à-vis the Taliban, government

Afghan-owned, and Afghan-controlled and with

officials said the decision was the outcome

participation of the Government of Afghanistan,”

of “close discussions with the Afghanistan
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“India supports all efforts at peace and
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s
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said MEA spokesperson Raveesh Kumar, adding

government,” and it was felt necessary for India

that “Our participation at the meeting will be at

to have a “presence” there.

the non-official level.”

Analysts see the Modi government’s decision

Sources told The Hindu that India would send

as a significant marker in the Afghan dialogue

two retired diplomats, Amar Sinha and TCA process, given that India has in the past declined to
Raghavan as its representatives. While Mr. participate in the Moscow format with the Taliban
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unless the Afghan government participated. A invited delegations from India, Pakistan, the U.S.,
Russian proposal to hold the talks on September
4 had to be cancelled after the U.S. pulled out,
and the Ghani government opposed them.
“India would have preferred a direct process
between the Ghani government and the Taliban,
but since that is not possible, a regional process
like this one is the next best option. It is to
Russia’s credit that they have been able to bring

tf

former Ambassador to Afghanistan Rakesh Sood
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r

The Ghani government said this week it was
allowing the delegation of the High Peace

i
p

Council (HPC) that is designated to further the
reconciliation process with the Taliban, on the

s
a

understanding that the Moscow format will lead
to direct talks with the Taliban. “If it does not
happen..., then this will reflect the intention of
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

India appreciates sanctions waiver

the Taliban and this means they [Taliban] are not
prepared for peace,” Afghan Ministry of Foreign
Affairs spokesman Sibghat Ahmadi was quoted
in local reports.
Apart from the Taliban leadership based in Doha
and the HPC, the Russian government has

m
o

The Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) expressed
appreciation for the United States’ waiver on

.c

India-Iran energy trade and the Chabahar Port
project.

m
u

MEA spokesperson Raveesh Kumar said the port

r
o

everyone to the table for this round of talks,”

told The Hindu.

China, Iran and five Central Asian Republics.

would be of importance in helping the situation
in Afghanistan, but reiterated that India would
continue to import Iranian energy.
“India is a major importer of crude oil from Iran.
This is very important for our own energy security
needs. We appreciate the fact that the U.S. has
shown understanding of our position and has
said that its intention is not to hurt India,” said
Mr. Kumar, adding that India was studying the
details of the exemption.
The formal response from India came days after
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo declared
a waiver for India and seven other countries on
energy trade. Iraq has also received a waiver for
the import of electricity from Tehran.
Mr. Pompeo has urged the exempted countries
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to reduce their energy import from Iran, but The two leaders had “productive discussion on
the Indian spokesperson did not provide any

all aspects of global strategic partnership based

indication on this subject. “I am not at the liberty

on growing convergence of interests on regional

to give you details about the quantum of crude oil

and global issues” on the sidelines of the East

that we will continue to import [from Iran],” said

Asia Summit here, External Affairs Ministry

the spokesperson.

spokesman Raveesh Kumar said.

He also expressed India’s appreciation of the

“Spoke about our shared vision of a free and

waiver for the India-Iran Chabahar Port project,

open Indo-Pacific & reaffirmed our commitment

and underlined the importance of the port in

to strengthen security and counterterrorism

.c

m
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regional affairs. “We appreciate that the U.S. cooperation

m
o

and

coordination,”

Mr.

Pence

recognised the role which this port will play to bring

tweeted after the meeting.

strategic and long-term benefits to Afghanistan,

In readout, his office said he encouraged “free,

n
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r

tf

as well as enhance Afghanistan’s connectivity

fair, and reciprocal trade with India”.

with the outside world,” Mr. Kumar said.

Briefing presspersons, Foreign Secretary Vijay

Sources said the waiver was discussed at the

Gokhale said it was a “very good” meeting.

recent ‘2+2’ dialogue between India and the

“There was a sense of convergence both on

U.S.

s
a

i
p

Modi, Pence discuss trade, terrorism
in Singapore

bilateral issues and on global issues, and we
look forward to taking the relationship now in the
coming months and in 2019,” he said.
Terror issue

President Mike Pence held talks on a wide range

There was some discussion on the issue of

of bilateral and global issues of mutual interests,

terrorism. Mr. Pence referred to the upcoming

including defence and trade cooperation, ways

10th anniversary of the deadly Mumbai terror

to counter terrorism and the need for maintaining

attack on November 26 and hailed cooperation

a free and open Indo-Pacific.

between the two sides on counter-terrorism, Mr.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi and U.S. Vice-
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Gokhale said.

(EAS). India has been participating in the EAS

Mr. Modi thanked Mr. Pence and reminded him

since its very inception in 2005.

that in one way or another all the traces and all

“At the East Asia Summit in Singapore, I shared my

the leads in the global terror attacks ultimately

thoughts on enhancing multilateral cooperation,

led to a “single source and single place of origin”,

economic and cultural ties among member

without naming any country or organisation.

nations. Also reiterated India’s commitment to

“He [Mr. Modi] did point out that the mainstreaming

a peaceful and prosperous Pacific region,” the

of people involved in the Mumbai attacks in a

Prime Minister tweeted.

m
o

.c

m
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political process which has taken place in the The EAS consists of 10 ASEAN nations

r
o

recent elections in Pakistan should be a matter

(Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, the

of serious concern not just to the two countries

Philippines,

— India and the U.S. — but to international

Brunei and Laos), Australia, China, India, Japan,

n
a
r
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Vietnam,

Myanmar,

Cambodia,

community,” Mr. Gokhale said, referring to

New Zealand, South Korea, Russia and the U.S.

the Mumbai terror attack mastermind Hafiz

It was formed to further the objectives of regional

Saeed’s party contesting the July 25 elections in

peace, security and prosperity.

Pakistan.

Mr. Modi reiterated India’s vision of a peaceful, open

i
p

s
a

PM favours inclusive Indo-Pacific
region

and inclusive Indo-Pacific region, strengthening
maritime cooperation and commitment to a
balanced Regional Comprehensive Economic

Indo-Pacific region, Prime Minister Narendra

Partnership (RCEP) pact, Ministry of External

Modi said, as he called for enhancing multilateral

Affairs spokesman Raveesh Kumar said.
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India was committed to a peaceful and prosperous

cooperation and economic and cultural ties The RCEP, involving 10 ASEAN members as
among member-nations at the 13th East Asia

well as China, Japan, Australia, India, New

Summit in Singapore.

Zealand and South Korea, would cover about

It was Prime Minister Modi’s 5th East Asia Summit

half the world’s population and a third of its GDP.
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Mr. Modi also interacted with leaders of other

meet each other regularly. “We are expanding

countries, including his Japanese counterpart

military exchanges between our personnel at all

Shinzo Abe, before the summit retreat.

levels in the aftermath of the Wuhan summit,”

Interacts with cadets

official sources told The Hindu . The two senior

Mr. Modi also met with the NCC cadets who

officials also agreed to continue with visits at the

m
o

got the opportunity to visit Singapore as a part level of military commands and civilian officers of

.c

of a cadet exchange programme. “Wonderful

the Ministry of Defence.

moments with my young friends... They shared

“The atmosphere during Tuesday’s talks was

their memorable learnings and experiences with

excellent, which reflected the visible and gradual

m
u

r
o

me,” he tweeted.

easing of tensions following the Doklam crisis

Mr. Modi began his two-day visit to Singapore.

tf

India, China agree to expand military
ties

n
a
r

and the Wuhan informal summit,” the source
said. “During the dialogue, a decision has been
taken to add new confidence-building measures

India and China are set to expand their military

to maintain peace and tranquillity on the borders,”

ties, in tune with the spirit of the Wuhan informal

the official said.

summit between Chinese President Xi Jinping

An Indian Embassy statement noted that “specific

i
p

s
a

additional confidence-building measures at the

During talks between visiting Defence Secretary

operational level” have been included in view

Sanjay Mitra and his Chinese counterpart Shao

of the importance of maintaining peace and

Yuanming, both sides agreed to add another layer

tranquillity in the India-China border areas. These
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and Prime Minister Narendra Modi in April.

of exchanges between the military personnel of decisions have been taken for “implementing the
the two countries.

consensus of Prime Minister Modi and President

Wuhan spirit

Xi Jinping” — an obvious reference to the Wuhan

For the first time, cadets from Indian and Chinese

informal summit.

military academies, as well mid-level officers, will

The Defence Secretary’s visit precedes the arrival
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of National Security Adviser AjitDoval later this

Finding synergy

month for boundary talks with State Councilor

“Act East and OBOR are quite natural…. And [we

and Foreign Minister Wang Yi. Mr. Xi and Mr. must see] how to synergise these two strategies
Modi are then expected to meet on the sidelines

together between the two countries and between

of the G-20 summit in Argentina next month.

the two leaders and benefit from cooperation

m
o

and development. That is the right direction...

India’s Act East policy can meet
OBOR: Chinese envoy

.c

and I am quite optimistic,” Mr. Luo said, speaking

India’s Act East policy and China’s Belt and

to delegates at a “China-India Youth Dialogue”

Road Initiative (One Belt One Road or OBOR)

seminar.

two countries, said China’s Ambassador to India

tf

Luo Zhaohui, making another pitch for India to
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r
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are a “natural” area of cooperation between the

Navy makes formal request for multirole U.S. copters

India made a formal request to the U.S. for the

join China’s mega-infrastructure corridor, which

purchase of 24 MH-60R Multi-Role Helicopters

New Delhi has rejected thus far.

(MRH) for the Navy in a deal estimated at $2bn.

However, instead of the more contentious part of This is among a series of defence procurements

i
p

the Belt and Road Initiative, the China-Pakistan-

s
a

and inductions from the U.S. and Russia in the
last two months.

past, Mr. Luo suggested that the cooperation

“The Government issued the Letter of Request

could come through the “China-India-Myanmar”

(LoR) on November 15 for procurement of

BCIM corridor to India’s North-East.

24 MRH from the U.S. government under the

In a written message for the Youth event, Prime

Foreign Military Sales (FMS) route,” a defence

Minister Narendra Modi said he hoped it would

official said.

“provide a platform for the youth of both nations

The Navy is presently facing a critical shortage
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Economic-Corridor that he has spoken of in the

to build a ‘Great Wall of Trust and Cooperation’ of helicopters and several frontline warships
between the two countries.”

are plying with empty helicopter decks. These
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helicopters are being procured as replacement
for 15 Sea King ASW helicopters de-inducted
from service in 1991 and one Sea King 42B MRH
lost in accident. The current MRHs in service,
Sea King 42Bs, were inducted in the 1980s.
In August, ahead of the inaugural India-US 2+2
dialogues, the Defence Acquisition Council
(DAC) accorded the Acceptance of Necessity
(AoN) for the procurement.

received the pricing and availability details from

f
t
n

the U.S. Now the U.S. will get back with the price
quote, following which contract negotiations

would begin to conclude the final deal. As the
deal is through the FMS route, the process is

p
s

expected to be completed in a short time-frame.
Given the urgency for helicopters, the U.S. is

a

likely to take some MH-60R helicopters off the
flight deck of their newest aircraft carrier USS
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

Gerald Ford. In July, the USS Gerald Ford went
for year-long upgrades and fixes. “We will likely
get about 4-5 MH-60s from the Gerald Ford
immediately once the deal is signed,” the official
said. All the helicopters would be delivered in a
phased manner from 2020-24.

India signed a $500 million deal with Russia
to locally manufacture two stealth frigates with

m
o

technology transfer. The agreement was signed
between Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL) and

.c

Rosoboronexport of Russia.

“The deal is for material, design and specialist

m
u

assistance from Russia for the ships. Balance
work will be done by GSL, and it will have a

r
o

The LoR was signed and sent after the Navy

a
ir

India, Russia to build stealth frigates

whole lot of Indian equipment, including BrahMos
missiles,” ShekharMital, CMD of GSL, told The
Hindu.

Mr. Mital added that work on the two frigates will
start in two years by mid-2020 and is expected to
be completed by 2026-2027.
The cost of the engines for the ships which
would come directly from Ukraine and the cost of
constructing them at GSL are in addition. While
the ships are built by Russia, the engines are
supplied by ZoryaNashproekt of Ukraine. Four
gas turbine engines, gear boxes and specialist
support will cost around $50 mn per ship, a
Defence source said.
In October 2016, India and Russia signed an
Inter-Governmental Agreement (IGA) for four
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Krivak or Talwar stealth frigates — two to be

The other bidders were MBDA of France and

procured directly from Russia and two to be built

SAAB of Sweden.

by GSL. Of late, GSL has maintained a good
track record. It has delivered 28 ships ahead of

India, Pak. commit to Kartarpur
corridor

schedule in the past four years.

In a rare sign of concord between the two

India recently signed a $1 bn deal with Russia

countries, the letters were exchanged on the

for direct purchase of two frigates. The basic

same day, with Pakistan’s government informing

structures of the two frigates are already ready at

the Indian High Commission in Islamabad that

the Yantar shipyard in Russia and will be finished

Prime Minister Imran Khan will lay the foundation
stone for the corridor on the Pakistani side on

tf

Army selects Russian Igla-S missile

India has picked Russia’s Igla-S missile system

n
a
r

as the choice for the Army’s multibillion dollar

contract for man-portable air defence systems,

i
p

officials said.

“The Igla-S bid from Rosoboronexport of Russia

s
a

has been declared the L1 in the Very Short Range
Air Defence (VSHORAD) deal,” said a defence
official on condition of anonymity.
Vol. 51 Nov.2018
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now.
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The declaration of the Russian bid as the
lowest, which was reached after a series of
delays that saw several trials and retrials, still
doesn’t guarantee a certain transaction given
some concerns about the possible threat of U.S.
sanctions for arms purchases from Russia.

November 28.

A Cabinet meeting in Delhi proposed building a
passage for the pilgrims accessible “365 days and
24 hours”, sources told The Hindu . Hours later,
the Cabinet decision was conveyed by Ministry
of External Affairs in a letter to the Pakistan High
Commission in Delhi. “The government of India
urges the government of Pakistan to recognise
the sentiments of the Sikh community to develop
a corridor with suitable facilities in its territory
to facilitate smooth passage of Indian pilgrims
throughout the year,” the letter sent by the
Ministry of External Affairs said.
The Cabinet also decided that preparations for
the 550th anniversary of the founder of the Sikh
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faith will be overseen by Home Minister Rajnath

guest rooms when on temporary official travel.

Singh, which will include the setting up of a “centre

Expressing concern at the Principal Controller

for interfaith studies” in Amritsar, University

of Defence Accounts (PCDA) asking for a Non-

Chairs in U.K. and Canada for the study of Guru

Availability Certificate (NAC) and rejecting refund

Nanak, and a railway train connecting holy sites

claims by junior officers, the Army’s Southern

for the community.

Command shot off a letter to the Director-

The Kartarpur Sahib corridor was first proposed

General Land Works and Environment in the

in 1999 when Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee

Army Headquarters seeking clarification.

took a bus ride to Lahore, as a long-standing

“A number of temporary duty claims of officers,

.c
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demand from the Sikh community for easy

wherein they stayed in hotels, are being returned

access to the revered shrine across the border

by PCDA for not attaching NAC from station

where Guru Nanak spent the last 18 years of his

HQs… The PCDA maintains that they are only

tf
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life.

ensuring that Army officers follow instructions,” a

“[The] Indian Cabinet endorsement of Pakistan’s

Major General rank officer said in the letter dated

proposition on Kartarpur Sahib Corridor is [the]

Nov. 16, written on behalf of the Southern Army

i
p

victory of peace lobby in both countries; it’s a Commander.

s
a

Letter contested

steps encourage voice of reasons and tranquility

The letter contested the PCDA’s reference to the

on both sides of the border,” Information Minister

instruction in a letter dated April 13 which states

FawadChaudhury tweeted.

that “availing hotel accommodation... should be
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step towards right direction and we hope such

Fresh rift in civil-military ties in
Ministry of Defence

Civil-military relations in the Defence Ministry

the last resort” and observed that it needs to
be read as an in-house advisory and “does not
take away the authorisation of officers to stay in

are strained once again, this time over the issue hotels.” “It is felt that allowing PCDA becoming
of junior officers staying in hotels and not Army

a superior auditor on officers temporary duty
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claims is not justified,” the letter stated.

and promote secessionist tendencies with the

Earlier this year, in an effort to cut daily expenditure

objective of undermining India’s sovereignty

of the force, Army Chief Gen BipinRawat had

and territorial integrity,” a press release stated,

asked officers going on temporary duties to stay indicating that attempts are being made to instil

m
o

in service guest rooms if available and use hotels

anti-India sentiments among the devotees visiting

as a last resort.

the holy shrines.

The letter observed that issue was having a

3,700 visas issued

“negative impact” on the morale of junior officers

Pakistan has issued around 3,700 visas to Sikh

who feel that they have been left out to fend for

pilgrims from India for the festivities that will

m
u

r
o

themselves.

.c

cover Nankana Sahib and Sacha Sauda. A large

tf

India protests denial of consular
access

n
a
r

number of Sikh pilgrims from other parts of the
world have also received visas.

The discussion came hours before Pakistan

India

announced that Prime Minister Imran Khan will

radicalisation of Sikhs in Pakistan with Deputy

inaugurate the Kartarpur Corridor for the 550th

High Commissioner Shah.

birth anniversary of Guru Nanak in 2019.

India reminded the envoy that India allowed

i
p

s
a

also

raised

the

issue

of

alleged

Earlier, the MEA issued a note of protest saying

Pakistani diplomats to meet with the pilgrims

that the consular team was harassed and

from across the border visiting Kalyar Sharif.

prevented from contacting visiting Indian pilgrims
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in both GurdwarasNankana Sahib and Sacha
Sauda.

India, China set for first post-Wuhan
border talks

National Security Adviser AjitDoval arrived in

“We have also expressed grave concern at Chengdu for boundary talks with China’s Foreign
the reports of attempts being made during the

Minister and State Councillor Wang Yi, to build

ongoing visit of the Indian pilgrims to Pakistan,

on the Wuhan informal summit between Prime

to incite communal disharmony and intolerance

Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese President
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Xi Jinping that took place in April.
The 21st round of talks between the two Special Representatives (SRs), which will mainly take place
, are unlikely to yield any major breakthrough on the resolution of the boundary question, especially
as India goes into election mode till the middle of next year.

m
o

“This is likely to be a major brainstorming exercise but the political situation is not ripe for a big-ticket
breakthrough right now,” an official source said.

.c

The two senior officials are also expected to prepare for a meeting between Prime Minister Modi and
President Xi on the sidelines of the G-20 meeting that begins on November 30 in Buenos Aires.

m
u

The talks, which are taking place amid a terror attack on the Chinese consulate in Karachi, are likely

r
o

to sharpen the focus on the “regional situation”, which includes Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Analysts say that during the SR dialogue, a discussion on confidence-building measures to keep the

f
t
n

borders calm is expected to feature prominently.

Already, during talks on November 13 between visiting Defence Secretary Sanjay Mitra, and his

a
ir

Chinese counterpart, Shao Yuanming, the two sides agreed to add another layer of exchanges
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between the military personnel.
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built to date, for faster Internet connectivity, is back
once again at the Guiana Space Centre for an early
December launch.

m
o

It returns to the South American port for the second
time in six months after it was taken back to Bengaluru

.c

in April for inspections.

K. Sivan, Chairman of the Indian Space Research

Deal inked for biofuel research
The Department of Biotechnology (DBT) has signed

and Research Institute to set up a centre to produce

f
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n

This is the fifth such dedicated centre for bioenergy-

a
ir

research and development set up by the Department.

The others are located at the Indian Agricultural

p
s

Research Institute, New Delhi; the Indian Institute
of Technology-Guwahati; Transtech Green Power

a

Limited, Jaipur; and the Oil and Natural Gas Energy
Centre in the National Capital Region.
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The bio-centre would be focussed on not only
developing technology but also commercialising it,
said RenuSwarup, Secretary, DBT.

GSAT-11 returns to Guiana for
December launch

Space, confirmed that the 5,700 kg spacecraft was

r
o

a three-year, Rs. 11 crore deal with The Energy

“advanced biofuels and bio-commodities.”

m
u

Organisation (ISRO) and Secretary, Department of

GSAT-11, the heaviest Indian communication satellite

shipped out of Bengaluru last week and has reached
the European launch port.
“GSAT-11 is already in Kourou. It was flown out last
week. We are targeting December 4 for its launch,”
Dr. Sivan said.
Arianespace, ISRO’s long-time European launch
services contractor, has paired GSAT-11 with South
Korea’s weather satellite GEO-Kompsat 2A. The two
are slated to go to space on the same Ariane 5 launch
vehicle, numbered VA246.
Arianespace’s CEO Stephane Israel tweeted a
pictorial welcome on October 29 local time as the
satellite arrived at the port halfway across the globe
by a special Russian Antonov cargo flight.
GSAT-11 is built to provide superior communication
and 12 GBPS connectivity with its multiple spot
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beams in Ka and Ku bands.

Spatial mapping showed that simultaneously there
was also a reduced information flow predominantly

Decoding music’s effect on brain
networks

between the frontal and parietal cortex. A total of

Listening to music has been found to improve our

about 170 connections interlinking the frontal regions

m
o

cognitive abilities but the mechanism in the brain that with the central, parietal and temporal regions as well
is responsible for the improvement has not been well

as the central regions with the parietal regions were

investigated. Now, using electroencephalography

found to have diminished communication.

(EEG) studies, researchers from Indian Institute of

“This reduced information flow signifies shutting

Technology (IIT) Kanpur have deciphered different

off of irrelevant connections and depicts an efficient

m
u
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mechanisms and alterations in the neural networks

brain. This is linked with high IQ. Music is able to

that lead to enhanced cognitive effects. The study was

inhibit the distractive networks and excite only the

conducted on a small sample size of 20 male students

ones responsible for cognition. Thus it saves energy

tf
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from the institute.

for focused and efficient functioning. In other words,

The students were made to listen to raga Darbari, and

some specific music might have intrinsic property,

their brain activity was monitored using EEG, before,

almost like a password, to cause a higher quality of

during and after listening to the music.

neuronal synchronic firing in brain cells, leading to

i
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Special analyses — phase and power analyses — were enhanced cognitive ability,” Gupta adds.
carried out to understand the dynamics of neuronal

The researchers conclude that music might cause

networks and the underlying mechanisms behind

short-term enhancement of cognitive functions via
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them. They found increased power in the occipital a three-channel framework — purging off irrelevant
and prefrontal cortex. “These are regions responsible

networks (neural noises), increasing neural efficiency

for attention and decision making. An increase in in the frontal lobe and enhancing attention by
their power shows an increase in efficiency,” explains increasing the power in the occipital lobe.
Ashish Gupta, research scholar at the institute and first “This finding is a part of our ongoing work on the
author of the paper published in Scientific Reports.

influence of the deep conscious state on the brain. Music
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can possibly enhance cognitive functions of the brain

came in for the AO of April 2017. It had then planned

as this work suggests,” explains Dr.LaxmidharBehera a total payload of 175 kg. The responses were said to
from IIT Kanpur and corresponding author of the

be fewer and below expectations.

work.

3rd interplanetary dash

ISRO invites foreign ‘riders’ to Venus
An 18-month-old pitch for what could be the first
Indian orbiter mission to Venus has just been refreshed
and relaunched, opening it up now for international

Tentatively marking the yet to be named ‘Mission

f
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Venus’ for mid-2023, the Indian Space Research

Organisation (ISRO) plans to study the planet from an

a
ir

elliptical orbit that is closest to Venus at 500 km and
60,000 km at the farthest end — similar to its Mars

p
s

Orbiter Mission (MOM) of 2013.

The latest announcement opportunity (AO) does not

a

specify the weight of the spacecraft; it plans to send
up instruments or payloads totally weighing 100 kg.
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

(MOM’s payloads weighed nearly 15 kg.)
The new round invites space-based experiment ideas
on Venus from space agencies, universities and
researchers.
They should complement a dozen Indian experiments
that have been shortlisted from among responses that

.c

Programme Office, the entire project must be vetted
by the Advisory Committee on Space Sciences and

m
u

approved by the Space Commission and eventually
the government.

r
o

experiments.

m
o

Currently being handled by the Space Science

From the Moon orbiter mission Chandrayaan-1 in
2008 and the Rs. 450 crore MOM, the Venus voyage
— if approved — would be ISRO’s third interplanetary
dash.
A lunar lander and rover mission called Chandrayaan2 is getting ready to take off in January or February
2019.
ISRO says that it may lower the orbit of its future
Venus spacecraft after a while for sharper observations.
According to an informed ISRO official, the Venus
mission would be comparable to the phenomenally
popular MOM in terms of its the orbit and the cost.
The official said the plan was in very early stages
and would get finely defined once the experiments
were chosen. They would decide the weight of the
spacecraft and the rocket that it would need.
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are located in the Indo-Gangetic Plain, northwest, and

Groundwater depletion alarming in
northwest, central India

central (Maharashtra) regions, a few districts in Punjab

With 230 billion metre cube of groundwater drawn show substantial decline in groundwater table. With
out each year for irrigating agriculture lands in depletion occurring at a rate of 91 cm per year, Punjab

m
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India, many parts of the country are experiencing has been witnessing a steep decline in groundwater
rapid depletion of groundwater. The total estimated

table since 1996. “In northwestern India, the amount

groundwater depletion in India is in the range of 122–

of groundwater extracted exceeds the total recharge

199 billion metre cube.

leading to groundwater depletion,” says Prof. Mishra.

The Indo-Gangetic Plain, northwestern, central and

In contrast, some districts in western India, east coast

m
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western parts of India account for most intensive

and peninsular India have witnessed an increase in

groundwater-based irrigation. And among these

groundwater levels.

tf

regions, western India and the Indo-Gangetic Plain “If groundwater is depleted and the region experiences
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have more than 90% of the area irrigated using

drought for two–three years consecutively, there will

groundwater.

be serious challenges. Availability of even drinking

Significant depletion

i
p

water will be a huge problem,” says Prof. Mishra.

Based on Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) “Natural recharge during monsoon may not help much

s
a

data of nearly 5,900 wells which have long-term data

if groundwater depletion becomes acute, as rainfall of

(1996–2016), a team of researchers led by Vimal past several years controls the current groundwater
Mishra from the Department of Civil Engineering at

storage levels.”
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IIT Gandhinagar found that a majority of districts in The study published in June this year found that
India experienced significant depletion in groundwater groundwater recharge has declined between 1996
storage. The satellite data confirms the well data.

and 2016 in northwest and northcentral India due a

The results were published in American Geophysical

reduction in low-intensity rainfall. Low-intensity

Union’s journal Earth’s Future .

rainfall during the monsoon is responsible for

While districts with significant decrease in groundwater groundwater recharge in northwest and northcentral
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India. The study also found that carbon dioxide reaches equilibrium with soil moisture, and rises or
emission from pumping groundwater and release falls depending on the amount of moisture in the
of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere from the soil soil.
when groundwater is depleted is less than 2-7% of the

“Farmers are advised not to irrigate the field when

total carbon dioxide emissions in India.

the water level in the tensiometer is in the green

Groundwater management

zone. When the soil gets dry the water level in the

More than 500 tensiometers to visually monitor soil

tensiometer drops and reaches the yellow zone in the

m
o
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moisture conditions in rice fields and irrigate the device. Farmers should start irrigating the field at this
crops only when required were used in five districts in

m
u

time and never allow the water in the device to reach

r
o

Punjab. Irrigation based on information provided by

the red zone,” Prof.Vatta explains.

the tensiometers helped farmers in the five districts

According to Prof.Vatta, the instrument is quite

save 10–36% groundwater. Using groundwater

accurate in monitoring soil moisture. One device
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to irrigate the field only when necessary led to a per farm would be sufficient, especially when the
reduction in electricity consumption and greenhouse

terrain is nearly flat. So far, over 22,000 tensiometers,

emissions.

manufactured by Punjab Agriculture University, have

i
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“The tensiometer gives visual information about the

s
a

been given to rice farmers in Punjab. It costs just
Rs.300 per piece.

field based on this information will help conserve

“Since stopping or reducing the subsidy in electricity

groundwater,” says Prof. Kamal Vatta from the

prices may not be possible, farmers in the regions

Columbia International Project Trust, New Delhi and

where groundwater depletion has already occurred

co-author of the paper.

should consider cultivating less water-intensive crops,

Vol. 51 Nov.2018

availability of soil moisture conditions. Irrigating the

The tensiometer is 2–3 feet long and has a ceramic use better irrigation technologies and irrigate crops
cup containing numerous tiny pores at the bottom. It
is inserted up to 8 inches into the soil, which is beyond
the root zone of rice. The water inside the tensiometer

only when necessary,” says Prof. Mishra.

Scientists design fabrics that can
store charge
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A major factor holding back development of wearable Researchers are working on incorporating the new
biosensors for health monitoring is the lack of a

embroidered charge-storage arrays with e-textile

lightweight, long-lasting power supply. Now, scientists sensors and low-power microprocessors to build

m
o

at the University of Massachusetts Amherst in the US

smart garments that can monitor a person’s gait and

have developed a method for making a charge-storing

joint movements throughout a normal day.

system that is easily integrated into clothing.
“Batteries or other kinds of charge storage are still
the limiting components for most portable, wearable,

.c

Is marijuana an aphrodisiac? A new
research has answers

m
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Science shows that marijuana negatively affects

ingestible or flexible technologies. The devices tend

both male and female reproductive health. However,

to be some combination of too large, too heavy and

changes in sexual behaviour induced by marijuana can

r
o
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not flexible,” said Trisha L Andrew, who led the study offset the biological effects, leading to increased birth
published in ACS Applied Materials & Interfaces.

rates, suggests a new research by Michele Baggio of

The method uses a micro-supercapacitor and combines the University of Connecticut and others.
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vapour-coated conductive threads with a polymer film,

The authors study the changes in sexual behaviour

plus a special sewing technique to create a flexible

and birth rates across the United States following

mesh of aligned electrodes on a textile backing.

legalization of marijuana for medical purposes in

The resulting solid-state device has a high ability to

various states. Such legalization is likely to have

a
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store charge for its size, and has other characteristics increased the overall availability of marijuana in the
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

that allow it to power wearable biosensors.

respective states.

While researchers have remarkably miniaturised many

The authors show that legalization of medical

different electronic circuit components, until now the

marijuana was followed by increased frequency of

same could not be said for charge-storing devices.

sexual intercourse and less contraceptive use.

“We show that we can literally embroider a charge- The authors arrived at this conclusion by analysing
storing pattern on to any garment using the vapour-

the annual survey of youth conducted from 1997 to

coated threads that our lab makes,” said Andrew.

2015 which asks respondents details of their sexual
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activity and substance use.
Their analysis of data on retail sales showed that legalization of marijuana was followed by decreased purchase
of condoms.

m
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According to the authors, the use of drugs led people to indulge in more risky sexual behaviour and to ignore
the costs associated with such behaviour.

.c

The study contends that the ability of marijuana to heighten sensory perception, increase relaxation, and
reduce stress and anxiety outweighed its negative impact on reproductive health, when viewed strictly through

m
u

the narrow prism of impact on birth rates.

r
o

GSAT-29 has a perfect launch

Amid concerns of Cyclone Gaja spoiling the launch of the country’s heaviest satellite to be carried on board an

f
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indigenous rocket from Indian soil, the Indian Space Research Organisation pulled off the feat to perfection, a
crucial launch for ISRO as it prepares for an ambitious mission to put a man in space.
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Contingency plans

ISRO had contingency plans for postponing the launch but kept a watch on the weather conditions.

p
s

The team went ahead with the launch of the GSAT-29 on board its second heaviest developmental flight
GSLV-MkIII D2 from the Satish Dhawan Space Centre SHAR at Sriharikota, to clear blue skies as the plumes

a

of smoke from the rocket left a trail in the horizon after lift-off from the second launch pad at 5.08 p.m.
The GSAT-29 satellite was placed in a geo-synchronous transfer orbit about 17 minutes after launch.
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

It will be placed in a geo-stationary orbit at its intended location after three orbit raising manoeuvres over the
next few days.

New technologies
The communication satellite, weighing 3,423 kg, “is a multiband, multi-beam communication satellite,
intended to serve as test bed for new and critical technologies,” according to ISRO.
“The first operational mission of this vehicle (GSLV-Mk III) is going to be none other than Chandrayaan-II
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mission, which is going to take place in January next

observation,” said G C Anupama, who Professor-in-

year. In addition to this one, this fantastic vehicle is

Charge of the Indian Astronomical Observatory and

going to carry a human to space three years from now. is based at Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIAP),
Kudos to this excellent, reliant and simple launcher of Bengaluru.
India,” ISRO chairman K. Sivan said.
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The celestial object was first noticed by a different
group which saw the nova explosion. “We then

GROWTH-India telescope’s first
science observation

.c

pointed our telescope in that direction and measured

The 0.7 m GROWTH-India telescope at the Indian

the brightness. We found that it was fading at the

Astronomical Observatory located in Hanle, Ladakh,

rate expected for such events. This is a small step

m
u
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has made its first science observation which is a in astronomy but a big leap for us, because it is the
follow-up study of a nova explosion. Novae are first scientific result obtained by this telescope,” said

f
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explosive events involving violent eruptions on the

Varun Bhalerao a faculty member at IIT Bombay

surface of white dwarf stars, leading to temporary

and a Principal Investigator of the project along with

a
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increase in brightness of the star. Unlike a supernova, Professor Anupama.
the star does not go on to die but returns to its earlier

p
s

This recurrent nova, named M31N-2008, has been
observed to erupt several times, the most recent

The Astronomer’s Telegram notes the magnitude of

eruption happening in November 2018. Recurrent

the nova explosion first identified by Darnley et al as

nova systems are interesting because they are

it varies, during November 8 to November 10.

candidates for progenitors of Type Ia supernovae.

First science observation

“We took follow-up images with the GROWTH-India

Vol. 51 Nov.2018

state after the explosion. A report on this published in

a

The GROWTH-India telescope was commissioned telescope. The observations were made in different
six months ago soon after which it saw first light, on optical bands. The nova was seen to decline rapidly
the night of June 12. “The telescope has been taking

in brightness, by 1 - 1.5 magnitudes in the span of 2

readings since then, and this is the first ‘follow- days,” says ShubhamSrivastav, post-doctoral fellow
up’ work. We are happy to see this first science at the physics department of IIT Bombay (IITB)
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Robotic eye

is a less-explored frontier in astronomy. “Such an

The telescope is potentially fully robotic and can

explosion is when the inner material of the star is

operate on its own, but the way these readings were

thrown out. There is no other way we can actually see

taken has only partly used its potential for automation. what is inside a star,” explains Prof.Bhalerao.
“The group sitting in IIT Bombay worked through
Bengaluru’s IIAP to control the telescope. While
the IITB-IIAP link was through regular internet

m
o

Novel strategy to treat diabetic wound
infection

.c

By using virus that infects bacteria (bacteriophages),

connection, the one from IIAP to the telescope in

researchers from Panjab University have successfully

Ladakh was through a satellite link,” said Professor

treated multidrug-resistant bacterial infection in

m
u
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Bhalerao. A typical professional telescope has a field

diabetic mouse model. People with diabetes are

of about 0.1 square degrees.

more prone to fungal and bacterial infections and

tf

This telescope has a field that is five to six times
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the emergence of multidrug-resistant organisms

larger. It can ‘slew’ or move its focus from one part of has worsened the situation. Researchers have been
the sky to another in just about 10-15 seconds and its

searching for alternative treatment approaches

camera can view stellar objects that are thousands to

such as phytochemicals, metal ions, antibacterial

millions of light years away.

nanoparticles, and antibacterial enzymes. The phage

i
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Threefold goals

therapy has shown promising results among various

The GROWTH-India telescope is part of the Global alternative treatments studied.
Relay of Observatories Watching Transients Happen.

Phage therapy
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Its goals are threefold: (1) Search for explosions in “Phage therapy or use of a specific virus to target
the optical regime whenever LIGO group detects a

particular bacteria was in use in many countries

Binary Neutron Star merger (2) study nearby young

before the popularisation of antibiotics. Even now it is

supernova explosions. (3) Study nearby asteroids.

used in Russia, Georgia, Poland and other countries.

Transient phenomena such as supernovae are

Though it is currently not used in India, it is an

important parts of time-domain astronomy which

option we should choose as there is an increase in the
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number of drug-resistant pathogens in our country,”

the site of infection or inflammation. So studying

explains Prof. Sanjay Chhibber from the Department neutrophils or its markers is suggestive of the level of
of Microbiology, Panjab University and first author inflammation or bacterial load. The level was lowest
of the paper published in Frontiers in Microbiology.

in the liposome entrapped phage-treated group, which

In order to protect the phage and help in its slow release

indicated the clearance of bacterial infection. This

m
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into the body, the researchers encapsulated the phage group also showed maximum deposition of mature

.c

in a natural lipid casing called liposome. The liposome collagen tissues at the site of the wound by day five,
entrapped phage was injected into diabetic female thus aiding in rapid wound healing.
mice to treat methicillin resistant Staphylococcus

m
u

“Phage therapy can be used as a personalised therapy

r
o

aureus -infected wound and the healing was studied where the patient is first tested for bacterial infection
for 20 days.

tf

The healing was studied in four different groups of

n
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and then treated with the appropriate phage. Also, it is
very effective compared with antibiotics as it requires

mice. One was not given phage or clarithromycin, one

only a single dose, and its concentration does not

was given phage cocktail but not encapsulated, other

decrease as long as it has the bacterial host,” he adds.

was given liposome-loaded cocktail of bacteriophages

“Phages are very safe and non-toxic. They are in our

and the last was treated with clarithromycin only.

system; we encounter them each day in our food and
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The group treated with the liposome-entrapped phage

water. Phages have no effect on humans as their host

showed a significant decrease in the wound size on

is bacteria, not us.”

day five itself and complete closure of wound was
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

seen by day nine. The study showed liposome-loaded
phage eradicated bacterial infection in 10 days whereas

Ape fossil 11 million years old
unearthed in Gujarat

Tireless fossil hunting under the scorching heat

untreated mice showed high bacterial burden.

of the Kutch basin, Gujarat proved fruitful and

The researchers also studied the inflammatory

palaeontologists unearthed a fossilised upper jaw

markers (myeloperoxidase) produced by neutrophils

(maxilla). Further studies showed that the fossil find

at the wound site. These are the first cells that reach was highly significant: it is the oldest and the only
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known ape fossil discovered in peninsular India.
Ansuya

Bhandari

from

BirbalSahni

She also explains that researchers now believe that

Institute, Sivapithecus is either closer to the modern orangutan

Lucknow, stumbled upon the jaw in 2011 during a of Southeast Asia or an ape that is part of an early
field survey with a group of palaeontologists from the radiation of fossil hominoids — the great apes, the

m
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Wadia Institute of Himalayan Geology, Dehradun,

chimps, gorillas and orangutans and also humans.

and IIT Roorkee.

Researchers from Duke University, U.S., carried

.c

The researchers concluded that the upper jaw belonged out the X-ray CT scans. The researchers note that
to an adult ape (hominoid family), belonging to the

as the unearthed jaw had a lot of iron in it due to its

m
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genus Sivapithecus and lived about 11–10.8 million deposition in an iron-rich ancient soil, the radiation

r
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years ago (Miocene). The oldest remains of these apes

was not able to penetrate very deep into the specimen,

found so fari n Indo-Pakistan are dated at about 12.7

thus preventing better analysis. They hope that this

f
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million years and the youngest at about 8.6 million finding will draw more attention to the region and
years.
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more studies will be carried out in the future.

“Fossils of the Sivapithecus genus have been previously By comparing the fossil with other available data
unearthed near the Siwalik hill range, spreading

p
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across Pakistan, Churia Hills in Nepal and around

on Sivapithecus genus, the authors speculate that
the identified jaw could belong to a large-sized ape,

the Himalayas [Jammu and Kashmir and Himachal attributed to one of the two species of Sivapithecus,

a

Pradesh]. Now this finding, almost 1,000 km south

hysudricus or sivalensis . More, better-preserved and

from the previous finds has increased the geographic

unfragmented specimens are required to identify the
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range of the genus” says Dr.Bhandari, who is the first exact species.
author of the paper recently published in PLOS ONE.

“Kutch is a paradise for fossils. Many associated

“It also fills a time-window of approximately 11

mammal fossils belonging to the Miocene age have

million years in the evolutionary history of hominoid been discovered here in the past, including whales and
remains in India.”

sea cows. The new discovery will help us understand

Ape relatives

in detail the evolution of great apes,” says Sunil
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Bajpai from the Department of Earth Sciences at IIT,

The NTP researchers used weight of evidence

Roorkee and former director of BirbalSahni Institute.

approach, whereby potential effects were described

He is one of the authors of the paper.

as being supported by ‘clear’, ‘some’, ‘equivocal’ or
‘no’ evidence (where a study was not adequate for

International Commission questions
the studies on cancer induction by
cell phone radiation

m
o

comment on potential effects, it is described as an
‘inadequate study’).

.c

With the phenomenal growth in the number of users

The researchers did not find any ‘clear’ evidence in

of mobile phones worldwide, there is public concern

their studies; the strongest evidence of carcinogenicity

that cell phone radiation may cause adverse health

reported was (‘some evidence’) for male Hsd:

m
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effects such as brain cancer. Recently, the US National

Sprague Dawley SD rats exposed at different specific

Technology Program (NTP) and the Ramazzini absorption rates (SAR) of (electromagnetic radiation)

f
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Institute published their animal studies on the cancer-

energy. They found that the exposure-response

inducing potential of cell phone radiation. Though

relation to be statistically significant.
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the former is yet to publish its conclusions, interested Falcioni et al reported a significant increased
parties interpreted the studies wrongly. On September incidence of schwannomas (a type of tumour) in the

p
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4, 2018, the International Commission on Non hearts of male rats exposed at the highest SAR (0.1
Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), the agency

a

W/kg) of mobile phone radiation, which according to

whose recommendations most nations and agencies, them is consistent with one of the NTP studies. They
such as the WHO, accept published an eight-page also reported increased incidence of heart Schwann
cell hyperplasia — proliferation of apparently normal

asserting that both these studies have inconsistencies

cells — (male and female) and malignant glial

and limitations. The very expensive, $25 million

tumours (female only), but these were not statistically
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report questioning the usefulness of these reports and

NTP study did not provide any input for revising the significant.
currently recommended radiofrequency guidelines.

Limitations

Weight of evidence

The ICNIRP noted that both studies followed good
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laboratory practice (GLP); both used much larger

is a large departure from the expected ratio of

numbers of animals than previous research, and many hyperplasias to very few malignancies. These
both exposed animals over the whole of their lives.

results suggest that for radiofrequency fields to be

However, the Commission noted that “in determining carcinogenic, they would need to affect the conversion

m
o

the relevance of the results for human exposure rate from hyperplasias to malignancies in addition
guidelines, potential limitations need to be carefully to potentially inducing hyperplasias. However, with

.c

considered, and whether any of the evidence regarding very few cases with cardiac Schwann cell hyperplasia
health effects in rodents is sufficiently strong and and schwannomas (for example, none in the control
relevant to humans to serve as a basis for exposure

m
u

group), it is difficult to interpret and accept this

r
o

guidelines”.

finding without further clarification,” ICNIRP argued.

ICNIRP criticised the studies on many grounds,

The Commission noted that Falcioni et al also did not

including methodological deficiencies.

report the expected conversion rate.
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“For cancers which have benign tumour precursors,

The Commission asserted that it saw two mutually

progression to cancer often involves a sequence from

inconsistent sets of results, and no similar literature

hyperplasias (proliferation of apparently normal cells),

for comparison.

to dysplasia (cell abnormalities present), to cancer (a

The agency found that the distribution of malignant
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cardiac schwannomas across the experimental groups

transformation)” ICNIRP explained.

in the two studies also reduces confidence in the

Quoting appropriate literature, ICNIRP observed

data.

that for schwannomas, less than 30% of hyperplasias

“ICNIRP considers that the NTP (2018a, b) and

progress to malignancy..., thus many more benign

Falcioni et al (2018) studies do not provide a consistent,

hyperplasias should be observed than malignant

reliable and generalizable body of evidence that can

schwannomas.

be used as a basis for revising current human exposure

“The NTP study found approximately equal numbers

guidelines,” the Commission concluded. It may not
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small percentage of these cells undergo malignant

of hyperplasias and malignant schwannomas, which amuse many activists and scaremongers!
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Aluminium and water are fuel for this
electric vehicle

requirement to charge e-vehicles and “instead refuel
them just like gasoline, but with water,” said Mr.

If you ever get stuck at a traffic signal near the verdant

Singhal, who founded the company along with his

campus of the Indian Institute of Science (IISc) in

IIT-Roorkee college mate KartikHajela in 2015. Log

Bengaluru and see a fellow commuter driving a white

9 said the initial cost of its battery was almost half of

Mahindra e2o Plus electric vehicle covered with

that of the lithium-ion battery. A single ‘refuelling’ of

stickers, don’t mistake him for just another techie.

the battery which uses aluminium, besides water as

Chances are that he is AkshaySinghal, the 25-year-

fuel, would give a range of 1,000 km.

m
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.c

old co-founder and CEO of nanotechnology start-up Wonder material

r
o
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Log 9 Materials, conducting trials for his car to run on

Log 9’s secret sauce is its experience and expertise

water. This is made possible by the metal-air battery,

in ‘graphene’ which is one million times thinner

developed by Log 9, fitted in the vehicle.

than paper and forms graphite or pencil lead when
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Log 9, an IIT Roorkee spin-off, says it is using the stacked together. Log 9 said its battery enables the
wonder material ‘graphene’ to make the metal-air

car to run on a simple fuel cell technology that uses

batteries commercially viable and affordable for

electrochemical reaction to produce electricity. But

e-vehicles and stationary applications like power

there is a ‘graphene rod’ along the metal plate that
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backup products.

generates electricity with water as its base for the

Mr. Singhal said that traditional lithium-ion batteries chemical reaction. The electricity thus generated is
stored energy rather than generating it. For instance, sent to an electric motor that drives the car.
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

an e-vehicle has a mileage range of 100 km to 150 km,

Experts like Ashok Misra, an honorary energy

after which it has to be charged. This on an average professor at IISc, said the growth of e-vehicles requires
takes about five hours, he said. “If you are driving

an innovative battery solution to make it a convenient

from Koramangala to the airport [in Bengaluru], you

proposition for end-use customers. “Log 9 Materials

can’t come back with one single charge,” Mr. Singhal has demonstrated the capability to tackle this energysaid in an interview. The company aims to replace the

generation bottleneck... with a commercially viable
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solution,” said Prof.Misra, who is also on the boards of

two weeks’ time to the Ministry to look into the issue

Kirloskar Electric Company and Reliance Industries.

and to proceed in the matter.”

Investors are taking note of the potential of Log 9’s

The NGT was hearing a plea moved by Assam resident

innovation and have so far invested $1 million in the Pradip Kumar Bhuyan on the increasing number of
firm.

m
o

unnatural elephant deaths taking place in the State.

BASIC nations push for ‘climate
Make elephant corridors eco-sensitive
finance’
zones: NGT

.c

The National Green Tribunal (NGT) has asked the Ahead of the United Nations Conference of Parties
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Ministry of Environment, Forests and Climate Change (COP) in December, Environment Ministers and top
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(MoEF&CC) to consider declaring all elephant climate change negotiators from Brazil, South Africa,
corridors in India as eco-sensitive zones.

tf

Following a plea that sought legal recognition for
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China and India (BASIC) convened in Delhi and said
the countries — as a group — would continue to push

elephant reserves and corridors in the State of Assam,

for developed countries on their earlier commitment

a Bench headed by NGT Chairperson Justice Adarsh

to providing $100 billion annually from 2020.

Kumar Goel said, “After hearing the matter for some

So far only a fraction of these monies have actually

time, it was noted by us that the issue of elephant

been provided, the BASIC group stated.
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corridors has been raised by different applicants This year’s edition of the COP — the 24th such
and various judgments have also been passed by the

meeting — will see representatives from at least

Tribunal. Therefore, we direct the MoEF&CC to look 190 countries, think-tanks, and activists converge in
Katowice, Poland from December 2 to 14 to try to

have a permanent solution.”

agree on a Rule Book that will specify how countries
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into this aspect in a broader perspective and also to

The Bench further added, “We would like the Ministry will agree to take forward commitments taken at the
to look into the issue by declaring all elephant 21st COP in Paris in 2015. At that meeting, countries
corridors all over the country as eco-sensitive zones had agreed to take steps to limit global warming to
by exercising its power (under relevant Acts). We give

2C below pre-industrial levels. A key aspect to make
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this possible is climate finance, but countries so far

corruption system” in the country.

aren’t agreed on what constitutes climate finance: do

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance,

investments made by private companies in developed headed by Congress MP VeerappaMoily, was briefed
countries in new green technology count? Does

on the impact of demonetisation by the Ministries of

improving efficiency in a thermal plant count?

Agriculture, Labour and Employment, and Micro,

m
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“Ministers reiterated that public finance is the Small and Medium Enterprises.

.c

fulcrum of enhanced climate ambition by developing ‘Not enough cash’

countries and urged developed countries to fulfil The report submitted by the Ministry of Agriculture,

m
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their climate finance commitments,” said a statement reviewed by The Hindu , said that demonetisation

r
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by the Ministers. “On the ground, there is not much

came at a time when farmers were engaged in either

development on providing finance,” said Environment

selling their Kharif crops or sowing the Rabi crops.

Minister Harsh Vardhan.

Both these operations needed huge amounts of cash,
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Farmers badly hit by demonetisation:
Agriculture Ministry

which demonetisation removed from the market.
“India’s 263 million farmers live mostly in the cash

Millions of farmers in India were unable to buy

economy,” the report said, adding, “millions of

seeds and fertilizers for their winter crops because of

farmers were unable to get enough cash to buy seeds
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demonetisation, according to a report submitted by and fertilizers for their winter crops. Even bigger
the Union Agriculture Ministry to the Parliamentary landlords faced a problem such as paying daily wages
Standing Committee on Finance.

to the farmers and purchasing agriculture needs for
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This official acknowledgement of the impact of growing crops.”
demonetisation comes on a day when Prime Minister

Sale didn’t pick up

Narendra Modi, speaking at a rally in Jhabua, Madhya

Even the National Seeds Corporation (NSC) failed to

Pradesh, said that he used the “bitter medicine” of

sell nearly 1.38 lakh quintals of wheat seeds because

demonetisation to bring back money into the banking

of the cash crunch. The sale failed to pick up even

system and to give “proper treatment to deep-rooted after the government, subsequently, allowed the use
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of old currency notes of Rs. 500 and Rs. 1,000 for
wheat seed sales.
Sharp questions

Where waste is given new life in the
form of art

Waste disposal is a huge challenge for every Indian city,

According to sources, the Standing Committee sent

but Bhubaneswar has found a special use for some of

the team of bureaucrats from the Agriculture Ministry

its metal waste — it has transformed them into works

m
o

packing because the Secretary, Agriculture, did not of art. The Bhubaneswar Open Air Museum of Waste-

.c

show up.

to-Art, coming up in the Kalinga Nagar township, has

Many of the Opposition members raised sharp

28 impressive sculptures created from metal scrap.

questions during the meeting. According to sources,

The sculptures are mostly of birds and animals, with
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All India Trinamool Congress’ Dinesh Trivedi asked peacocks, tigers, turtles and elephants giving a new
if the government was aware of a report by the Centre twist to the idea of recycling metal waste. The open-

tf

for Monitoring Indian Economy (CMIE), which stated air museum came about after the Artists Network
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that 1.5 million jobs were lost during January-April

Promoting Indian Culture (ANPIC), an artists’

2017 post-demonetisation.

forum, suggested holding an international public art

The Labour Ministry filed a laudatory report on symposium in collaboration with the Bhubaneswar

i
p

demonetisation.
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Development Authority for promoting the Hockey

The Ministry said that comparisons of quarterly World Cup, which will begin here on November 28.
employment surveys (QES) for the periods just Focus on animals
before and after demonetisation revealed an increase Artists from the participating countries gathered
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

of 1.22 lakh and 1.85 lakh respectively in the fourth in Bhubaneswar and began work on the sculptures
and fifth round of the QES, in the total employment on November 1. “The ANPIC decided to hold the
for establishments with 10 or more workers.

symposium on the theme of pollution. We should be

Farmers’ distress is an important issue in three of the careful about disposing of waste in landfills, as it may
five States that are facing Assembly poll — Madhya

cause contamination... Animal sculptures dominate

Pradesh, Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh.

the exhibits as it is animals that are first affected
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by pollution,” said KantakishoreMaharana, one of

to be sent to the Moon from Sriharikota on January 31

the curators of the symposium. The symposium- and is expected to reach there sometime in February
cum-workshop ended on November 20, the day the

2019.

museum was inaugurated.

The test on ground, called the Lander Sensor

m
o

Organisers had a tough time translating the idea into Performance Test or LSPT, will be conducted at
reality. About 50 tonnes of waste materials were

ISRO’s new R&D campus in Chitradurga district,

collected from Bhubaneswar and Cuttack.

about 200 km from here, ISRO Chairman K. Sivan

Once the foreign artists landed in Bhubaneswar, they said.
started conceptualising the art works.

.c
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The highly autonomous or pre-programmed mission
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Fourteen foreign and four Indian artists, along with 24

uses a large number of sensors. Among them are those

co-artists, mostly students from local art schools, and

that help the lander to precisely assess its height from

24 welders worked tirelessly to create the sculptures,

the landing spot; decide its speed and help it to steer

n
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r

tf

which have struck a chord among local art lovers.

Lunar lander faces crucial test

i
p

The Chandrayaan-2 lunar lander’s sensors are set
to undergo a crucial test in the next few days as the

s
a

mission races towards a planned take-off in around
two months.
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO)
plans to fly the sensors on an aircraft over its artificial
lunar site at Challakere to see how they will function
and guide the Chandrayaan-2 landing craft when it
starts descending on the lunar terrain. The test flight
is slated tentatively for November 24.
The orbiter carrying the lander and a rover is scheduled

clear of any boulders or uneven surface.
The lander is being developed and tested by the U.R.
Rao Satellite Centre in Bengaluru.
For the test, a prototype module carrying the sensors
will be flown on one of ISRO’s two small aircraft. As
the plane descends from around 7 km to about 1 km
over the artificial terrain, the sensors must show how
they will guide the soft landing of the lunar craft at
the right spot, speed and position.
Surface simulated
About two years back, ISRO had started readying a
part of the Challakere site to resemble lunar craters
and had conducted a few preliminary sensor tests.
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Features of the lander have since been modified and

Water Commission, suggests that actual flow today

the upcoming tests will also validate the new design.

already exceeds the government’s prescriptions.

“The development and testing of the orbiter are over.

These findings emerged at the India Rivers Week

Lander-related activities are going on. We will then add

conference.

the rover also [to tests.] Until the mission is launched,

Government’s promise

we would be testing all systems continuously after

While the government has promised to reduce

every integration,” said Dr. Sivan.

pollution in the Ganga by 70% by March 2019,

Success story

environmentalists say that this relies on setting up

“The recent success of the GSLV-MkIII-D2 launch

sewage plants rather than ensuring that the natural

.c
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vehicle has given us the confidence to go ahead for its

flow of the river isn’t blocked. The blocks in the river

operational vehicle which will launch Chandrayaan-

hobble its propensity to clean itself.

2. We are confident about the spacecraft as well as the

Among the sharpest critics of the government’s

tf
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launcher for this mission,” he said.

approach — led by the National Mission for Clean

The test of sensors comes on the heels of another

Ganga — was the late G.D. Agrawal, a seer and

test, the LAPT (Lander Actuator Performace Test), to

formerly a scientist, who’d undertaken a fast since

prove the working of the lander actuators.

June. His key demands were to stop all under-
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Water flow in Ganga ‘woefully
inadequate’

construction dams in the upper reaches of the Ganga,
and modify the design of existing ones to ensure that
flow in the lower reaches was at least 50% of the

Shekhar has said that “minimum flow” in the Ganga

monthly average flow. He died on October 11.

notified by the government on October 9 is “woefully

However, the notification said that the upper stretches

inadequate.” Additionally, an analysis by Professor

of the Ganga — from its origins in the glaciers and

Vinod Tare of the Indian Institute of Technology,

until Haridwar — would have to maintain 20% of the

Kanpur of the actual water flow at barrages downstream

monthly average flow between November and March,

of Haridwar and using data provided by the Central

which is the dry season; 25% of the average during
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Former Union Water Resources Secretary Shashi
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the ‘lean season’ of October, April and May; and 30% many tiger reserves in the country are dealing with
of monthly average during the monsoon months of

the problem of plenty. Tigers are territorial animals,

June-September.

and there are reports of the wild cat straying from the

“These flows are already achieved and this is the state

reserves, a few travelling hundreds of kilometres in

of the river… there’s no real scientific basis to the

search of food. In the past, tigers have been relocated

government’s calculations,” said Mr. Tare.

within the reserves of a State. The translocation

The lowdown on tiger relocation
At a time when the killing of tigress Avni in
Maharashtra has triggered massive outrage, the death

tf

officials and experts over the fate of the first interState
translocation of tigers in the country. On November

15, the death of a male tiger was reported from the
Satkosia Tiger Reserve. Forest Department officials

i
p

ruled out poaching and the post-mortem report said
a wound infested with maggots on the left side of

s
a

its neck led to septicaemia, causing death. However,
the fact that a young tiger died within five months of
being translocated from Madhya Pradesh has raised
Vol. 51 Nov.2018
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Satsokia was, however, far more ambitious. The
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project involved the Forest Departments of both
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of a tiger in Odisha has sparked fears among forest
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of tigers from the reserve of Madhya Pradesh to

more questions than answers.
With decades of efforts at conservation bearing fruit,
India has 70% of the tiger population in the world.
The count increased from 1,411 during 2006 to
1,706 during 2010 and 2,226 during 2014, according
to census figures. Experts and tiger biologists say

States and needed the approval of the National Tiger
Conservation Authority (NTCA) and scientists of the
Wildlife Institute of India (WII).
The translocation ran into trouble within weeks of
the animals being brought to Odisha. As part of the
exercise, first the male tiger was brought to Satkosia
from the Kanha Tiger Reserve, and within 10 days, a
female tiger was brought from the Bandhavgarh Tiger
Reserve. Within days of the tigers being brought to
Satkosia, villagers living on the fringes of the reserve
started protesting. They burnt property of the Forest
Department and attacked officials. More trouble broke
out in September with the death of a woman, allegedly
mauled by the tigress, though the post mortem did not
establish it. In October, another person was killed, and
the tigress was held responsible. In the first week of
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November, the tigress was tranquillised and shifted to
an enclosure at Raigoda, where it was first kept after
being brought from Madhya Pradesh.
The tranquillisation of the tigress, and the death
of the male tiger, will set back the translocation
exercise. Experts blame the Forest Department for
not sensitising the people in advance before the tigers
were brought to the reserve. Questions have also been
raised about the monitoring of these translocated

tf

Though the developments have raised questions over

the fate of the ambitious project, the translocation of
tigers from Madhya Pradesh to Odisha has not been

shelved. NTCA officials who are taking stock of the

i
p

situation at the Satkosia Tiger Reserve have said they
are not rushing through any decision.

s
a

What is still an advantage for the project is the good
prey base and forest cover at the Satkosia Tiger
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

Reserve. The plan was to introduce three pairs of
tigers at Satkosia from the tiger reserves of Madhya
Pradesh gradually. The fate of the first inter-State
relocation of tigers will have a bearing on future interState restocking and tiger augmentation projects in
other parts of the country.

Since 2001, R. Vasudevan, Dean, Thiagarajar College
of Engineering, Madurai, and his team at the Centre

m
o

for Studies on Solid Waste Management (CSSWM)
have come out with a research finding that promises

.c

to address two pressing problems together: bad roads
and burgeoning plastic waste.

m
u

Dr.Vasudevan, known as the ‘Plastic Man of India,’

r
o

tigers after they were released in the wild.
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Recycling opens new road to stave off
plastic threat

has been praised by Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and also awarded the Padma Shri this year.
His process, patented in 2006, involves mixing
shredded plastic with hot gravel and adding it to molten
asphalt. Plastic and bitumen bond well because both
are petroleum products. This combination enhances
the road’s ability to carry weight, as well as its life.
Pothole-free roads
‘Plastic roads’ constructed since 2002 have not
developed blisters or potholes, says Dr.Vasudevan.
One tonne of plastic waste is used with nine tonnes of
bitumen to lay1 km of road. This means a saving of
one tonne of bitumen (approximatecostRs. 50,000).
The only unusable plastics are polyvinyl chloride,
which releases harmful dioxins when heated up.
The plastic road technology, when it was patented,
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evoked excitement as it came as an answer to many layers. If we factor in all the layers with bitumen
the nagging problem of waste plastic disposal. A and up-to-date data about roads, the volume of plastic
performance appraisal by the Central Pollution

waste removed from the environment would be much

Control Board (CPCB) showed that plastic roads

higher,” according to an engineer, who did not wish

did not develop familiar defects: potholes, rutting,

to be identified.

ravelling or edge flaw, even after four years.

Fails to take off

m
o

.c

Besides opening up an avenue to use plastic waste, the Over the years, however, adoption of the technology
roads built with polymerised asphalt last longer. The

has been spotty. In some States, such as Tamil Nadu,

waterproofing quality ensures that the water doesn’t

nearly half the roads are made of plastic, as per official

m
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seep down, thus reducing wear and tear.

figures. In Delhi, on the other hand, it has not moved

While asphalt roads are expected to last for three

beyond pilot demonstrations.

years, roads with plastic as an add-on aggregate

In Tamil Nadu, the late Chief Minister Jayalalithaa
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ensures longevity of seven years. The waterproofing

instructed the District Rural Development Agency

makes the roads ‘pothole-proof’. Roads with the

to use the plastic road technology. Such roads made

polymerised mix also don’t crack or melt under

up about 1,500 km in 2004-05, says Dr.Vasudevan.

extreme heat conditions.

According to an official report, over 16,000 km of
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An estimated 15,000 tonnes of plastic waste is

plastic roads were laid in Tamil Nadu till 2014. Roads

generated in India every day. If all the roads built are constructed using waste plastic in Himachal
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Kerala, and Meghalaya

6%-8% plastic waste, as stipulated by the Indian

and in neighbouring Bhutan.

Roads Congress (a standards body of engineers and

The Centre told Parliament in August that the Roads

professionals) the country could have managed to

Ministry “encourages” the use of waste plastic in

take care of more than 330,605 tonnes of plastic scrap,

National Highways construction, especially on

according to an expert.

National Highways within a 50 km periphery of

“This is a conservative estimate. Roads consist of

urban areas that have a population of 5 lakh or more.
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in the country between 2013 and 2016 had used
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The guidelines for the use of waste plastic stipulate

Superintendent

Engineer,

a stretch of at least 10 km as a pilot project for

Municipal Corporation.

Greater

Hyderabad

assessment, so as to make it compulsory in highways “The first to cry off the plastic-mix stipulation are

m
o

contracts. So far, however, no National Highway has the contractors who say they will suffer a loss if they
been constructed with waste plastic and no target has follow the procedure. Part of their fear is that the

.c

been set for it during 2017-18.

roads will last longer and they will not be able to make

It isn’t that the Centre is not convinced of the technology.

money. Urban civic bodies are spending thousands of

The Indian Roads Congress has released the standard,

crores of rupees on roads and this revenue stream will

IRC: SP: 98: 2013, for application of plastic road

dry up. The other part of the problem is that shredded

technology. In 2015, the Union government issued

plastic is not easy to come by,” says a civic engineer
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guidelines on plastic use with hot mixes for bitumen who declined to speak on the record.
roads around urban areas. In case of non-availability

Satish Chandra, Director, Delhi-based Council of

of waste plastic, the road developer would have to

Scientific & Industrial Research (CSIR)-Central

a
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seek approval from the Ministry of Road Transport Road Research Institute says there are enough
and Highways for bitumen-only roads.

enabling legislations to require use of plastic in road

So, why haven’t civic bodies, road contractors

laying. But lack of enforcement of rules by municipal

p
s

and the Public Works Department followed authorities means that there isn’t enough shredded

a

the guidelines?
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“The Central government has issued a directive that

plastic available. “Segregation, cleaning, and cutting
of plastic is necessary to make it available as a raw

by default, plastic waste should be part of the bitumen product. The technology is well understood and
mix while laying roads…be it panchayat, Public

scalable but, like the helmet law, needs enforcement,”

Works Department or even public-private partnership he adds.
projects like the Outer Ring Road in Hyderabad. It
would save valuable foreign exchange as well. But
the directives have been ignored,” says DattuPanth,

NCCS: Mass bathing during
KumbhMela alters bacterial load,
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diversity
Bacterial populations in the river undergo huge loss in
diversity but a steep increase in bacterial load when
millions of people bathe at designated bathing sites
during KumbhMela, a team of researchers has found.
The loss in microbial diversity was nearly 37.5%
while the increase in bacterial load was about 130fold during the event.
The team led by Dr.Avinash Sharma from the National

belonging to certain phyla reduced significantly

f
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while the prevalence of bacteria belonging to phylum

Firmicutes (known to be also associated with human
skin, stools and many infectious pathogens) was nearly
95%. The study was carried out in 2015 at five bathing

p
s

sites in the Godavari River in Nashik and the results
were published in the journalMicrobial Ecology.

a

Samples were collected prior to and during the Mela
allowing the scientists to compare the spatiotemporal
changes to water quality and bacterial communities.
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and Staphylococcus aureus. Elevated levels of drugresistant genes include antifolate resistance, beta-

Infectious diseases
Besides changes in bacterial diversity and load, the
study found an increase in infectious diseases and
drug-resistant microbes in the river water samples
collected during the Mela. There were elevated levels

m
o

lactam resistance and vancomycin resistance, to name
a few.

.c

The water samples collected during the KumbhMela
had much higher total dissolved solids and total

m
u

suspended solids. The biological and chemical oxygen
demand increased due to higher release of organic

r
o

Centre for Cell Science, Pune, found that bacteria
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of genes related toHelicobacter pylori, Salmonella

particles during the Mela compared with before the
Mela. As a result, there was “substantial reduction”
in the concentration of dissolved oxygen. “The
substantial decrease in dissolved oxygen while the
COD and BOD increased could be due to increased
bacterial load in the water,” says Dr. Sharma.
While richness of bacterial species was higher
upstream, at the bathing sites, the diversity dropped,
and the bacterial community was dominated by few
phyla. In all, 25 bacterial phyla were recorded and
seven phyla (including Firmicutes) contributed to
about 99% of the total bacterial diversity before the
event. During the event, the diversity dropped by
37.5% and the diversity was restricted to just three
phyla. The Fermicutes were the most abundant with
over 90% at all the five bathing sites.
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Bacterial load

Awareness needed

Though the diversity reduced, the bacterial load “Our study highlights the need to create awareness
increased 130-fold in samples collected during the

among pilgrims to avoid open defecation and maintain

event. Skin and faecal microbiota increased 2.3-

personal hygiene to reduce the amount of microbes

m
o

fold and 2.9-fold respectively during the gathering. that get introduced into the river. A closed system for
“By comparing the water samples collected before

.c

bathing prior to taking a dip in the river should be put

and during the event, we found a huge increase in in place to reduce contamination of human-associated

m
u

infectious disease and antimicrobial-resistant genes

skin bacteria,” says Kunal Jani from NCCS and first

during the Mela. These genes could pose a serious

author of the paper.

threat to public health,” he says.

Besides taking a dip in the river, pilgrims also drink the
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Compared with skin microbiota, the faecal microbiota holy water. “Drinking this water containing infectious
is predominant at one sampling site. “This site is

disease genes and antimicrobial-resistant genes could

located upstream and is a remote location and not a

pose serious health issues. It might be preferable to

major bathing site. Because of this, open defecation

drink the holy water much upstream where fewer

might be more prevalent. This is my guess. We are

people bathe,” he suggests.
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yet to do any scientific study to ascertain the cause,”
Dr. Sharma says.

a

New bacterium
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During the same study, the researchers discovered a

RIMES terms Titli cyclone ‘rarest of
rare’

The Regional Integrated Multi-Hazard Early Warning
System (RIMES) for Africa and Asia, a 45-nation

new bacterium, which they named Corynebacterium international organisation on disaster warning,
godavarianum, that showed resistance to antibiotics has termed ‘Titli’, the severe cyclonic storm that
like amoxycillin, augmentin, cefpodoxime and devastated Odisha in October, as ‘rarest cyclone’.
clindamycin. The discovery was published in the

“More than 200 years of cyclone track history in

journal International Journal of Systematic and

the Odisha coast reveals that the Titli cyclone is the

Evolutionary Microbiology.

rarest of rare in terms of its characteristics such as
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recurvature after landfall and retaining its destructive experience not only in India but also elsewhere.
potential after landfall and recurvature away from the

“The OSDMA, by learning the lessons from Titli

coastal areas for more than two days,” says RIMES in

cyclone, could evolve measures to minimise impacts in

its latest report.

both coastal and non-coastal regions more effectively

The UN-registered organisation said: “Considering

in future,” it said.

the history of cyclone tracks, no synthetic track

The international body said: “The State government

m
o
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projection captures the Titli type of cyclones. The actions linked to the cyclone-risk management are

m
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forecast information available lacks actionable also heavily focused on the coastal areas where
early warning information such as no indication of

cyclones cross at their peak intensities. Therefore,

occurrence of secondary hazards, including landslides

coastal areas now have been largely well managed
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far away from the coasts.”

The severe cyclonic storm left more than 60 people

through evacuations and other protocols, leading to
zero casualties in these areas.”

dead, mainly due to land slide in interior Gajapati “The highest number of casualties occurred in a village
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district. Odisha, which takes immense pride in

called Baraghara in Gajapati district due to landslides.

disaster preparedness, was confounded in the wake of People did not evacuate, as the risk is unknown and

p
s

the damage to both life and property caused by Titli also not expected. There was no pin-pointed forecast
in interior districts.

a

available what will happen where,” it said.
The RIMES has recommended that a detailed

the formation of Titli as a ‘rarest of rare’ occurrence.

risk assessment has to be carried out for Odisha
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Earlier, India Meteorological Department had called

The severe cyclone had changed its path after

to understand the risks in the light of the Titli

landfall.

devastation.

According to RIMES, the Odisha State Disaster
ManagementAuthority faced challenges in anticipating

Amaravati: MoEF says ‘no’ to forest
land use

and managing Titli’s impact due to lack of impact- The Ministry of Environment’s Forest Advisory
based actionable early warning information and prior

Committee (FAC) has rejected eight proposals
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from the Andhra Pradesh government entailing the About 30 small satellites of foreign customers will
diversion of about 3,300 hectares of forest land for

be ferried on the PSLV launcher, numbered C-43, the

infrastructure projects in the State’s capital city of

Indian Space Research Organisation has announced.

Amaravati.

They will go into an orbit different from that of HysIS.

According to the records of a meeting of the FAC held

The launch from the first launch pad is set for 9.57

m
o
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on November 15, the State government had sought a.m.
permission to divert land in various forest divisions in Clearer images

m
u

Guntur district for projects including an ‘Adventure

A hyperspectral imaging camera in space can provide

Eco Theme Park’ and a ‘Science City’.

well-defined images that can help identify objects on
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The 6-member committee rejected all the eight “in- earth far more clearly than regular optical or remote
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principle” proposals on the grounds that the “area sensing cameras, ISRO Chairman K. Sivan said
earlier.

entire area of Capital Region, which in the opinion of

The technology will be an added advantage in

FAC is too less area as a green cover in any capital city.”

watching over India from space across sectors

Additionally, the FAC noted that the ‘user agency’ —

including defence, agriculture, land use and mineral

APCRDA — hadn’t explored the feasibility of using

exploration. Sources said the new ‘eye in the sky’ can

non-forest land for these purposes.

be used to even mark out a suspect object or person

Meanwhile the National Green Tribunal’s Principal

on the ground and separate it from the background

Bench in Delhi barred any diversion of 251.77 hectares

with applications in transborder infiltration etc.
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under Reserve Forest (RF) was less than 5% of the
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of forest land in Tadepali Reserve Forest.

ISRO’s imaging satellite HysIS is all
set for launch

“The primary goal of HysIS is to study the Earth’s
surface in visible, near-infrared and shortwave
infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum,”

HysIS, the country’s first hyperspectral imaging

ISRO said.

satellite for advanced earth observation, is slated for

HysIS will be ISRO’s first full-scale working satellite

launch from Sriharikota.

with this capability. While the technology has been
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around, not many space agencies have working

released showed.

satellites with hyperspectral imaging cameras as yet.

Heatwaves are associated with increased rates of heat

Third longest mission

stress and heat stroke, worsening heart failure and

m
o

The November 29 PSLV flight would last eight acute kidney injury from dehydration.
minutes short of two hours, making it the third longest,

Children, the elderly and those with pre-existing

low-earth mission of ISRO.

morbidities are particularly vulnerable.

The satellites would be ejected in two orbits by

Almost 153 billion hours of labour were lost globally

restarting the rocket’s fourth-stage engine twice.

in 2017 due to heat, an increase of 62 billion hours

The PSLV, flying in its core-alone format, will first

from the year 2000.

.c
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release HysIS to an orbit at 636 km 17 minutes after Observing that a recent report “places India amongst
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launch. The engine of the rocket’s fourth stage will be

the countries who most experience high social and

restarted twice — once an hour from launch and again

economic costs from climate change”, the study

47 minutes later.

makes several recommendations.
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Lancet urges response to heatwave
exposure surge

p
s

These include identifying “heat hot-spots” through
appropriate tracking of meteorological data and

Indian policy makers must take a series of initiatives

promoting “timely development and implementation

to mitigate the increased risks to health, and the loss

of local Heat Action Plans with strategic inter-agency

a

of labour hours due to a surge in exposure to heatwave co-ordination, and a response which targets the most
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

events in the country over the 2012-2016 period, the vulnerable groups.”
LancetCountdown 2018 report recommends.

The report prepared jointly with the Public Health

From 2014-2017, the average length of heatwaves in

Foundation of India also urges a review of existing

India ranged from 3-4 days compared to the global occupational health standards, labour laws and
average of 0.8-1.8 days, and Indians were exposed to

sectoral regulations for worker safety in relation to

almost 60 million heatwave exposure events in 2016,

climatic conditions.

a jump of about 40 million from 2012, the report The India Meteorological Department had reported
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that from 1901 to 2007, there was an increase of more
than 0.5°C in mean temperature, with considerable
geographic variation, and climate forecasts by research
groups project a 2.2-5.5°C rise in temperatures in
northern, central and western India by the end of the
21st century.
The number of hours of labour lost also jumped
between 2000-2017 across India, the Lancet said.

60,000 million hours in 2017, from about 40,000

f
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million hours in 2000. Overall, across sectors India

lost almost 75,000 million hours of labour in 2017,

The agriculture sector was more vulnerable compared

p
s

to the industrial and service sectors because workers
there were more likely to be exposed to heat.

a

The findings are significant for India as agriculture
makes up 18% of the country’s GDP and employs
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

almost half the population.
A recent World Bank report on South Asia’s hotspots
predicted a 2.8% erosion of the country’s GDP by
2050, accompanied by a fall in living standards due
to changes in temperature, rainfall and precipitation
patterns.

launch vehicle, the PSLV, carrying 31 satellites on

m
o

board soared in a trajectory crossing the path of the
Sun and sped to inject India’s Hyper Spectral Imaging

.c

Satellite (HysIS), being dubbed ‘Sharp Eye’, towards
the launcher’s intended first orbit.

m
u

Mission Control waited for the PSLV C-43 to come

r
o

For the agriculture sector alone, this rose to about

a
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Nearly three minutes after lift-off , India’s workhorse

Over the course of the next one hour, the team at

Farm labour vulnerable

from about 43,000 million hours in 2000.

ISRO puts ‘Sharp Eye’ into orbit

up on the other side of the Equator to insert 30 small
satellites from various countries into another orbit as
requested by the customers. The 30 satellites were
part of a commercial launch.
In its 13th flight of the Core-Alone version and 45th
launch of the PSLV, ISRO carried one satellite each
from Australia, Canada, Colombia, Finland, Malaysia,
Netherlands and Spain, and 23 satellites from the U.S.
on board as co-passengers of the HysIS.
At 9.57 a.m., the rocket lifted off from the first
launchpad at the Satish Dhawan Space Centre, SHAR,
here. A little over 17 minutes later, the HysIS was
injected into a precise orbit of 636 km from Earth.
The HysIS is an Earth Observation satellite primarily
to assist in a wide range of applications in agriculture,
forestry, geological environments, coastal zones,
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among others.
To a question whether HysIS could be used for anti-terror operations, ISRO Chairman K. Sivan said ISRO’s
job was only to build the satellite, but did not rule out such a possibility. “Our duty is to mainly build the

m
o

satellite which can precisely identify an object. The usage…we are not bothering. That depends on the users.
Right now it is meant for Earth Observation missions. But after seeing the results, may be…but it’s not in our

.c

hands,” he said.
All praise for team

m
u

Lauding the ISRO team for making HysIS, Mr. Sivan said the satellite was state-of-the-art technology. “The
heart of the system required for the HysIS satellite is basically an optical imaging detector chip. This chip has

r
o

been indigenously designed by Space Application Centre of ISRO and fabricated at our semi-conductor lab

f
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at Chandigarh. I am sure that team ISRO can be proud that they are really giving an excellent space asset to
India,” he said.

Explaining the one-hour wait for the vehicle to come up on the other side and to insert the commercial

a
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satellites, Mr. Sivan said the PSLV first travelled Southward and injected the HysIS around 27 degree South
of the Equator.

p
s

On the successful injection of the satellites, Mr. Sivan said, “The way it was injected, our customers will be
very happy to see their babies are delivered to their homes safely and precisely.”

a

Plan to make Gaganyaan indigenous
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

The Indian Space Research Organisation wants to make the ambitious manned mission Gaganyaan “more and
more” indigenous by utilising the facilities available in the country, ISRO Chairman K. Sivan said here .
“In order to meet the Prime Minister’s (Narendra Modi) vision (of sending humans to space) by 2022, to
undertake some testing we may go abroad. But we have not decided that,” he added.
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November 5. A laser show is also expected to
take place after the inauguration ceremony.
# The Bridge will have four elevators, with an

m
o

overall capacity of carrying 50 people. It will give
a bird’s-eye view of the city to visitors.

.c

Delhi Signature Bridge: All you need
to know

# The inauguration ceremony, however, ran

Delhi’s Signature Bridge, built on the Yamuna

Tiwari gate-crashed the event and created a

river near Wazirabad, was inaugurated by Chief

ruckus over not being invited.Calling the incident

Minister Arvind Kejriwal. The long-delayed bridge,

unprecedented, Kejriwal said, “Chaos by BJP at

in a controversy after Delhi BJP chief Manoj

m
u
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which has a 154-metre-high glass box, will reduce

Signature Bridge inauguration site. It’s s a Del

travel time between north and northeast Delhi.

govtprog. Police mute spectator. Can LG, being

Here’s all you need to know about Signature

head of Del police, ensure peace and order at

Bridge

Signature bridge inauguration site?”

a
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# Announced in 2004, the bridge missed several

p
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deadlines. The bridge was supposed to be
operational in 2010 before the Commonwealth

a

Water ATMs may help in bridging safe
water gap

For thousands of communities across India,
the process of getting drinking water is now the

# The construction cost of the bridge rose to Rs

same as the process of getting cash: they head
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Games but got delayed due to several issues.

1,594 crore in 2015 from the initial cost of Rs

to an ATM.

1,131 crore. “There were several issues that

With 82 crore people who still do not have access

caused delays. But, we pushed officials, and

to piped water and 70% of water in the country

finally it has been completed,” Deputy CM Manish

contaminated by pollutants, the government

Sisodia two days before the inauguration.

is increasingly starting to accept small water

# The Bridge will be opened to the public,

enterprises — such as water ATMs and community
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purification plants — as an alternative solution to

RO (reverse osmosis system) to purify your water

the safe drinking water challenge.

for drinking. But for many people, that is not

A new report by Safe Water Network (SWN)

possible. The community purification plants treat

says the government needs to spend Rs. 44,000

water locally. The water ATM is a dispensation

crore on 2.2 lakh small water enterprises to

system, which can be automatic with a coin

provide safe drinking water to about 37 crore

or smart card, or manual,” explained Poonam

people, mostly in urban slums where piped

Sewak, vice presidentat the SWN. “Essentially,

water infrastructure is difficult to build, and in

it’s a community RO.”

rural areas with contaminated water sources.

Community water purification plants have grown

.c
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While such enterprises cost only a fraction of from less than 12,000 in 2014 to almost 50,000 in

f
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piped water infrastructure, policy changes and

2018, according to the SWN, as they have been

at least a doubling of tariffs are needed to help

incorporated into government planning. To reach

them bridge the safe water gap, says the report

the government’s HarGhar Jal target of 100%

released this week.

piped water by 2030, almost Rs. 5 lakh crore of

a
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infrastructure investment will be required, says

General of India (CAG) pointed out that only 18%

government data. SWN estimates that if the

of the rural population has access to potable

government is willing to spend less than 10% of

piped water, failing to meet the 2017 target of

that amount on small water enterprises, it could

50%.

provide safe drinking water at a fraction of the
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A recent report by the Comptroller and Auditor

p
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70% contaminated

India is ranked at 120 out of 122 countries
on the Water Quality Index, said NitiAayog,

cost.

Maternity leave: govt. for incentive
scheme

adding that 70% of the country’s water supply is In a bid to encourage employers, especially in
contaminated.

the private sector, to implement the extended

“For those who can afford it, you buy a household

26-week maternity leave law, the Labour Ministry
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plans to refund them for seven weeks’ worth of

therefore working on an incentive scheme

wages for women workers with a wage ceiling up

whereby the government would bear the cost of

to Rs. 15,000 per month. The Ministry is in the

maternity leave wages for seven weeks, subject

process of getting budgetary approvals for the

to certain conditions. The financial implication

Rs. 400 crore incentive schemes, according to

to the Centre is estimated to be Rs. 400 crore,

an official statement.

and the Ministry is in the process of obtaining

Poor implementation

budgetary approvals.

m
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In March 2017, the Centre amended the Maternity The scheme would “ensure the women equal
Benefit Act to increase paid maternity leave from

m
u

access to employment and other approved

r
o

12 to 26 weeks for all women employees in

benefits along with adequate safety and secure

establishments employing ten or more people.

environment…,” said the statement.
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However, the Ministry statement noted that while

implementation of the provision was good in the
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public sector, it was poor for those with private
sector or contract jobs.

p
s

“There is also a wide perception that private
entities are not encouraging women employees

a

because if they are employed, they may have
to provide maternity benefit to them, particularly
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

26 weeks of paid holiday,” said the statement,
adding that the extended maternity leave has
become a deterrent for female employees who
are asked to quit or retrenched on flimsy grounds
before they go on maternity leave.
The Ministry of Labour and Employment is

The Great Gatsby of Indian sitar
Writing a biography of Vilayat Khan (19282004) was “a bit like chasing a hologram”, says
journalist and writer NamitaDevidayal on the
phone, “because every story (about him) had
several versions”. Yet, instead of becoming
an impediment, this chameleonic personality
of one of India’s greatest musicians provides
enchantment to her beautiful new book. This
protean quality also helped decide the tone,
texture and format: “I was going to create a fluid
portrait anchored in fact and narrated with poetic
license,” Devidayal explains, “like improvising on
a jazz standard.”
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The Sixth String OfVilayat Khan is Devidayal’s a livelihood, get married and raise a family)
second non-fiction book since The Music Room

and the rarefied ambitions of the musician (the

(2007). Delightfully, it also pertains to Hindustani

struggle to find a room of their own to pursue

classical music, a genre about which Devidayal

their art, the desire for the approbation of peers

writes with palpable love, focusing closely

and connoisseurs and the quest for spiritual

on characters and feelings instead of being

elevation through music). Some of these themes

weighed down by the burden of scholarship

run through Khan’s biography as well, though

and musicology. On 28 November, as the print

the canvas on which they play out are more

edition of Devidayal’s book hits the stores, it will

flamboyant than what Kulkarni’s austere, self-

.c
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appear simultaneously as an audiobook, read by

effacing career would allow.

NamitaDevidayal, on Audible India. Embedded in

Vilayat Khan, as those who follow Hindustani

the text will be music by the maestro, such as the

classical music may know, was the Great Gatsby

legendary performance of Raga ChandniKedar

of the sitar. Born into a family of illustrious

a
ir
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he played at the Taj Mahal with his brother Imrat musicians, his grandfather was the legendary
Khan on the surbahar in the 1960s.

p
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Imdad Khan. After the untimely demise of his
father Enayat Khan, young Vilayat was left in the

association with her guru Dhondutai Kulkarni in

lurch. With no steady income or guidance from

a style that was amorphous. Blending the history

the family, not even from his father’s students

of Hindustani classical vocal music with memoir,

(uniquely for a gharanedar musician, Inayat

gender politics with guru-shishyaparampara, it

Khan broke ranks and “taught numerous non-

created a pastiche of emotions, harking back

hereditary musicians”), Vilayat was left under the

to such masters of the genre as the late Kumar

tutelage and eagle eye of his stentorian mother,

Prasad Mukherji and Sheila Dhar.

Basheeran Begum.
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In her first book, Devidayal told the story of her

a

The Music Room forded a gulf between the In spite of his fondness for the good life,
compulsions of daily life (the imperative to earn

especially wine, women and, later, fancy cars
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(he threw a lavish party once for his adored

in melody as he matured.

Mercedes “Gazzala”, which he drove down from

Vilayat Khan inherited not only this genetic

Kabul to Mumbai), Vilayat Khan was devoted

disposition to deplete himself on his music, but

m
o

to his beloved sitar. He strummed it for most of also to go any length to achieve his goals. As
the day, slept with it beside him, and his busy

Devidayal recounts, he once went to Indore in

fingers traced taans and sargams in his dreams.

hot pursuit of a “learned musician… to memorise

He inherited this obsession from his grandfather,

a composition that only that man knew.” It’s

known as the “four-candle man”. In the days

never easy to persuade musicians to part with

m
u
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before clocks, Devidayal writes, “He would light their precious cargo. Vilayat Khan tried coaxing,

r
o

four candles one after another and practise for

f
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flattery, pressing his feet, even an offer of cash.
When all failed, he finally pulled out a pistol.

such session, his ailing daughter’s health took

“Will you teach me, or do you wish to die?” he

a turn for the worse, but Imdad Khan didn’t

demanded. Suffice it to say, no party was harmed

abandon his post. Midway into the third candle,

in the end. At the peak of his career, his music

the girl died, without a last glimpse of her father.

wooing millions across India on radio and public
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as long as they burned.” Apparently, during one

a
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performances, Vilayat Khan would be invited to
play every night to a very ill Jawaharlal Nehru, to
help him gently fall asleep.
In her pursuit of this immensely charismatic
musician, Devidayal hasn’t papered over his
frailties, the fits of jealousy against his brother
Imrat and son Shujaat Hussain Khan for
instance, or his unfaithfulness to his first wife,

While the younger Vilayat Khan (above) focused

MonishaHazra. Where possible, she has also

on technical virtuosity, he became more absorbed

travelled to the different places, including the
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US, where Vilayat Khan lived, met with his

Jalsaghar, where Vilayat Khan was the music

family, friends, lovers, students and associates.

director), the shringar rasa (sample his short drut

Yet, the key that unlocks the deepest truths

gat in Raga Gara, with Zakir Hussain on the tabla),

about Vilayat Khan’s life lies in his music, about

pain and longing (he played thumris, kirtans and

which Devidayal writes evocatively and with fine

other folk or light classical compositions, cajoling

insight, giving us a more intimate portrait of the

his sitar to sing, and often sang along during live

artist than anecdotes can.

performances, as though to encourage his sitar

Although she met Vilayat Khan in person only

to follow suit). Always dressed elegantly, with a

once in Mumbai many years ago, Devidayal’s

stage presence befitting a rock star, Vilayat Khan

.c
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admiration of his music had a long incubation:

m
o

remained irresistibly attractive till the very end. If

from attending live performances to listening to his cultivation of a mercurial persona and unique

tf

his recordings to even a spell of learning the

n
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style shook the musical orthodoxy, he never

sitar to better understand the sublime, magical

violated the spirit of a raga. In spite of his name

intricacies of his style. Vilayat Khan made several

and fortune, both in India and beyond, Vilayat

modifications to the traditional form of the sitar,

Khan remained an iconoclast, a solitary figure,

doing away with one string and the gourd on top,

who never was as revered in the West as his

i
p
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a

arch-rival Pandit Ravi Shankar.

dulcet and as pliable as the human voice. His

To understand Vilayat Khan’ music, one must

style was widely adored because he masterfully

take a detour into Ravi Shankar’s phenomenal

incorporated “the emotional elements of vocal

career. “In one of his interviews, Ravi Shankar

music into an instrument,” says Devidayal.

says he never changed his music, only shortened

Consequently, Vilayat Khan elicited from his

it and explained it better for newer audiences,”

sitar sounds that people hadn’t heard before:

says Devidayal. His collaborations with Yehudi
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to create a pitch and timbre that was at once

melody that could simulate tragedy (refer to Menuhin and George Harrison opened doors
the background score of Satyajit Ray’s movie

to fame and glory, turning him into a stalwart
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of the newly emerging field of “world music”.

After

Vilayat Khan, by contrast, remained suspicious

government, and a disconcerting drift into what

of collaborations and, after an initial hankering

many Maldivians felt was the stifling embrace of

for recognition, became disenchanted with the

China, the people exercised their right to franchise

trappings of public acclaim, scorning the honours

on September 23 and voted resoundingly for

bestowed on him by the Indian state. Yet, he

a coalition of pro-democracy parties, bringing

was never conservative in his musical tastes,

to power a government led by the Maldives

having composed for popular cinema, and often

Democratic Party. Their new President, Ibrahim

played the blues, especially the records of Ella

Mohamed Solih, is considered by India to be a

Fitzgerald, with great relish.

friend, and the man who will be advising him

years

of

the Abdulla Yameen

m
o
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five

“He made a very deliberate choice to go deep

closely, Mohamed Nasheed, has a staunch pro-

rather than beyond, to stay solitary and serve

India outlook.

as a reminder that there are spaces more

The immediate challenges are twofold: political

a
ir

intoxicating than fame,” says Devidayal. His art, and economic. Politically, the question is whether
as she says, was rightly described “as a narrative

the multiparty alliance will hold in the face of the

of resistance”.

immense pressures that the nation faces. Only

a
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Sustaining the embrace of democracy
It was as if the collective mood of optimism had
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

a fragrance, and it wafted through the narrow
streets of Male, bringing the Maldivian citizenry
to its feet. People thronged to the picturesque
Republic Square that overlooked the presidential
jetty. Saturday was a day of monumental change
in this tiny Indian Ocean-nation of 1,192 islands.

time will tell if Mr. Nasheed’s belief, that Mr. Solih
has “the ability and the capacity to… make sure
that all parties stick together, that everyone is
able to compromise”, will be realised.
Second, complex economic challenges arose
from the Yameen administration’s headlong
plunge into the vortex of Chinese expansionist
ambitions. The nation rapidly racked up massive
debts linked to infrastructure investments. What
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was initially thought to be in the range of $1.4

three groups every time: politicians, religious

billion is now suspected to be closer to $3 billion,

radicals and violent groups. An important reason

if not higher. So, how does the country engage

the Maldives veers between authoritarian and

the dragon? Mr. Nasheed, and presumably Mr.

democratic modes of functioning is that the

Solih, have a simple answer: they will pay back

country’s geography implies that communities

what they owe, but will audit every single project,

are far-flung and small, making them easy

and will call for international arbitration where a

to manipulate. This also leads to a greater

proper procedure was not followed for the initial

dependence

allocation.

tycoons.
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The greatest problem that confronts the Maldives
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on

politicians

and

business

While the Solih government will have much to

today is, however, neither economic nor relating

attend to on the policy front immediately, the

political parties, but in the realm of Maldivian

longer haul may be an uphill journey, Ms. Ismail

citizens’ social contract with their leadership.

says. In part, this is because certain constituents,
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Fundamental rights diminished

who had historically opted for centralised political
power, including former President Maumoon

Network, a non-partisan NGO promoting human

Abdul Gayoom and members of the 2012 coup,

rights and democracy, worries about draconian

are now part of the new dispensation.

laws, enacted in the past five years, especially

Hopefully the greater level of societal awareness

those that have diminished fundamental rights.

will make a difference this time and ensure
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Shahindha Ismail of the Maldivian Democracy
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Alongside this feature, Ms. Ismail says, corruption

that genuine democracy takes root in the

has risen to levels not seen before, sustained by

archipelago.

more serious violations, including murder, street
violence and organised crime. These multiple
strands, she believes, are interlinked and the
decay in governance can be triangulated to

When laws are framed to make voting
difficult

The November 6 U.S. midterm elections may have
come and gone, but the issue of voter suppression
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still lingers, drawing responses mostly along

Liberals are fighting back through various means:

partisan lines. Many Republicans have wanted

Mr. Kemp was sued last month by civil rights

to tighten laws around voter eligibility, ostensibly

groups in Georgia over the voter application

to prevent fraud, and Democrats have wanted to

hold-up. Ms. Abrams and her supporters went to

make it easier for people to vote.

court and won limited victories, like an order that

This was exemplified by the Georgia gubernatorial

elections not be certified before Friday, November

race between Democratic candidate Stacey

16; that all provisional ballots be verified using “all

Abrams and former Secretary of State and

available registration documentation”; and that

Republican candidate Brain Kemp. Night, Ms.

ballots with minor discrepancies be counted.

Abrams acknowledged that the law did not offer

Voting centre issues
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her any further remedies to win the race but that

Voting difficulties, however, extend beyond

“systemic

Georgia. The nonpartisan Election Protection

disenfranchisement,

disinvestment

and incompetence had its desired effect on the

hotline

electoral process in Georgia”.

complaints by mid-afternoon on November 6,

a
ir

received

some

30,000

nationwide

Democrats, including Ms. Abrams, have for

including reports of a shuttered polling booth,

some time now been accusing Mr. Kemp and

machines that did not work, long lines and hard-

p
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the Republicans of voter suppression. Last year, to-access voting centres.

a

Some Republicans, including President Donald

a voter’s name on government issued ID to

Trump,
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the State passed the ‘exact match’ law, requiring

have,

without

providing

evidence,

exactly match the name as it appears on voter

repeatedly alleged that there has been electoral

rolls. Over 53,000 voter applications were put

fraud. Mr. Trump went so far as to say that voters

on hold under this law, over two thirds of them

disguise themselves and cast multiple votes. The

belonging to African Americans, who comprise

President had also alleged widespread voter

a third of Georgia’s population and tend to vote

fraud in the 2016 presidential elections. Some

Democrat.

of his colleagues had criticised Mr. Trump’s
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baseless claims and asked for evidence, which

Come January, Democrats say they will prioritise

has not been provided.

strengthening institutions, including the voting

Studies have repeatedly refuted the claim that process. However, with a split Congress, this is
voter fraud is a significant phenomenon in the
U.S. The Brennan Center for Justice, a nonpartisan policy institute, for instance, concluded
after a study published last year that “by any
measure, voter fraud is extraordinarily rare”. Yet,
as many as 24 States have introduced voter

harder for voters to register, cutting back on early

f
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voting opportunities and making ID requirements

a
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However, on November 6, Florida gave former

felons (with exceptions) the right to vote after

p
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they had served their sentences — enfranchising
some 1.4 million people, Maryland approved a

a

measure to register voters on polling day and
Michigan made it easier to vote in absentia .
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

Michigan and Nevada also approved a law that
automatically registers voters when they obtain
a driver’s licence or interact with government
agencies in certain ways. This will particularly
impact the enfranchising of young people and
racial minorities.
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An endangered tribe

.c

Who are they?

The Sentinelese, a negrito tribe who live on

m
u

the North Sentinel Island of the Andamans,
have not faced incursions and remain hostile to

r
o

restrictions since 2010. These include making it

stricter

easier said than done.

outsiders.

The inhabitants are connected to the Jarawa
on the basis of physical, as well as linguistic
similarities, researchers say. Based on carbon
dating of kitchen middens by the Anthropological
Survey of India, Sentinelese presence was
confirmed in the islands to 2,000 years ago.
Genome studies indicate that the Andaman tribes
could have been on the islands even 30,000
years ago.
How are they protected?
The Govt. of India issued the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands (Protection of Aboriginal Tribes)
Regulation, 1956 to declare the traditional
areas occupied by the tribes as reserves, and
prohibited entry of all persons except those
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with authorisation. Photographing or filming

the Council of Scientific and Industrial Research,

the tribe members is also an offence. The rules

the Indian Council for Medical Research and

were amended later to enhance penalties. But

the Department of Biotechnolgy — are getting

restricted area permits were relaxed for some

together to promote research in herbal drugs,

islands recently.

some of which involve deriving new drugs from

Have they made contact?

marijuana.

The Sentinelese have been fiercely hostile to

Among the first such studies likely to kick off is

outside contact. But in 1991 they accepted some

a joint investigation by the CSIR-Indian Institute

coconuts from a team of Indian anthropologists

of Integrative Medicine (CSIR-IIIM) and the Tata

and administrators.

Memorial Centre (TMC), Mumbai.
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Some researchers argue that the Sentinelese

Here researchers will test whether strains of

have been mostly left alone even from colonial

marijuana grown at the CSIR-IIIM campus in

times, unlike other tribes such as the Onges,

Jammu could be effective in the treatment of

Jarawas and Great Andamanese, because

breast cancer, sickle-cell anaemia as well as be

the land they occupy has little commercial

“bio-equivalent” (similar in make-up and effect)

attraction.

to marijuana-derived drugs already approved by

a
ir
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How many are there?

a

the United States Food and Drug Administration
(U.S. FDA)

117 people. In 1931, the number dropped to 50,

Restricted cultivation
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From 1901 to 1921 they were estimated to be

a figure used for the 1961 Census too. In 1991

Marijuana (or hemp), more formally parts of the

their head count was put at 23. Census 2001

cannabis super-family, is illegal for commercial

counted 39 inhabitants.

cultivation though it grows as weed in several

India to study marijuana-derived
drugs

Three major science administrators in India —

parts of the country. Uttarakhand, Jammu and —
as of this month Uttar Pradesh — have allowed
restricted cultivation of the plant for medical
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research.

The U.S. FDA this year approved Epidiolex

One of the trials, said a doctor associated with

(cannabidiol) [CBD] oral solution for the treatment

the study, was to check if the “feelings of bliss”

of seizures associated with two rare and severe

induced by cannabis could be detected at the

forms of epilepsy, Lennox-Gastaut syndrome

cellular level. “The effects ofbhaang(marijuana

and Dravet syndrome.

consumed orally) have been known to induce a
state of bliss. What we’d like to find out if those
effects in the brain travel all the way into the
cancerous cell and can change its profile,” said
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Multiple reasons behind premature
births in India

A recent study that analysed nearly 8,000 women
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u

in India who gave birth between 2004 and 2005

r
o

RajendraBadwe, director, Tata Memorial Centre

and 2011 and 2012 (India Human Development

and one of the investigators of the study. The

Survey) has pointed out that there is a strong

studies however are ‘long-term’ and could take

association between adverse birth outcomes and
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5-6 years, he said. The organisations were in the

sanitation access, gender-based harassment

process of formally applying to the Drug Control

and physical labour.

General of India for permissions.

About 14.9% and 15.5% of the study group

i
p

“There is an unmet need for terminal cancer

s
a

experienced preterm birth and low infant birth
weight respectively. The researchers found that

lost 50-60 years of valuable research into

spending more than two hours per day fetching

the properties of these plants,” said Ram

water was associated with low birth weight while

Vishwakarma, director, CSIR-IIIM.

open defecation or sharing latrine within the

The studies into the therapeutic potential of

building was associated with greater chances of

marijuana is part of a larger governmental thrust

low birth weight or preterm birth. The paper was

to making new drugs derived from herbs and

published in PLOS ONE.

plants that find mention in Ayurvedic and other

“Many homes in low-income countries have

traditional-medicine knowledge systems.

no private toilet facilities and private drinking
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patients and because of restrictions we have
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water source. Women and girls are tasked with

that play a role in preterm birth and low infant

fetching water from outside the home, which

birth weight.

can be physically stressful,” says Prof. Kelly
Baker, from the Department of Occupational and
Environmental Health, University of Iowa College
of Public Health, U.S in a release. She is the
corresponding author of the paper. “In addition,
homes often lack private toilet facilities, meaning
women must use shared or public latrines or
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Harassment

Another shocking find of the study was that

a
ir

harassment of women and girls in the community

was also associated with both preterm birth and

p
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low infant birth weight. “Interventions that reduce
domestic responsibilities related to water and

a

sanitation and changed social norms related to
gender-based harassment may reduce rates of
Vol. 51 Nov.2018

preterm birth and low infant birth weight in India,”
adds the report.
Though there were limitations due to self-reported
behaviours and small sample size, the study was
able contribute to the limited evidence related to
sanitation infrastructure and other social factors
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A rooftop memorial at Nariman House, the Jewish
centre in Colaba, will be formally inaugurated, the

.c

tenth anniversary of the Mumbai terror attacks.
The memorial is to be called the Nariman Light

m
u

House.

“This is the only memorial that honours all the

r
o

manage their sanitation needs in open spaces,”
she says.

Nariman Light House is set to open

victims of the attack. Even as the attack took place
at many locations, we felt that it was one attack
and the memorial should have all the names
together. The water and plants are sources of
energy. We call it a living memorial,” said Rabbi
Israel Kozlovsky, who heads the Nariman Light
House.
The memorial features a waterfall monument
inscribed with the names of all the victims of the
attack, including policemen and National Security
Guard (NSG) personnel, and plaques of the sites
at which the attacks took place. It is surrounded
by lush green plants.
While the waterfall signifies the flow of life and
purification, plaques of sites of the attack — Kuber
boat, the Taj Mahal hotel, the Oberoi-Trident,
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Leopold Cafe, the Cama&Albless Hospital,

Commissioner to Pakistan TCA Raghavan.

ChhatrapatiShivaji Terminus and Nariman House

Thaw in ties

— serve as a reminder of that night.

To begin with, the emergences of the Kartarpur

Kartarpur marks a fresh start
As Vice-President Venkaiah Naidu and Punjab
Chief Minister Amarinder Singh together unveil
a foundation stone for a six-km route leading
from Dera Baba Nanak in Punjab to Kartarpur in

of a route closed by Partition but would also
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mark the beginning of an unprecedented form of
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Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan will be
joined by two Indian Ministers to lay the foundation

p
s

stone at the Pakistani side, where pilgrims from
India will be able to visit their revered Kartarpur

a

Sahib Gurdwara by November 2019, to mark
the 550th anniversary of Guru Nanak. No Indian
Minister has visited Pakistan since Home Minister
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since they come at a time when India and

Rajnath Singh’s SAARC visit in 2016, which were
followed by the Uri attacks.
“It just shows that India-Pakistan relations can

.c

Pakistan have had no dialogue and little contact.
Although a ministerial team of the previous

m
u

Pakistani caretaker government had visited
Delhi in August to condole former Prime Minister

r
o

Pakistan’s Punjab , it will not just be the reopening

diplomacy, diplomats say.
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corridor and cross-border invitations are unique

Atal Bihari Vajpayee’s death and met External
Affairs Minister Sushma Swaraj, a proposed
meeting between the Foreign Ministers in New
York in September was called off over terrorist
attacks, leaving all plans for dialogue with the
new government in limbo.
Secondly, according to former officials involved
in the past dialogue process who spoke to The
Hindu , this is the first time Pakistan has publicly
accepted the demand for the corridor, that was
made first by Vajpayee during his Lahore visit in
1999 and raised regularly by leaders of the Sikh
community.

change very quickly, and change over issues

Incredible India handle goofs up on
which are not expected,” said former High Tawang Monastery

Years after using the photo of an African rhino
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for promoting wildlife in Assam, the Incredible India campaign has goofed up again. Now, it is with
regard to Tawang Monastery in Arunachal Pradesh.
A tweet by @incredibleindia tagging Union Tourism Minister K.J. Alphons reads: “Cradled amidst the
mist-laden valleys of the Himalayas is Tawang Monastery, India’s largest Buddhist monastery. It was

m
o

built at the request of the 5th Dalai Lama in 1980-81.”

Known in Tibetan as GadenNamgyalLhatse, the Tawang Monastery was indeed built according to

.c

the wishes of the 5th Dalai Lama, NgawangLobsangGyatso.

But it was founded in 1680-81, by a monk named MeragLodreGyatso of the Gelug sect after the 4th

m
u

Dalai Lama gave him a painting of goddess PaldenLhamo to be kept in the monastery. An 8-metre
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high gilded statue of Lord Buddha dominates the sanctum of the monastery.
“It must be a case of typographical error. We will take it up with the Centre for correcting the date

f
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of the 338-year-old monastery,” Kanto Danggen, Director, Arunachal Pradesh Tourism Department,
told The Hindu .
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Local legend has it that China had attacked Tawang in 1962 primarily to extract the secret to eternal
youth, believed to be buried under the monastery, built at about 10,000 ft above sea level.
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An international tourism campaign by the India since 2002, Incredible India, had erred a decade ago
by passing off a black African rhino as the Great Indian Rhinoceros, the bulk of whose population is

a

in Kaziranga.
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The rhinos in Assam are one-horned, unlike their African cousins that sport two horns.

